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This dissertation examines the stock price behavior of newly public firms 

following two separate events, acquisition announcements and a large single day price 

change. For the first essay on overreaction, the changes in both liquidity and information 

are considered in studying the stock price reaction to a trigger of +/-15 %. Over 2,600 

events are evaluated for these newly public firms from 1992-2001 with events classified 

as occurring during either the quiet, lockup or post lockup period. 

For positive trigger events during the quiet period, a large one-day price change 

results in a significant underreaction. Positive triggers during the lockup period result in 

no significant abnormal returns, while a statistically significant overreaction occurs 

during the post lockup period. For negative triggers, while there are no significant 

abnormal returns for the reactions in any period, there is nevertheless a statistically 

significant difference between the reactions during the quiet and the post lockup periods. 

In addition, the degree of market reaction is found to be significantly different for events 

with information versus events without information. 
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The second essay examines the stock price reaction when newly public firms 

make acquisition announcements. The belief is that these firms may experience a more 

positive reaction due to the firms' smaller size, need for immediate expansion, and 

increased corporate governance. On the other hand, these firms may lack the expertise to 

successfully integrate the acquisition targets. The results show that these newly public 

firms experience significant announcement returns of 2.63%. In general, higher 

announcement returns are found the smaller the acquirer, the smaller the relative size of 

the acquisition, and if the target is privately held. While the presence of venture 

capitalists and top tier underwriters result in lower announcement returns, returns are 

higher if the acquisition advisor is the same as the original underwriter. The buy and 

hold abnormal returns calculated using a matched sample are not significant. However, 

acquisitions with economies of scale for the motive have returns of 15% following one 

year, while those for economies of scope have -15% and the difference is significant. 
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CHAPTER 1 

INTRODUCTION 

Awareness ofinitial Public Offerings, or IPOs, has been increasing every year. 

One reason is the sheer number of them; another is the amount of money that has been 

raised in the IPO market. From 1980-1989, over $80 billion was raised. In 1999 alone, 

almost $70 billion was raised and in 2000, the amount surpassed $100 billion. Besides 

the proceeds and the number of firms that went public, several issues have been raised in 

both the financial press and the academic journals. The two most mentioned phenomena 

are the underpricing of initial offerings (Ritter 1984) and the long-run underperformance 

of IPOs (Loughran and Ritter 1995). Recently, growing attention has focused on events 

that occur between the initial underpricing and the ultimate underperformance. These 

events include flipping, (Aggarwal 2001 ), lockup expiration (Field and Hanka 2001) and 

the end of the quiet period (Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter 2002). This dissertation continues 

the study of newly public firms by examining the stock price behavior around two 

additional events. The belief is that these newly public firms , by which are meant firms 

from their IPO until the end of their first year, have characteristics that make their 

behavior different than other firms . The first essay examines the over- and underreaction 

to a price change of+/- 15% and the second essay investigates stock price behavior when 



newly public firms make acquisition announcements and the buy and hold returns 

following the acquisition. 

IPO Literature 

IPO Underpricing 

Several reasons have been given for the underpricing of IPOs. One of the most 

often mentioned explanations for the initial underpricing is information asymmetry by 

both the firm going public as well as the investors that the underwriters are approaching 

(Sherman and Titman 2002). Currently, the SEC is examining underpricing and how 

investment banks allot the shares of the new issues (Smith 2002) . There is increasing 

evidence that investment banks provide scarce shares to customers who will "pay back" 

some of their initial profits by paying higher than normal commissions on other trades. 

Investment banks justify the underpricing as a "reward" for the feedback that clients 

provide when the IPO is first announced and the "roadshow" is begun. Customers are 

willing to provide feedback regarding the popularity of the issue because investment 

banks will not raise the offer price to the highest possible amount. 

Why do the soon-to-be-public firms acquiesce to this underpricing? Several 

reasons have been proposed. One reason most mentioned in academic journals is that of 

information asymmetry. While the current owners realize the true value of the firm, 

outsiders do not. Hence, owners will not be able to obtain as high a price as they might 

otherwise. Grinblatt and Hwang (1989) use a signalling model to show that underpricing 

and the fraction of shares retained by the original owner signal high-value firms. 
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Welch (1989) suggests that high quality firms are more likely to underprice because they 

can raise additional funds in the secondary market while lower quality firms may not 

exploit that avenue. Loughran and Ritter (2000) use prospect theory and behavioral 

finance to explain why the underpricing does not upset issuers . Their proposition is that 

issuers care more about the change in their wealth than the level of their wealth. For 

whatever the reason, the average initial return on IPOs in the United States has been 

about 15 % (Ritter 1998). 

IPO U nderperformance 

The second theme in the IPO literature is the long-run underperformance of the 

stock, after its initial opening increase. Ritter (1991) initially studied IPOs from 1975-

1985 and found that the issuing firms had returns of 35% but the matched firms had 

returns of almost 62%. Later, Loughran and Ritter ( 1995) find that from 1970 to 1990, 

companies that issued stock underperform similar sized firms by 44 %. Their reasons for 

this underperformance include: l.The "window dressing" of earnings reports; 2.Timing 

the IPO when the firm's financials are at their optimum; 3. The concept of market bubbles 

whereby new IPOs run in cycles. More recent articles continue to explore why 

underperformance persists . Brav and Gompers ( 1997) find that the underperformance is 

most severe for the smallest non venture-backed firms. The role of the underwriter is also 

critical: the higher the reputation of the underwriter, the less the underperformance 

(Carter, Dark and Singh 1998). 
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Dissertation Focus 

While most of the initial studies focus on either underpricing or long-term 

underperformance, recent articles examine events between the two. These events include 

flipping (Aggarwal 2001), lockup expiration (Field and Hanka 2001) and the expiration 

of the quiet period (Bradley, Jordan and Ritter 2002) . This study continues that trend by 

examining two events in the first year of some of these IPOs and the stock price behavior 

surrounding them. The first event is the stock price reaction following a price change of 

+!- 15%. To date, there has been no study focusing on the immediate stock price reaction 

for newly public firms following a large one-day change.' This study extends the 

literature by filling that gap. For this essay, the time periods throughout the first year are 

critical, both for the availability of information and the stock's liquidity. The second 

essay focuses on when newly public firms make acquisitions. Prior work examines when 

these firms become targets, not acquirers (Field and Karpoff 2002) or looks at only one 

industry (Schultz and Zaman 2001 ). 

For Essay One, two forces are at work: the amount of information both private 

and public, and the number of shares available for trading. Initially the information 

asymmetry is most severe; the owner-managers, the venture capitalists and to some 

extent the institutional investors have private information. As the firm ages and analysts 

begin reporting, information diffusion is higher and the amount of public information 

increases. The belief is that when very little information is publicly available about these 

firms , any news will have more impact on stock prices. In addition to this information 

effect, the supply of tradable shares changes during the first year. The stabilization 
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efforts of the underwriter and the expiration of the lockup both contribute to changes in 

liquidity. Thus, the study of stock price reactions to large one-day price triggers is 

extended by the study of these newly public firms because two of the most important 

explanations for stock price reactions can be observed. The first year will be broken 

down into three distinct periods based on the combination of information effects and 

liquidity changes. 

Essay Two considers when newly public firms make an acquisition announcement 

as well as the buy and hold returns following the acquisition. The literature does not 

address the fact that these firms may make acquisitions rather than grow internally or to 

increase the scope as well as the scale of their operations. This essay fills that gap. 

The First Year After the IPO 

Supply Changes During the First Month 

Initially, the underwriter has the option to exercise its "green shoe" whereby the 

bank can sell some or all of its overallotment shares, generally 15% (Ellis, Michaely, and 

O'Hara 2000). Additionally, given the number of issued shares, the volume of 

subsequent trading is dependent to a large degree on the amount of "flipping" which 

occurs. Flipping refers to the practice whereby investors who buy the stock at the offer 

price quickly sell the stock when the price moves higher. This practice makes it more 

difficult for the underwriter to stabilize the price of the new issue and may strain the 

relationship between the underwriter and the issuing firm (Fishe 2001 ). The large 

1 There has been one study that examines a large price change during the ftrst three years and the 
subsequent returns over the next three years by Loughran and Marietta-Westberg (2002). 
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brokerage houses try to discourage this practice by reducing commissions and/or limiting 

the amount of shares available in future IPOs (Opdyke 2001 ). 

The stabilization efforts of underwriters provide a floor for the !PO' s stock price 

(Aggarwal 2000). With the "green shoe" the investment bank may sell up to 115% of the 

number of issued shares. If price stabilization is needed, the bank can purchase back this 

allotment, thus supporting the price. If price support is not needed, the underwriter 

collects an additional commission on the extra shares sold, thus increasing its return for 

underwriting the stock. The practices of flipping and price stabilization make the first 

month's stock price performance subject to influences extraneous to regular market 

forces. 

Lockup Expiration 

Another period when the number of shares available may increase significantly is 

at the expiration of the lockup period. When firms first go public, the owner-managers as 

well as the venture capitalists are constrained by the investment bankers from selling 

their stock for some period of time. This period ranges from ninety days to as much as 

one year, although six months is increasingly becoming the norm. Recently, several 

articles address what happens around the expiration of the lockup period. Most studies 

find an abnormal return between - 1.5% and -2% around the lockup expiration ((Field 

and Hanka 2001), (Mohan and Chen 2001)). This is somewhat puzzling because both the 

number of shares to be unlocked and the expiration date are known for each IPO. On the 

other hand, while the potential number of shares that may be sold is known, the number 

which will be actually sold is unknown. 
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Studies have found that the reaction is stronger when the firm has venture 

capitalists ((Field and Hanka 2001 ), (Bradley, Jordan, Roten and Yi 2002) and that the 

heavier the trading volume around the lockup expiration, the more negative the market 

reaction (Mohan and Chan 2001 ). Also, the longer the lockup periods, the more the 

information asymmetries (Brav and Gompers 2000) and the more negative the market 

reaction (Keasler 2000). The lockup period is not only of interest to academics but to 

practitioners as well , with a website, ipolockup.com, devoted to following the lockup 

expiration dates . 

Quiet Period 

Another date of interest is the end of the quiet period. At the first announcement 

of an IPO, all relevant information is to be included in the prospectus. Thereafter, both 

the firm and the underwriter must refrain from issuing any reports outside that of regular 

operations. The quiet period extends until 25 calendar days from the IPO date and 

IPO.com now includes the date of the quiet period expiration. The examination of stock 

price behavior around that date is the focus of an article by Bradley, Jordan and Ritter 

(2002). They find that analyst coverage, almost always favorable , begins almost 

immediately for 70 percent of the firms. Measuring a five-day abnormal return around 

the expiration of the quiet period, they find that firms with coverage initiation have a 4% 

abnormal return while those with no coverage have an insignificant abnormal return of 

0.34%. While their study shows the importance of information following the quiet 

period, this dissertation examines stock price behavior for information events throughout 

that first year. 
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Essay One: Stock Price Behavior Following a +/-15% Trigger 

While previous studies focus solely on stock price behavior around the two 

expiration dates: lockup and quiet period, this study extends the analysis by examining 

the stock price reaction of firms to events throughout its first public year. The stock price 

reaction may vary significantly as both the information asymmetry and the liquidity of 

the stock changes. For information effects, there are two periods: from the time of the 

prospectus until the end of the quiet period; and from the end of the quiet period until the 

end of the first year. Once the prospectus is presented, the firm and its underwriters are 

limited in the type of additional information they may divulge. Therefore, the belief is 

that information asymmetries will be more severe the younger the firm, therefore any 

news will have more of an effect the younger the firm. It also means that a stock price 

change, "public information" takes on greater importance in the early life of the public 

firm. 

In addition to the information effects, stock liquidity must also be considered. For 

the first month the underwriter is obligated to help stabilize the price. With the "green 

shoe" provision, the underwriter supports the price by buying back the additional 15% 

that had been sold. These stabilization efforts generally cease after three to four weeks. 

An additional factor affecting stock liquidity is the lockup provision. This lockup 

provision means that insiders will not be able to trade their shares initially, contributing 

to a more thinly traded stock. 

The first essay examines how the newly public firm's stock price reacts to large 

price triggers given the information asymmetry and liquidity issues. Combining the two 

factors , this study looks at three periods: from day five after the IPO until the expiration 
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of the "quiet period" on day twenty five; from the quiet period expiration date to the 

lockup expiration date; and from the lockup expiration date until the end of the first year. 

Stock price behavior following a price trigger should be different across these three 

periods due to the differences in both information effects and liquidity. 

Essay One is contained in Chapter 2. It begins with a review of the overreaction 

literature. Fallowing that is an examination of the importance of information, as well as 

information asymmetry in general and information asymmetry associated with IPOs and 

newly public firms in particular. A brief examination of the literature concerning 

liquidity is next, followed by an analysis of the three periods with respect to information 

and the supply of shares available for trading. A time line is provided to illustrate the 

resulting three periods. The hypotheses for the three periods and a description of the 

sample are next, while methodology and results conclude the chapter. 

Essay Two: When Newly Public Firms Become Acquirers 

Chapter 3 contains the second essay, which looks at the stock price behavior when 

newly public firms make an acquisition announcement. Previous studies have generally 

found that targets experience a positive abnormal return while the acquiring firm has zero 

or negative abnormal returns (Agrawal, Jaffe, and Mandelker 1992). Most studies 

assume that these newly public, and often small , firms will be targets, not acquirers . To 

date, no study has examined these newly public firms when they announce acquisitions. 

While the market does not generally reward the bidding firms, newly public firms may be 

able to avoid the negative stock price reaction. Chapter 3 begins with a review of the 

literature, and then a description of the sample of firms that make acquisitions during 
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their first year. The methodology and results follow. Following Essay Two, Chapter 4 

contains some general conclusions, suggestions for further research, as well as 

implications for both managers and investors. 
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CHAPTER2 

ESSAY ONE: OVERREACTION AND NEWLY PUBLIC FIRMS 

Introduction 

The study of stock market overreaction begins with De Bondt and Thaler (1985) . 

They form portfolios of "winners" and "losers" and find that thirty-six months later, the 

losers outperform the winners by about 25%. Their findings have a basis in behavioral 

finance whereby individuals will overweight new information and underweight prior 

information. Some subsequent studies confirm De Bondt and Thaler's 1985 findings (for 

example see De Bondt and Thaler ( 1987) and Albert and Henderson ( 1995) or attempt to 

dispute the findings (Zarowin 1990) due to methodology or sample chosen. While the 

portfolio method of De Bondt and Thaler (1985 , 1987) concentrates on long run returns, 

other studies such as Bremer and Sweeney ( 1991) and Larson and Madura (200 1) focus 

on short-run reactions with intervals ranging from one to twenty days. 

Newly public firms have characteristics that make them very likely to experience 

extreme price movements with subsequent price reactions. They are generally small 

firms, with slow information diffusion. This would suggest underreaction as the news 

spreads and investors react gradually. On the other hand, liquidity effects suggest that a 

one-day price change may represent an overreaction. Thus the two effects must be 

combined to resolve the issue. To date, there has been no evaluation of extreme one-day 

returns and the subsequent price reaction for these newly public firms. This chapter 
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analyzes these extreme days to determine if the reaction is different across different 

periods during the first year as well as how the affected firms' characteristics impact the 

results. 

Review of Overreaction Literature 

Empirical Works 

De Bondt and Thaler (1985) believe that individuals do not follow Bayesian 

principles of gradual adjustment of beliefs. Instead, individual s place so much more 

importance on new information, they overreact. As time progresses, they recognize this 

overreaction and correct it. De Bondt and Thaler ' s ( 1985) two hypotheses concern both 

the existence of this overreaction as well as the belief that the larger the overreaction, the 

larger the correction. Excess returns are computed for market model, market adjusted, 

and the Sharpe-Lintner CAPM, and no discernible differences are found. They form 17 

portfolios with the 35 winners and 35 losers for a thirty-six month period. The returns for 

each portfolio are then computed for the following thirty-six months and the winners and 

losers are compared. On average, the losers outperform the winners by about 25%. 

Zarowin (1990) challenges De Bondt and Thaler ' s findings crediting their results 

to the firm-size effect. When he ranks firms by size, he finds losers outperform winners 

only in January. While De Bondt and Thaler (1987) provide further evidence of an 

overreaction, they do substantiate the January effect. In the formation period, the January 

excess returns are about double for the winners. For the following period, losers earn 

"virtually all of their excess returns in January", and winners also have substantial returns 

in January. Since small firms are more often losing firms, De Bondt and Thaler (1987) 
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test to determine if the size of the firm affects the results. Ranking all firms in the NYSE 

and AMEX, they conclude that the smallest quintile is 30 times smaller than their average 

loser portfolio, and thus dismiss the small firm effect. 

Albert and Henderson (1995) also contest Zarowin' s ( 1990) conclusions. They 

verify a bias in the way Zarowin ranks by size; by using a different methodology, they 

also find an overreaction but it is not dependent on size. Another result by Albert and 

Henderson is that over the period from 1963-1989, the overreaction diminishes in the 

later years. 

When Conrad and Kaul ( 1993) dispute the long run returns due to bias in 

calculating CARs, Loughran and Ritter ( 1996) show that both CARs and BHARs yield 

essentially the same results. Loughran and Ritter conclude that the analysis by Conrad 

and Kaul suffers from survivorship bias. However, Loughran and Ritter do agree that 

low priced stocks dominate the loser category and that the January effect accounts for 

much of the abnormal returns. 

Another technical issue is that the increase for losers is larger than the decrease 

for winners. De Bondt and Thaler (1985) find that losers outperform the market by 

19.6% while winners underperform the market by 5%. Dissanaike (1996) explains this 

price reversal asymmetry. For example, a stock priced at $100 can increase by 50% to 

$150 or decrease by 50% to $50. To revert back to its original price, the winner would 

decrease by 33 113 %, but the loser needs to increase by 100%. Nam, Pyun, and Avard 

(2001) also examine asymmetric reverting behavior. Using a GARCH model, they show 

that negative returns reverse to positive returns faster than positive returns revert to 

negative ones. 
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While these initial studies focus on stock portfolios and long-term reversals, later 

works address price reversal in the first few days following a large price change. Atkins 

and Dyl (1990) choose their winners and losers from the list in the Wall Street Journal, 

and use both mean adjusted and market model returns. For losers, they find a two-day 

abnormal return of2.26% and for winners a two-day decrease of -0.78%. While both are 

statistically significant, they remain unconvinced if a trader can profit from these 

reactions due to the size of the bid-ask spreads. Bremer and Sweeney ( 1991) examine 

one day decreases of 10% or more and find that the abnormal return is 1. 77% the day 

after and 2.215% cumulative over two days. Their findings are robust as to trigger 

percents with larger triggers experiencing larger reversals. Unlike De Bondt and Thaler 

(1985, 1987), they do not find a January effect with only 6.3% of the events in January. 

The study by Cox and Peterson ( 1994) also examines the three-day price reversal 

following large declines. They pay particular attention to the bid-ask spread and market 

liquidity as well as the size of the overreaction in explaining the reversals. As in previous 

studies, they use a 10% decrease as a trigger, only consider stocks whose price is $10 or 

more, and only use one stock price decrease per day. Their hypotheses are that if 

temporary liquidity is an issue, then there should be: (a) Stronger reversals in the NMS 

and AMEX compared to the NYSE; (b) A stronger reversal for smaller firms than larger 

firms; and (c) A reduction in the degree of reversals through time as markets become 

more liquid due to an increase in traders or reduction in transaction costs. They find that 

small firms do reverse more than large firms, but controlling for size, there are no 

differences between the exchanges. They also do not find larger reversals for larger 

declines. They employ several different benchmarks to determine abnormal returns. 
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These include mean adjusted and beta adjusted for both the pre-event and post-event, 

along with a market adjusted. For the three-day abnormal returns, there are no significant 

differences between the methods and they find results similar to De Bondt and Thaler 

(1985) and Atkins and Dyl (1990). However, for the period, day +4 through day +20, 

there are differences between the various pre-event and post-event benchmarks. 

More recent overreaction literature focuses on how specific news affects the price 

reaction following the large price trigger. Larson and Madura (2002) find that for 

winners there is overreaction in response to uninformed events but no overreaction on 

average in response to informed events. For losers, investors appear to underreact for 

both uninformed events and all informed events with the exception of dividend 

announcements. Chan (2002) compares the monthly return of stocks following public 

news with stocks of similar returns with no news. He finds that stocks with news exhibit 

momentum while stocks with no news do not. In particular, there is strong drift for up to 

12 months following bad news. For no news events, there is price reversal , implying 

overreaction. A study by Giannetti, Larson and Madura (2002) examines both the impact 

of information and liquidity. They examine extreme winners and losers during night 

trading and compare the results to a matched sample of winners and losers during the 

following day. The night session stocks show price reversal indicating an overreaction 

while the day session stocks do not. In addition, those stocks with less trading volume 

have greater reversal. This result has implications for newly public firms , as they are 

likely to have different levels of liquidity during the first year. Information also plays a 

role in their results in that those firms that have an earnings announcement have less 

reversal than those firms with "other news" or no news. For the year 2000, Fehle and 
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Zdorovtsov (2002) examine all firms that have a 1 0 % price decrease on one day and 

perform an intraday analysis. They create a "news dummy" equal to one if a shell search 

of CBS.MarketWatch.com elicits at least one mention of the firm for that day. They use 

proxies to determine if the price reaction to the one-day trigger is due to overreaction, 

liquidity pressure or public information flow. Their results support overreaction in that 

the larger the event day loss, the larger the reversal. Reversals are also larger for the "no 

news" firms . Finally, the greater the trading volume, the greater the reversal; the greater 

the number of trades, the smaller the reversal ; and the larger the firm, the greater the 

reversal. Larson and Madura (2002) also find a greater overreaction for large firms . 

The liquidity and information flow studies yield implications for the newly public 

firms. It is expected that these firms will be more thinly traded and that less information 

will be available. The changes in both the number of tradable shares and the information 

flow afford testable hypotheses concerning stock price reaction to the large triggers. To 

date, no study has examined the first year after an IPO. Both the introduction of 

information and the unique liquidity conditions account for these newly public firms ' 

stock price reaction to extreme price changes. This study fills that void. 

Theoretical Literature 

Instead of a Bayesian model where individuals gradually incorporate new 

information, De Bondt and Thaler ( 1985) provide a theoretical foundation for 

overreaction in which people revise their beliefs by overweighting new information. 

Individuals believe that the new event is representative and they ignore the laws of 

probability. 
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Daniel, Hirshleifer and Subrahrnanyam (1998) provide a model of investor 

behavior that depends on investor overconfidence about private information and biased 

self-attribution. This causes investors to overreact to private information and underreact 

to public information. Thus, changes in price based on private information are, on 

average, partially reversed. Price changes based on public information are positively 

correlated with future price changes. Volatility is positively related to overconfidence 

and is larger for private compared to public signals . Daniel , Hirshleifer and 

Subrahmanyam (200 1) continue by using overconfidence to explain the misvaluation of 

securities. In general, the pervasive information-processing bias, whereby investors are 

overconfident about pure noise, again implies stock market overreaction and correction. 

Barberis, Shleifer and Vishny ( 1998) follow a different approach to explain 

underreaction and overreaction. Conservatism suggests that the individual investor might 

disregard the full information content of some public announcement, clinging instead to 

her prior belief. The result is a slow updating of the model in which investors look for 

patterns even if none exist. Too much weight is given to recent patterns in the data and 

not enough to the properties of the population that generate the data. The model predicts 

that, holding the weight of information constant, one-time strong news events will 

generate an overreaction. 

In the model by Hong and Stein (1999), there are two groups of investors: "news 

watchers" and "momentum traders". If information diffuses gradually, then there will be 

an initial underreaction and momentum traders will profit in the short run. However, 

eventually, as the information is widely diffused, the underreaction will become an 

overreaction. Bloomfield, Libby and Nelson (2000) introduce the principle of 
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"moderated confidence", whereby an investor has only a noisy signal of the reliability of 

his information. Stock prices will underreact to reliable information and overreact to 

unreliable information. Thus, investors may underreact to events, such as earnings 

announcements or analyst recommendations, which are relatively informative. Investors 

maintain their prior expectation of reliability, rather than adjusting to the new, more 

reliable public information. Because of this, new public information leads to an 

underreaction. 

The Role of Information 

Both the empirical and the theoretical overreaction literature highlight the 

importance of information. Additional studies such as Mitchell and Mulherin (1994) and 

Berry and Howe (1994) find that public information is positively related to market 

activity as a whole as well as trading volume. The importance of information is also 

highlighted in the studies concerning the initiation of analyst coverage (for example 

Brennan, Jegadeesh, and Swaminathan (1993) and Branson, Guffey, and Pagach (1998) . 

As the theoretical literature on overreaction suggests, information asymmetry can 

affect how the public perceives either public or private information. Originally, finance 

models assumed homogeneous information that was immediately incorporated. The 

belief was that even if there were "noise" traders who had incomplete or imperfect 

information, arbitrageurs would force the price to its correct level. Boness and Jen 

(1970) are quite possibly the first to develop a model without the assumption that all 

investors simultaneously hold identical expectations. Their theoretical model concludes 

that a successful trader must not only know the true value of the information, but also 
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how the market perceives that information. Leland and Pyle ( 1977) show that financial 

intermediation can be viewed as a natural response to asymmetric information. In their 

model, entrepreneurs signal the value of the firm by their willingness to invest in it, and 

they assert that without information transfer, markets may perform poorly. Verrecchia 

(1982) finds that the informativeness of price will increase with decreases in noise and 

that the amount of information a trader acquires is a non-increasing function of the 

informativeness of price. In other words, if the price of the stock is perceived to be a 

correct measure of the value of the firm , then traders have less incentive to acquire 

private information. This theme is reiterated in more recent studies as well and has 

implications for an IPO, as the initial offer price may, in fact , not be a good measure of 

the value of the firm. 

Bhushan (1989) develops a model of information collection. The motivation for 

his paper is the empirical results found by others showing the security price reaction to 

earnings announcements. Bhushan's model , dealing specifically with earnings 

announcements, employs a multiple regression model and finds that the marginal content 

of information from these announcements decreases with firm size and increases with 

trading volume. Since large firms have many more sources of information than small 

firms, any announcement is likely to have a much stronger effect for small firms. The 

greater prior precision in beliefs about the company, the less need to collect private 

information. His results suggest applications to IPOs as they are generally small and may 

not have a great deal of prior information available. 

Easley, Kiefer, O'Hara and Paperman ( 1996) test to determine if information 

based trades are different for actively vs . thinly traded stocks. They devise a Bayesian 
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formula to determine the probability that a trade was based on information. The results 

are that the probability of informed trading is lower for high volume stocks. It is true that 

the high volume stocks have a higher probability of information events, but these events 

draw even higher numbers of uninformed traders than informed. They conclude that: 

"One implication of our results is that private information is more important for 

infrequently traded stocks. Although information events happen more rarely in these 

stocks, when new information occurs it has a greater impact on trading" (Easley et al. 

1996, p.l428). Many of the new IPOs do indeed fall into the category of low 

volume/small capitalization stocks that seem to have a higher probability of informed 

trading. 

O'Neill and Swisher (200 1) extend the work of Easley et al. (1996) by examining 

the impact of institutional ownership when a self-tender offer is made and when it 

exp1res. Generally, the number of institutions is used as a proxy for the level of informed 

trading. Using a slightly different methodology, O'Neill and Swisher conclude that 

institutional trading lowers the relative level of informed trading. This result is surprising 

but may be understood in light of Easley et al. (1996), since higher volume also had a 

lower probability of informed trading. Both of these articles support the idea that price 

alone may have strong informational content. 

Information and IPO Underpricing 

As evident from the discussion above, the assimilation of information plays a 

critical role in determining investors' reactions. Information asymmetry is used to 

explain the initial underpricing of IPOs and the large first day return. First, the original 
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owners have inside information about the value of the firm, but, in general, they are 

unable to initially receive that value from the market. They are willing to forego the 

higher amount, in anticipation of receiving more at a secondary offering. The second 

type is because underwriters are unsure of how the investors, particularly institutions, 

value the new firms. In exchange for this information, underwriters do not choose the 

highest possible offering price, for if they did, investors would no longer share their 

information about the valuation. 

Chemmanur (1993) presents a theoretical model in which entrepreneurs of high 

value firms know that they will go to the market for a secondary issue. Firms are thus 

willing to initially underprice as the inducement for investors to obtain information about 

the firm. This knowledge proves beneficial to the firm in its secondary offering. Booth 

and Chua (1996) suggest that the desire for ownership dispersion explains the firm's 

acceptance of underpricing. Information production on the part of investors is costly and 

underpricing is their reward. While the choice of investment banker indicates firm 

quality, Booth and Chua find that underpricing is negatively related to investment banker 

prestige for firm commitment offerings, but not related for best-effort issues (the 

underwriter does not guarantee that all the shares will be sold at the offer price). Booth 

and Chua also find clustering of IPOs and believe that there are spillover information 

benefits in this clustering. 

While Booth and Chua ( 1996) discuss the idea of clustering of IPOs, several 

articles focus on the phenomenon of "hot markets'. For the period 1977-1982, Ritter 

(1984) tests whether the degree of underpricing is a function of the risk of the issues. He 

concludes that the high returns are not solely due to higher risk, but primarily due to the 
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returns in one industry, specifically, the natural resource industry in 1980. Implications 

of his findings are that these "hot markets" may distort statistical findings and that certain 

years may need to be analyzed separately. Ritter and Welch (2002) find that the years 

studied can make quite a difference in the results. In this study, data screening is used to 

reduce the proportion of events from 1999-2000. With no screening, those two years 

account for 65 % of the trigger events. With a screening process that will be described 

later, the two years only account for 42 %. 

Draho (2001) examines how both private information from investors and public 

information regarding prior underpricing by other firms can affect a current IPO. Belief 

is that "hot" public information can supersede moderate private information so that an 

IPO will still be successful. The implication is that investors will pay more attention to 

public information than to their own private information. 

Another study of asymmetric information (Cook, Jarrell , and Kieschnick 2001) 

finds that IPO returns are related to fluctuations in risk and that the stabilization efforts of 

underwriters need to be considered when examining initial returns of IPOs. Specifically, 

Cook, Jarrell, and Kieschnick (200 1) find that fluctuations in average initial returns 

depend on the mix of firms that are or are not stabilized in after-market trading. They 

also determine that whether or not an IPO is stabilized is correlated with firm size: large 

firms tend to be stabilized; small firms tend not to be stabilized. They argue that large 

firms are less likely to be discounted since they have fewer information asymmetries, and 

because large firms are discounted less, they will need more stabilization. They break 

down returns into returns of stabilized, non-stabilized and the proportion of stabilized 

rssues. They agree with Ritter (1984) that it is industry returns rather than market returns 
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that are more correlated to the IPO's return. When Cook, Jarrell , and Kieschnick (2001) 

analyze the IPO returns of stabilized and non-stabilized separately, public information 

has the greatest impact on those IPOs for which the underwriters had the greatest 

uncertainty how to price. Their implications are that firm size is a valid proxy for 

information asymmetry: larger firms have more public information available, hence are 

priced closer to their actual value; small firms have greater information asymmetry, 

hence are more likely to be underpriced. In this study, the importance of stabilization is 

felt throughout the first month and thus impacts the price level following negative price 

changes. 

Information and Newly Public Firms 

The literature suggests several avenues of study regarding IPOs and the impact of 

new information. Bhushan ( 1989) shows that the more public information available, the 

less need for private information. Applying this to recent IPOs, in the quiet period there 

is so little information announced that any information will have a strong effect. Bradley, 

Jordan and Ritter (2003) examine the end of the quiet period and find a positive abnormal 

return of 4 % at the end of the quiet period if analyst coverage begins and an insignificant 

0.34% if no coverage is initiated. The importance of information is clear. For this study, 

the end of the quiet period is the demarcation line for the amount of information available 

about these newly public firms . Draho's (2001) model suggests that public information is 

more important than private information, which indicates that large price changes in a 

newly public firm's stock may bring about a larger reaction than for other firms. 
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The Three Periods 

As discussed in Chapter 1, the focus of this essay is to compare stock price 

reaction to large triggers throughout the first year after an IPO. In general, the belief is 

that the less information that is known, the more impact any single information

producing event will have. Initially, during the traditional quiet period, price changes 

alone may be the only information available to the public and investors with private 

information may not be able to capitalize on their insider knowledge. Public information 

increases as analyst coverage begins at the end of the quiet period for over 70% of the 

firms (Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter 2003). At the same time, the supply of shares 

outstanding must be considered. Several unique factors impact stock liquidity throughout 

the first year, namely, flipping, price stabilization, and lockup expiration. 

The information and the liquidity effects must be combined to project the 

anticipated reaction. This combination of the information-effects and the liquidity-effects 

yields three distinct periods during the first year following an IPO. For newly public 

firms, what is the market reaction following a large price decrease or increase? Why can 

one expect the price reaction to be different for the three distinct periods? The research 

presented here attempts to answer these questions. The expectations about each of these 

effects provide the motivations for the hypotheses concerning price reactions following 

either a large price increase or a large price decrease. 

Figure 1 shows the timelines for both the information-effects and the liquidity

effects and the blending of the two that result in the three periods of the price reaction 

model. There are two distinct intervals for the information-effects timeline. The first 
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begins on the issue day and ends at the end of the quiet period, 25 days following the 

issue date. The second interval begins on day 26 and ends at the end of the first year. 

Prospectus Offering 

Offering Day 5 

TIME LINES 

Information Effects Model 

End of quiet 

Liqidity Effects Model 

End of 
Stabilization 

Lockup 
Expiration 

The Three Periods-Overreaction Model 

Offering Day 5 

Period 
One 

End of 
Quiet and 
Stabil ization 

Period 
Two 

Lockup 
Expiration 

Period 
Three 

End of I~ yr. 

End of I ~ yr. 

End of I " yr. 

Fig. 1. The Information Model shows that the end of the quiet period divides the year into two parts 
(although extremely unequal). The Supply Model shows the supply effects that are unique to IPOs, 
namely, stabilization by the underwriter and the expiration of lockup. Combining the two models yields 
the Price Reaction Model that is divided into three distinct periods with different assumptions about 
information and supply changes . 
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The first interval, the "quiet period," lasts for twenty-five days after the initial 

public offering and derives its name because from the prospectus offering until 25 days 

post issue, both the firm and the underwriter's analysts are precluded from releasing any 

information other than that about routine operations. Since less information will be 

forthcoming, any information should have a stronger effect. While the quiet period does 

not prohibit non-affiliated analysts from making recommendations, such pronouncements 

are extremely rare. If any have occurred, they will be noted when the trigger events are 

investigated in Lexis Nexis. 

The second interval for the information-effects is after the quiet period. At this 

time, analysts from the underwriters can begin to issue reports and recommendations . 

The firm can issue statements about future performance as well, so presumably there will 

be more information-producing events . 

For the liquidity-effects, three intervals are relevant. The first interval is the 

stabilization period. Cook, Jarrell, and Kieschnick (200 1) emphasize the importance of 

stabilization when examining returns. Since stabilization is generally limited to the first 

month, it will be significant for the quiet period. With the "green shoe" provision, 

underwriters can issue 15% more shares. If stabilization is needed, the bank may 

repurchase those shares. If no stabilization is needed, then the shares are left outstanding; 

so clearly the underwriter ' s stabilization efforts will have a tremendous impact on the 

affected stocks. 

Two other factors immediately after the stock issue also cause price changes. The 

first is the degree of underpricing. As described earlier, this underpricing may be due to 

information asymmetry or may be a way that the underwriters reward their best 
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customers. In any case, any price change on the first day cannot be considered a price 

trigger. Another complication arises because of "flipping", when investors, generally 

institutions, sell their shares immediately when significant underpricing is present. 

Brokers tend to discourage their customers from the practice by intimating that the 

customers will not be allotted shares of any subsequent Initial Public Offerings. 

Nevertheless, flipping occurs, particularly by institutions. If the shares are flipped, then 

presumably they will be held by retail customers who are more apt to react to any change 

in information. If institutions, often considered a proxy for informed traders, hold their 

shares, then any new information may have less of an impact. This occurs because 

institutional investors may consider the price change as private information while 

individual investors consider it public information. The two effects can cancel one 

another out. Due to the uncertainty and the difficulty measuring the effects of "flipping" 

on the supply of stock, period one will begin 5 days after issue, rather than the issue date 

itself. By this time, the initial underpricing effects as well as the effects of flipping 

should have worked through the market. 

The second interval for the liquidity-effects ends on the day that the lockup 

expires. Until lockup expiration, insiders are not allowed to sell their shares, unless 

released by the underwriters . The lockup period can vary from three months to a year or 

longer, but most often the period is 180 days and rarely is it in excess of one year. Since 

insiders cannot sell their shares, that may support the price somewhat. Prior research has 

found that stock prices decline between 1.5% and 2 % around the lockup expiration 

period ((Field and Hanka 2001) , (Mohan and Chen 2001)) . Since this study uses a trigger 

of 15%, the effect of lockup expiration alone does not account for the large price 
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decreases. While the number of shares locked is known with reasonable certainty, the 

actual amount that may be sold is not known. It could be that it is the uncertainty that the 

market is reacting to rather than simply an increase in the number of shares tradable. The 

lockup actually begins on the date of issue, but this study considers period one to end on 

day 25, so the second period will begin on day 26. The period ends on the lockup 

expiration day, but this day varies by firm so is not a set number of days, but rather that 

date provided by the SOC data. For the sake of simplicity, this period is called the 

lockup period. 

The third and final interval extends from the lockup expiration to the end of the 

first year for liquidity-effects and also the third and final period for the price reactions 

model. At this point, any restrictions on the sale of stock by insiders are not significantly 

different than for firms in general. While the SEC places restrictions on all insider sales, 

there are no longer restrictions on insider sales enforced by the underwriter. Since the 

lockup period varies in length, the post lockup period may also vary. Prior studies such 

as Cao, Field, and Hanka (2002), and Bradley, Jordan, Roten and Yi (2001) have found 

an increase in trading volume as high as 40% following lockup expiration. This study 

will examine not only the liquidity change overall but the differences in volume on 

trigger days for the three periods. Figure 1 provides timelines for the information-effects, 

the liquidity-effects and their combination and Figure 2 provides a summary of the 

characteristics of the three periods. 
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Offering Day 5 

Period 
One 

End of 
Quiet and 
Stabi lization 

Period 
Two 

Lockup 
Expiration 

Period 
Three 

End of I" yr. 

PERIOD ONE-QUIET PERIOD: 5 days after issue date until day 25. Underwriter 
analyst not allowed reports. Not much public information other than stock price. 
Stabilization by underwriter when stock price goes below offer price. Insiders not 
allowed to sell stock. 

PERIOD TWO-LOCKUP PERIOD: Day 26 to Lockup Expiration. 
Analyst reports. Additional public information. Investors may perceive some private 
information. Stabilization ended. Insiders not allowed to sell. 

PERIOD THREE-POST LOCKUP PERIOD: Lockup Expiration to end ofYear 1. 
Private information. Insiders allowed to sell stock. 

Fig. 2. The Three Periods-Overreaction Model. 

The Price Reaction Model 

The combination of the information-effects and the liquidity-effects results in 

specific assumptions concerning both positive and negative large price changes. 

Behavioral finance, coupled with the unique circumstances for IPOs helps to explain the 

reactions due to the information effects. These information effects will be separated 

according to time period. IPO supply conditions such as stabilization and lockup 

provisions provide the rationale for the liquidity effects. These liquidity-effects must be 

divided according to not just the period, but also if the original trigger is a positive or 

negative price change. 
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Information Effects 

Quiet Period 

For the quiet period, the owner-managers and the venture capitalists have inside 

information, but are not allowed to sell. Institutions may have some information as well , 

but by eliminating the first five days after the issue, the flipping done by institutions will 

be reduced, if not eliminated. The individual investor is assumed to have little private 

information, and the amount of public information is limited to what is contained in the 

prospectus. Therefore, a large increase or decrease in stock price is, in itself, quite 

informative. Using investor overconfidence about private information and biased self

attribution, Daniel, Hirshleifer and Subrahrnanyam ( 1998) theorize that investors 

overreact to private information and underreact to public information. Hence, price 

changes based on public information are positively correlated with future price changes. 

In this study, following Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahrnanyam (1998), a large price 

change in the quiet period is assumed to contain only public information, and therefore, 

will result in investor underreaction. This underreaction, induced by the information 

effect, means price will change in the same direction as the original trigger. 

Lockup Period 

After the end of the quiet period, the amount of public information increases. 

Bradley, Jordan and Ritter (2003) find that analyst coverage begins immediately for 70% 

of the firms, so price changes will not be the only public information that investors will 

rely on. Thus, the information effect in the lockup period will depend on whether 

investors assume that price changes contain only public information or if instead 
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investors believe the price changes contain some private information due to the added 

analyst coverage. If investors believe the price change contains only public information, 

then price will continue in the same direction. The belief in private information will 

cause investors to think that the price change is an overreaction and price will reverse. 

Since the lockup restriction prohibits true insiders, the owner-managers or venture 

capitalists with private information, from selling their shares, it is more likely that the 

price change will be viewed as public information. Further support for that view is that 

the number of analysts covering a firm gradually increases (Branson, Guffey, and Pagach 

1998). Therefore, during the lockup period, if the price change is viewed as public 

information, the information-effect will be an underreaction, causing the price to change 

slightly in the same direction as the original trigger. Conversely, there will be a reversal 

in price due to an overreaction if investors believe the price change reflects private 

information. Possibly, the information effect could result in no significant investor 

reaction if investors are evenly divided on whether a price change is due to public or 

private information. 

Post-Lockup Period 

After the end of the lockup period, the owner-mangers and the venture capitalists 

may sell those shares subject to the lockup provision. For Daniel, Hirshleifer, and 

Subrahmanyam (1998), investors with private information overreact to price changes. 

Other investors, knowing that insiders have private information, may also view the price 

change as the result of private information, and therefore overreact. Therefore, during the 

post-lockup period, the information-effect suggests that a large price movement will be 
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followed by a large price movement in the opposite direction, which is evidence of 

investor overreaction. 

Liquidity Effects 

While several articles have analyzed the progression of available information 

from analyst coverage during the first year following an IPO, none have examined how 

liquidity changes throughout that first year. In particular, the expiration of lockup shares 

should mean an increase in liquidity from the lockup to the post lockup period. The 

measure of liquidity used is volume/shares outstanding following the example of Lee and 

Swaminathan (2000) and Chan (2002). This leads to the first hypothesis: 

Hypothesis 1: 

H0: There is no difference in liquidity between the lockup and the post lockup 

period. 

HA: Post lockup liquidity is greater than that during the lockup period. 

To test the first hypothesis, volume/shares outstanding will be averaged for each 

firm in the original IPO sample for both the lockup and the post lockup period. A 

matched sample test will then determine if the post lockup's liquidity measure is 

significantly different than the lockup period's liquidity. Once this is established, then 

additional hypotheses for these newly public firms may be formulated concerning stock 

price reaction to large price triggers. The first of these concerns the liquidity measure on 

event days. In general, higher volume is expected on event days. Nevertheless, post 

lockup volume is expected to be higher than lockup volume. Since firms may not have 

trigger events during both periods, the test for the second hypothesis will be a test of 
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means of independent samples. The belief is that volume/shares outstanding will be 

greater during the post lockup period than during the lockup period. 

Hypothesis 2: 

H0: There is no difference in liquidity on event days during the post lockup versus 

the lockup period. 

HA. Liquidity on event days is greater during the post lockup period than during 

the lockup period. 

Once it is established that volume does in fact increase from lockup to post 

lockup, then the combination of these liquidity changes along with the effects of the 

underwriter's stabilization efforts will be used to posit expectations about liquidity for the 

three periods. Following that, the liquidity effects and the information effects will be 

combined to form hypotheses for each of the periods. Since stabilization is only relevant 

for price decreases below the offer price, the liquidity effects must be stipulated 

separately for positive and negative triggers. 

Positive Price Triggers: Quiet Period 

Following a positive price trigger, there are no changes in the supply of available 

stock. Therefore, during the quiet period, for a positive trigger, there are no supply 

changes; hence there is no liquidity-effect change. 

Positive Price Triggers: Lockup Period 

Similarly, following a positive price trigger, there are no changes in the supply of 

available stock. Therefore, during the lockup period, for a positive trigger, there are no 

supply changes; hence there is no liquidity-effect change. 
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Positive Price Triggers: Post-Lockup Period 

After the expiration of the lockup period, insiders may now sell their shares of 

stock. Therefore, after a large price trigger, it is reasonable to assume that the supply of 

shares will increase. Previously, these shares have not been available to the market. 

Therefore, during the post-lockup period, a positive price change will elicit an increase in 

supply and result in a subsequent decrease in price. 

Negative Price Triggers: Quiet Period 

One of the responsibilities of the underwriter is to provide a "price floor" for the 

newly issued stock (Aggarwal2000). Underwriters may sell an extra 15% ofthe stock in 

what is known as the "green shoe" provision. If stabilization is needed the underwriter 

will buy back these shares on the open market. If not, the shares remain outstanding and 

the underwriter collects an additional commission for these shares. Therefore, during the 

quiet period, for a negative trigger, the liquidity effect will cause supply to decrease and 

the price of the stock to increase. 

Negative Price Triggers: Lockup Period 

After the end of the quiet period, which corresponds to the end of the stabilization 

period, the underwriter no longer has any responsibilities to "prop up" the price. 

Therefore, during the lockup period, for a negative price trigger, there are no supply 

changes; hence there is no liquidity-effect change. 
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Negative Price Triggers: Post-Lockup Period 

In general, it is expected that liquidity increases during the post lockup period. 

However, it is unclear if insiders will release those shares following a large price 

decrease. Therefore, during the post lockup period, following a negative trigger, the 

supply of stock will increase by an uncertain amount and the liquidity effect will cause 

the price to decrease by an uncertain amount. 

Price-Reaction Hypotheses 

As previously discussed, the information- and liquidity-effects are unique to 

newly public firms and provide an ideal opportunity to test for over- and underreaction. 

The supposition of the null hypotheses assumes that markets are efficient. The 

formulation of the alternative hypotheses requires the combination of the information

effects and the liquidity-effects. Therefore, it is necessary to separate the hypotheses 

according to positive and negative triggers for each of the three periods; hence there will 

be a total of six hypotheses for price changes. Positive price changes are first, followed 

by the negative price changes. Figure 3 shows the information-effects, liquidity-effects 

and the posited alternative hypotheses for the six cases. 

Hypothesis 3: 

H0: During the quiet period, a large positive trigger results in no subsequent 

change in price. 

HA: During the quiet period, a large positive trigger results in a price change in 

the same direction. This results from investor underreaction due to the information effect 

and the absence of a liquidity effect. 
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PANEL A 
FOR POSITIVE PRICE TRIGGERS 

PERIOD INFORMATION-EFFECT 

Quiet 
Lockup 

Post 
Lockup 

PANEL B 

Price increases (an underreaction) 
Price increases slightly (an underreaction) 
Price decreases slightly(an overreaction) 
Price decreases (an overreaction) 

FOR NEGATIVE PRICE TRIGGERS 

LIQUIDITY -EFFECT 

No change in price 
No change in price 

Price Decreases 

PERIOD INFORMATION-EFFECT LIQUIDITY-EFFECT 

Quiet Price decreases (an underreaction) Price increases 

Lockup Price decreases slightly (an underreaction) No change in price 
Price increases slightly (an overreaction) 

Post Price increases (an overreaction) Uncertain decrease in price 
Lockup 

ALTERNATIVE 
HYPOTHESES 
Price increases 
Price increases slightly (a) 
Price decreases slightly (b) 
Price Decreases 

ALTERNATIVE 
HYPOTHESES 
Price increases due to large 
stabilization effects (a) 
Price decreases due to small or no 
stabilization effects (b) 
Prince decreases slightly (a) 
Price increases slightly (b) 
Price increases slightly (a) 
Price decreases (b) 

Fig. 3. Price Reaction Hypotheses. Panel A shows how stock price will react fo llowing a large pos itive change. Given the assumptions about the 
Info rmation Effects and Supply Effects, hypothesis about the joint effects are made. Panel B shows how stock prices will react fo llowing a large negative price 
change. 
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Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahrnanyam (1998) predict that public information 

results in an underreaction. With no other information, the price change itself will be 

considered public information, hence the underreaction posited in the alternative 

hypothesis. However, a large positive trigger could be followed by no reaction if the 

anticipated underreaction is met with "flipping" and "informed" institutional investor 

overreaction. In that case, the null hypothesis will not be rejected. A test for significance 

will determine if the null hypothesis will be rejected in favor of the alternate hypothesis . 

Hypothesis 4: 

H0: During the lockup period, a large positive trigger results in no subsequent 

change in price. 

HA: (a) During the lockup period, a large positive trigger will result in a slight 

underreaction and price will continue in the same direction due to a small information 

effect and the absence of a liquidity effect. 

HA: (b) During the lockup period, a large positive trigger will result in a slight 

overreaction and price will reverse in direction due to a small information effect and the 

absence of a liquidity effect. 

The supposition is that there will be no liquidity changes following a price 

increase during the lockup period. Flipping and stabilization are no longer an issue and 

insiders' shares continue to be "locked up". Therefore, the uncertainty is due to the 

information effect. If stockholders view the price increase as public information, then 

there will be an underreaction and the stock price will continue to increase. However, the 

quiet period has ended and analysts as well as the firm may now provide additional 

public information. This may cause stockholders to view the price change as one 
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resulting from some private information. In this case, Daniel, Hirshleifer, and 

Subrahmanyam (1998) predict an overreaction and a price decrease. If some investors 

view the price trigger as public information and an offsetting number view the change as 

private information; the result could be no change in price following the trigger. For both 

of the alternative hypotheses, the change in price should be small because at least some 

investors will have different perceptions about the type of information. A 2-tailed test of 

significance will determine if the null hypothesis can be rejected. 

Hypothesis 5: 

Ho: During the post lockup period, a large positive trigger results in no 

subsequent change in price. 

HA: During the post lockup period, a large positive trigger results in a price 

move in the opposite direction of the original price change. This is due to an 

overreaction from the information effect and an increase in liquidity following lockup 

expiration with a subsequent decrease in price. 

Many stockholders can now view the large change in price as one resulting from 

some private information; this means an overreaction for the information-effect and a 

subsequent price decrease. Additionally, the lockup is no longer in place and the 

liquidity-effect results in an increase in the number of shares, which also causes the price 

to fall. If a test for significance indicates significant price reversal, then the null 

hypothesis will be rejected in favor of the alternative hypothesis. 

Hypothesis 6: 

Ho: During the quiet period, a large negative trigger results in no subsequent 

change in price. 
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HA: (a) During the quiet period, a large negative trigger will result in a price 

change in the opposite direction of the original change. Price reversal occurs if the 

liquidity-effect, a decrease in supply reflecting underwriter stabilization efforts, is greater 

than the underreaction of the information effect. 

HA: (b) During the quiet period, a large negative trigger will result in a price 

change in the same direction ofthe original change. Price will continue in the same 

direction if the liquidity-effect is less than the under reaction of the information effect. 

The information-effect predicts that price will continue in the same direction 

because investors perceive the price change as public information. Additionally, the 

underwriter is committed to supporting the price; hence a negative price change results in 

the underwriter purchasing stock, causing the price to increase. These actions support 

alternative Hypothesis (a). The second alternative hypothesis may occur ifthe 

underwriter provides only "lukewarm" support or if the negative price trigger occurs at a 

price level above the offer price. The null hypothesis is supported if the underreaction of 

the information-effect is cancelled by the supply decrease from the stabilization efforts. 

A 2-tailed test of significance determines if the null hypothesis may be rejected. 

Hypothesis 7: 

Ho: During the lockup period, a large negative trigger results in no subsequent 

change in price. 

HA : (a) During the lockup period, a large negative trigger will result in a slight 

underreaction and price will continue in the same direction due to a small information 

effect and the absence of a liquidity-effect. 
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HA: (b) During the lockup period, a large negative trigger will result in a slight 

overreaction and price will reverse in direction due to a small information effect and the 

absence of a liquidity-effect. 

Again, the supposition is that there is no liquidity-effect change during the lockup 

period. The question is whether investors believe the negative price trigger is public or 

private information. If the information is viewed as public, then prices should continue to 

decrease, meaning an underreaction; however if the information is viewed as private 

information, then an overreaction will cause a price reversal. If some investors view the 

price trigger as public information and an offsetting number view the change as private 

information, then the result could be no further change in price, thus supporting the null 

hypothesis. A 2-tailed test of significance will determine if the null hypothesis may be 

rejected. 

Hypothesis 8: 

H0: During the post lockup period, a large negative trigger results in no 

subsequent change in price. 

HA: (a) During the post lockup period, a large negative trigger results in a price 

move in the opposite direction of the original price change. This is due to an 

overreaction from the information effect and a small liquidity effect increasing the supply 

of shares. 

HA: (b) During the post lockup period, a large negative trigger results in a price 

move in the same direction of the original price change. This is due to an overreaction 

from the information effect and a larger and offsetting liquidity effect due to the increase 

in the supply of shares. 
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Clearly, the information-effect posits that a large price decrease during the post 

lockup period will be followed by a large price increase. Investors will perceive the price 

decrease is due to private information. Investor overreaction is the result. The 

uncertainty concerns the liquidity-effect. While insiders are free to sell their stock since 

the lockup has expired, the amount they will sell following a large price decrease is 

uncertain. If they sell a small amount, then alternative hypothesis "b" is supported. If 

they sell a larger amount then either the null hypothesis or alternative "a" is supported. A 

2-tailed test of significance will determine if the null hypothesis may be rejected. 

Sample 

The sample of IPOs from 1992 through 2001 is provided by the Securities Data 

Corporation. The data includes: firm name, ticker symbol, issue date, offer price, filing 

date, lockup date, the number of days in the lockup period, the number of shares to be 

locked, the main SIC code, the number of shares issued, the underwriter, the closing price 

on the first day, and if the firm is backed by venture capital. The original sample 

contains 5,501 firms. As is customary, ADRs, CEFs, REITs, LPs, ADS, as well as firms 

with no CRSP data are eliminated. Table 1 provides the statistics for SIC 1 codes and 

years for the 1 0-year sample. Additional firms eliminated include those with no lockup 

date provided by the SDC, those with multiple lockup dates or those firms with CRSP 

data beginning more than one day after issue. The final sample size is 4309 firms. 

1 Groupings for SIC codes uses a combination of those of Lee and Swaminathan (2000) and Moskowitz and 
Grinblatt ( 1999). 
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Methodology 

Liquidity Tests 

The first stage involves testing for Hypothesis 1, whether liquidity in the post 

lockup period is greater than that in the lockup period. Beginning with the sample of 

4309 IPOs, firms are screened to insure that they have CRSP data for all three periods, 

resulting in 2528 firms. For each firm , the average trading volume/shares outstanding is 

calculated separately for each of the three periods. For each pair of periods, a paired 

samples test is calculated as: 

where d = ..!..=.!.__ and di is the difference between the mean volumes 
n 

of the two periods for firms i= 1 to n, and sd = 1=1 

n -1 

Once the overall increase in liquidity is confirmed, the next step is to determine 

the event days. A trigger of a one-day +/- 15 %change in the stock price is used, along 

with a required stock price of$10 on the day of the event. Various trigger percents have 

been used in previous studies, ranging from 5 % to 50 %. A trigger of 15 % is chosen 

because some relatively small abnormal returns are common at the end of the quiet period 

and at lockup expiration. Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter (2003) find that when analysts 

begin coverage at the end of the quiet period, the average abnormal return is 4 %. 

Numerous studies also find abnormal returns around the lockup expiration ((Field and 

Hanka 2001), (Mohan and Chen 2001)). For this reason, a trigger of 15% is chosen and 

this yields over 10,000 events initially. 
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However a closer examination of the original events shows that it is necessary to 

screen the events in order to remove several types of redundancies. The first is that the 

same firm may have trigger events closer than I 0 days apart. Table 2, Panel A shows the 

number of events which have a price change greater than or equal to 15 % (sign ignored) 

and a price of $I 0. Panel A shows that with no screening, there are I 0,044 events. 

Screens are then employed for Panel B and Panel C. For Panel B, events that are 

preceded by another event for the same firm closer than I 0 days are eliminated. 

Otherwise, an apparent trigger event may, in fact, only be a reaction to a previous trigger. 

At this point, events occurring during the first five days after issue are discarded 

and the remaining 6090 events are divided according to period and if a positive or 

negative price trigger. The result is six groups, a positive and negative trigger for each of 

the quiet, lockup and post-lockup periods. Only one event per day is included in each of 

the six groups in order to minimize cross-sample correlation. If there are multiple events, 

the first firm alphabetically is chosen. Bremer and Sweeney ( I99I) and Cox and 

Peterson (I994) use this approach. Once a firm has been chosen for a period, it cannot be 

chosen again. Thus in Panel C, for each grouping, e.g. positive-quiet period, or negative

post lockup period, each firm and each day may have only one event. 

Table 3 is similar to Table 2 except that it illustrates the number of events that are 

multiple events ofthe same firm. For instance, in the year 200I, 397 events were for 

firms that had at least 10 trigger events that year. Panel B and Panel C each shows the 

results from the screening process above. Before the screening, 65.8% of the events 

occur during I999-2000, potentially distorting the findings. After the final screening in 
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Panel C, the weight of the years 1999-2000 is reduced to 41. 7%. After all screening, the 

total number of trigger events is 2,622. 

Once the sample is determined, there remains one final test comparing liquidity 

across the three periods. Since any firm in the final group need not have an event in each 

of the three periods, the test used is that for independent samples. Again, liquidity is 

measured by volume/shares outstanding and the means are calculated for each of the 

three periods. 

When equal variances are assumed, the test statistic is : 

x
1 
-x2 

t = ---;======== 
s~(_!__- _1 J 

n1 n2 

( ) 2 ( ) 2 
• • ? n -1 s + n - 1 s? 

with the pooled vanance s~ = 1 1 2 
-

n1 + n2 - 2 

If equal variances cannot be assumed, then the appropriate test is for separate variances 
and the statistic is: 

t= 
X1 -X2 

2 2 s 1 s2 - + -
nl n2 

Abnormal Returns 

Following the liquidity tests, for each of the trigger events, the abnormal returns 

are calculated for the previous three days, the event day and the following three days, 

using the market adjusted method and an equal-weighted CRSP index. Since many of the 

firms are small-sized, the equal weighted index is chosen because the equal weighted 

index gives small firms a bigger weight than does a value weighted index (Mikkelson and 

Partch 1988). Both mean adjusted and market model abnormal returns require an 

estimation period. There is not sufficient time in the quiet period for an estimation 
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period. Early dates in the second period may also not have sufficient time for estimating 

either mean adjusted returns or the individual stock price betas. De Bondt and Thaler 

(1985) use market adjusted abnormal return and Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter (2003) also 

use market adjusted abnormal returns for their work with quiet period data. Both De 

Bondt and Thaler (1985) and Cox and Peterson (1994) find no differences between 

different methods of calculating abnormal returns. Hence, the abnormal returns are 

calculated as: 

Where 

ARijk is the abnormal return for firm j on day i and period/s ign k where k= 1, ... 6 

Rij is the actual return for firm j on day i, and 

MRi is the return of the CRSP equal weighted index on day i 

The event day is the day of the large price decrease or increase. Following Bremer and 

Sweeney (1991 ), the abnormal returns are calculated for both the previous three days and 

the ensuing three days. The Average Abnormal Return per day (AARik), the Cumulative 

Abnormal Returns per firm (CARjk) and the Average Cumulative Abnormal Return 

(ACARk) are determined separately for the positive and negative triggers of the three 

periods. 

Thus, the Cumulative Abnormal Return (CAR) is calculated as: 

CAR1k =.I:ARijk for days i = 1,2,3 or -1,-2,-3 for firmj in period/sign k. 

The average abnormal return (AAR) per day is calculated as: 

AAR;k =liN .I:ARijk for firms j = 1 to N, per day i and period/sign k. 

And the average cumulative abnormal return (ACAR) for theN firms is: 
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ACARk =liN ICARjk for firms j=l toN per period/sign k. 

At test is then performed to determine statistical significance for the abnormal returns. 

Also, a test for differences between the means is performed to determine if the reaction to 

the positive (or negative) triggers differs from one period to another. Levene's test for 

equal variances is performed for each pair. If the significance level is at least .I 0, then 

the assumption of equal variances is rejected and separate variances are used for the 

difference test rather than pooled variances. 

Cross Section Analysis 

A cross sectional regression analysis is next performed to determine what specific 

factors influence the Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CARjk). Most studies find large 

variations in the reactions to the price triggers. The differences between the positive and 

negative triggers are so significant that the cross sections regressions are done separately. 

Each independent variable is discussed below. 

Initial Price Change 

Many studies include the size of the initial price change. If there is a tendency for 

reversal, it is expected to be stronger the larger the initial change. Bremer and Sweeney 

(1991), Larson and Madura (2002), and Fehle and Zdorovtsov (2002) all include the 

initial return. 

Size 
A size variable, the natural log of the market capitalization three days before the 

extreme price change is included in the regression. When Zarowin ( 1990) controls for 

size, overreaction disappears. Looking only at declines, Cox and Peterson find the 
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reversal is larger for small firms. They feel that the effect is due to liquidity. Since here 

liquidity is not being measured solely by volume, the impact of the size variable should 

be clearer. 

However, not all studies find the larger reaction for small firms . Larson and 

Madura (2002) find that larger firms have a greater degree of overreaction following 

positive triggers. For losers, which were subject to underreaction, smaller firms 

experience more underreaction than larger firms do. Fehle and Zdorovtsov (2002), who 

only test losers, find greater overreaction for larger firms. While they claim that their 

result is similar to Larson and Madura, in fact it is not, since the latter found 

underreaction for losers. Chan (2002), who also tests for news vs. "no-news" for large 

price triggers, divides his sample into quintiles and finds that the smallest two quintiles 

experience the greatest news drift and "no-news" reversals. Therefore, the sign of the 

size variable is uncertain. 

Liquidity 

While the literature suggests that trading volume and information flow are related, 

studies do not always agree on the nature of the relationship . Although the proxy for 

liquidity may vary, it is generally some form of trading volume. Easley et al. ( 1996) find 

that information has more effect for thinly traded firms. Their conclusion is that while 

high volume stocks have more information-producing events, they also attract more noise 

traders . On the other hand, Bhushan's ( 1989) results indicate that when trading volume 

increases, the effects of information are stronger, not weaker. Campbell , Grossman and 

Wang (1993) suggest that price changes accompanied by high volume will tend to be 
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reversed and that this will be less true of price changes and low volume. Lee and 

Swaminathan (2000) find a relationship between price momentum and volume, although 

their time period is longer than that of this study. Specifically, examining intermediate 

and longer-term windows, they find that high volume winners and low volume losers 

each experience faster momentum reversals. Thus, it is important to distinguish between 

the reactions of positive and negative triggers. Fehle and Zdorovtsov (2002) find that the 

greater the volume the greater the reversal and the fewer trades the greater the reversal. 

Giannetti , Larson, and Madura (2002) find greater likelihood of reversals for large price 

changes during night trading compared to those during the day. This means a more 

pronounced overreaction for stocks with lower trading volume. Taken together, these 

studies support the idea that liquidity will impact the price reaction to large triggers, but 

there is no agreement as to how liquidity will impact the returns. 

What to use as the liquidity proxy also varies . Giannetti, Larson, and Madura 

(2002) and Fehle and Zdorovtsov (2002) use the natural log of trading volume, while Lee 

and Swaminathan (2000) and Chan (2002) both use volume/shares outstanding. A 

disadvantage of using volume alone is that it may capture size effects as well as liquidity. 

Therefore, this study uses volume/shares outstanding as the liquidity proxy. Easley et 

al. ' s (1996) findings suggest that besides the individual effects of volume and 

information, there may be some connection. To capture this possible impact, an 

interaction variable that equals information event dummy* (Volume/Shares Outstanding), 

is also included. 
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Initial Underpricing 

The original amount of underpricing has been shown to have an impact on 

subsequent returns (Affleck-Graves, Hegde, and Miller 1996), as well as the degree of 

analyst coverage (Aggarwal , Krigman, and Womack 2002). Therefore, it is included in 

the cross section regression and is measured by first day closing price minus offer price. 

Information 

Recently, several studies have incorporated a dummy variable for information. 

Larson and Madura (2002) use announcements in the Wall Street Journal to determine 

the " informed events." Information makes a significant difference in their findings . 

Uninformed winners experience overreactions while informed do not. With the exception 

of dividend announcements, both the informed and uninformed losers experience 

underreaction. Since collecting news sources is so time-consuming, Chan (2002) uses 

only a subset of CRSP firms to determine news incidents per day in major newswires. 

Fehle and Zdorovtsov (2002) use a shell search of CBS.MarketWatch.com for those firms 

that have a 10% decrease in stock price during the year 2000. 

This study uses the wire services headlines obtained from Lexis Nexis to 

determine "news events". Six categories of events are noted: acquisition announcements, 

joint venture announcements, financial news, product news such as patents or expansion 

into new markets, press reports, which covers a very broad range of topics from 

appointments of new vice presidents to word of the overallotment being exercised, and 

finally multiple news events. For several of the cross section equations, a dummy 

variable indicates which of the types of news events occurred. Other equations use a 
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simpler information dummy that equals one if any type of information event and zero 

otherwise. 

Period 

Two dummy variables are used to indicate the quiet and the post-lockup periods. 

As the hypotheses presented, it is believed that the reaction to price triggers will vary in 

magnitude or direction for the three periods. 

January Effect 

Zarowin (1990) and DeBondt and Thaler (1987) find a January effect in their 

studies. More recently, Larson and Madura (2002), and Giannetti, Larson, and Madura, 

(2002) find some evidence as well, so a variable to indicate if the event occurs in January 

is included. 

Venture Capital 

Several studies (Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter, (2003), Brav and Gompers, (1997)) 

have found that venture capital affects the stock price performance of the newly public 

firms. Since the stock price reaction is based at least partially on the number of informed 

traders, then the presence of venture capital is significant, especially in the post lockup 

period when they are free to sell their shares. The presence of venture capital should 

mean that the overreaction is even stronger for the positive price triggers. 
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Cross Section Regression Equation 

Therefore, the equation becomes: 

CARjk = Po+ P1RA WTRIGjk +P2MKTCAPjk + PJLIQjk + P4UNDPRCj 

+ Ps LIQ*INF)k +Prr/A~k + P1VCj+ IPxjkNEWSxjk 

+ IPyjk PERyjk + Gjk 

Where: 

CARjk is the cumulative abnormal return for firm j in period/sign k 

RA WTRIGjk is the event price change for firm j during period k, 

MKTCAPjk is the natural log of the market value of the firm j two days 

before the event, 

LIQjk represents liquidity and is measured as the ratio of the number of 

shares traded divided by the number of shares outstanding two days 

before the event, 

UNDPRCj is the amount of underpricing measured by the firm's offer price less 

first day 's closing price, 

LIQ*INFjk is an interaction variable that equals the volume of shares traded 

divided by shares outstanding times one when the event is an information event 

and zero otherwise. 

The following dummy variables are also included 

J ANjk = 1 if the event occurred in January, zero otherwise, 

VCj = I if venture capital is present, zero otherwise. 

NEWSxjk =1 for x = 1, ... 6 for news event of acquisition, agreement with other 

firm, financial news, press report, product news, or multiple for firmj 
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in period k, zero otherwise, or = 1 if an information event of anytime, 

otherwise zero 

PERyjk =1 for y=1 if event in quiet period, else zero; and =1 for y=2 for post 

lockup period, otherwise zero. 

Results 

Liquidity Tests 

The initial results for testing the liquidity differences of Hypothesis 1 are 

presented in Table 4, Panel A. The mean volume/shares outstanding are provided for the 

2528 firms with CRSP data for all three periods. The mean liquidity measure 

(volume/shares outstanding) for the lockup period is 0.007 and that for the post lockup 

period is 0 .009. Interestingly, the mean average volume/shares outstanding for the 

quiet period is much larger at 0.03. This most likely reflects the initial flipping and 

stabilization efforts. What is of primary interest is the difference between the lockup 

period and the post lockup period. A paired sample difference test shows that the post 

lockup liquidity is significantly greater than that for the lockup period with a significance 

level of .00 1. Thus, for Hypothesis 1, the null hypothesis of no difference in liquidity 

between the lockup and the post lockup period must be rejected. 

Table 4, Panel B presents the results of the liquidity tests for the event days. The 

test performed is that of independent samples since the same firms need not be present in 

each of the three periods. For each of the event days, the volume/shares outstanding is 

determined and then the average for each period is calculated. In this case, the volume 

for the lockup period is 0.0448 and that for the post lockup period is 0.0551. The 
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difference between theses means is statistically significant at the .006 level and thus, for 

Hypothesis 2, the null hypothesis of no difference between the lockup and post lockup 

liquidity must be rejected. Not surprisingly, volume on event days is much higher than 

the average volume calculated for all the firms in the sample. 

Abnormal Returns 

The abnormal returns are presented in Table 5. Both the windows prior to the 

event day as well as the subsequent windows are analyzed for positive and negative 

triggers for each of the three periods. While the initial criterion is a raw return of +/-

15%, the abnormal returns are much larger, with all but one group being at least +/- 19%. 

For the positive triggers, the day before also has significantly positive abnormal returns in 

all the periods and the prior two-day window has significantly positive abnormal returns 

for all groups but the quiet period. This suggests leakage prior to the trigger event day. 

For the negative triggers, the leakage effect is much stronger. The abnormal returns for 

all the prior windows are negative and significant for every period. 

Table 6 presents the ratio of positive to negative CARs for both the periods before 

as well as the periods following the trigger events. Several differences between the two 

tables are evident. For positive triggers during the quiet period, the CARs are positive 

and significant for all the windows following the trigger event. However, Table 6 shows 

that negative events outnumber positive events . For the negative triggers during the post 

lockup period, the CARs are negative and significant for three of the windows, while 

positive events outnumber negative events with the ratio also being significant. Because 
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of these differences, the cross sectional analysis includes regressions in which the results 

are broken down by both the sign of the trigger and the sign of the response. 

The abnormal returns following the trigger event are the focus of the next six 

hypotheses. Both information and liquidity effects impact the results and the hypotheses 

are divided according to both the period and the sign of the original trigger. For 

Hypothesis 3, the reaction to positive triggers during the quiet period, the expectation is 

that large positive triggers result in a price change in the same direction. The findings 

confirm this . All the windows have positive and significant returns with the longer 

windows having higher returns, ranging from 2.67% to 3.62%. This result is expected 

since the information effect is an underreaction and there is no liquidity effect because of 

lockup restrictions. During the quiet period, only public information is available, hence 

the underreaction predicted by Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam ( 1998). Thus the 

null hypothesis must be rejected and the alternative hypothesis of a price increase is 

supported. 

For the lockup period and Hypothesis 4, the impact of a positive trigger is 

uncertain. Once more, the expectation is that there will be no liquidity changes because 

the lockup is still in effect, so the reaction is due only to the information effect. Since the 

quiet period has ended, analysts may begin issuing reports . If investors feel that the price 

trigger is due solely to public information, then Daniel , Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam's 

(1998) underreaction will occur. However, there may now be private information from 

either the firm and/or analysts and this would cause an overreaction. Due to the uncertain 

information effect, two alternative hypotheses are considered. The results show that for 

all the windows during the lockup period, no abnormal returns follow the large positive 
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price trigger. The returns are all positive but insignificant, ranging from 0.03 %for the 

two day window to 0.65 % for the five day window. The non-parametric tests show that 

negatives outweigh positives but again the results are not statistically significant. Thus, 

the two tests provide opposite but insignificant results and the null hypothesis of no 

change cannot be rejected. Either there is no information effect or the effects of private 

and public information offset each other. 

For the post lockup period, both information and liquidity effects are expected to 

impact the reaction to large price triggers. Hypothesis 5 predicts that large positive price 

triggers will result in a price decrease. The information effect suggests an overreaction 

due to private information. Since the lockup period has expired, the liquidity effect 

suggests that insiders will now sell some of their shares following the price increase. 

Thus, both effects put downward pressure on stock prices. As seen in Table 5, the 

reactions are negative for all but the one-day window. For the two day window, the 

abnormal return is -0.68% while that for the three day window is -0.89%. Thus, the null 

hypothesis of no change must be rejected and the alternative hypothesis of an 

overreaction is supported. 

As stated earlier, while the information effects are expected to be the same for 

both positive and negative triggers, the liquidity effects should depend on the sign of the 

initial trigger. Thus, negative triggers are considered separately. For the quiet period and 

Hypothesis 6, the expectation is that the information effect causes an underreaction 

(Daniel , Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam 1998). The liquidity effect, however, is 

uncertain. If the price decrease results in the stock price being below the offer price, then 

the underwriter is expected to support the price, causing prices to increase. However, if 
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the stock price is still above the offer price then there is no obligation for the underwriter 

to intercede. The results in Table 5 show that by day 2, the abnormal return is 1.47% and 

increases to over 3% for the three and five-day windows. The t statistic of 1.65 for the 

three-day window has a significance level of 0.1 05 . The non-parametric tests show that 

positives outweigh negatives and the result is significant at the 0.10 level for the three 

day window. Thus, there is limited support for the alternative hypothesis of an 

overreaction. This overreaction implies that the stabilization efforts ofthe underwriter 

are greater than the underreaction due to the information effect. 

For Hypothesis 7, the lockup period and negative triggers, no liquidity effect is 

expected. The underwriter has no obligation to support the stock price and insiders are 

still restricted in selling their shares. Thus, the stock price reaction depends on the 

information effect. As with the positive triggers, the information effect is uncertain. 

Investors may believe that the large price decrease reflects either public or private 

information. Analysts as well as the firm may now have information that is not widely 

known, hence private information resulting in an overreaction and stock prices should 

rebound somewhat. However, if the information is viewed as public information, then 

there is an underreaction and stock prices should continue to decrease. While the reaction 

on day one is an insignificant -0.25%, the next three windows are positive, ranging from 

0.12% to 0.68%. While the abnormal returns are all insignificant, the non parametric 

tests show that positive returns outnumber negative returns and the significance level for 

the two, three, and five day windows are 0.01 or greater. Thus there is some support for 

the alternative hypothesis of an overreaction. 
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For the post lockup period and Hypothesis 8, the information effect should be an 

overreaction due to private information, thus the price should increase. However, the 

liquidity effect is less certain. Insiders are free to sell their locked-up shares but it is 

uncertain if they will sell following the large price decrease or if they will wait. The 

results shows that there is a small price increase of0.55% on day one and 0.63% for the 

two day window with smaller positive returns for the two longer windows. The non 

parametric tests show that the positive returns outnumber the negative returns and the 

results are significant for all windows. Thus, once again there is limited support for an 

overreaction. 

A further test compares the returns across the three periods. For the positive 

triggers, the quiet period has significantly higher returns than either the lockup or the post 

lockup period. These results are not surprising. The quiet period has significantly 

positive returns while the lockup has very small positive but insignificant returns and the 

post lockup period has negative returns. The test for differences between the means for 

the quiet and the lockup period is significant at the .001 level for the first day and at least 

the .05 level for the other windows. The results for the comparison between the quiet 

period and the post lockup period are even more significant. Since the post lockup period 

has negative returns, the differences between the means are even greater, ranging from 

2.69% on the first day to 4.66% for the five-day window. All the differences are 

significant at the . 001 level. 

For the negative triggers, the differences between the periods are not significant. 

This implies that both the information effect from the quiet to the lockup period and the 

liquidity effect from the lockup to the post lockup period are not nearly as important for 
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the negative triggers as for the positive triggers. The overall impact of information is 

examined in the next section. 

Information Effect 

Several studies find that the reaction to information events is different from those 

of uninformed events (for example, Larson and Madura (2002), Chan (2002), and Fehle 

and Zdorovtsov (2002)). Tables 8 through 18 show the impact of information on the 

reactions. As shown in Table 8, for positive triggers during the quiet period, information 

events result in higher positive abnormal returns than the non-information events, hence 

the underreaction is more pronounced for information events . While the differences 

between the two groups range from a minimum of0.54% to a maximum of2.75%, none 

are significant (see Table 10 for differences between the means tests). For the lockup 

period, the results are more ambiguous. The information events have higher returns for 

the first two days with day 1 having a significant 0.88% abnormal return, while the non

information events have higher returns for the three and five-day windows with the latter 

being a significant 1.09%. However, again, there is no significant difference between the 

means. For the post lockup period, there is a statistically significant difference between 

information events and non-information events. Following a positive trigger during the 

post lockup period, the non-information events result in negative and significant 

abnormal returns as large as -2.28% for the five day window. On the other hand, the 

information events have small and insignificant returns ranging from 0.09% to -0.53%. 

Thus for positive triggers during the post lockup period, non-information events result in 

an overreaction and partial correction while for information events there is no 
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underreaction or overreaction and the difference between the two groups is statistically 

significant for the five-day window. 

For the negative triggers in Table 9, the effect of information is more significant. 

For the quiet period, the non information events have a -0.98% return on the first day and 

returns between 1% and 2% for days two, three and five, but none are significant. For the 

information events, the reaction is much larger and the 6.42% return for the ( + 1, + 3) 

window is significant. These reactions are surprising in that the large negative price 

changes accompanied by information are reduced by almost 40% by the third day. The 

results may be explained by the findings of Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter (2003) who find 

that the initial analysts' reports following the end of the quiet period result, on average, in 

positive abnormal returns even if the report is unfavorable . In any case, although there 

are noticeable differences between the information and the non-information returns, the 

tests for differences between the means are insignificant for all windows for the quiet 

period as seen in Table 10. 

For the both the lockup period and the post lockup period, negative triggers for 

non-information events result in positive and significant abnormal returns for several 

windows. These significant returns are between 1.4% and 2.9%. These results contrast 

with the information events, which generally have negative reactions that are not 

significant. These results are not unexpected: non information events result in significant 

overreaction and a partial correction, while information events result in a non-significant 

underreaction for both periods. Also, as shown in Table 10, the differences between the 

means tests following a negative trigger show significance for both lockup and post 

lockup periods. 
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These results do not always coincide with previous studies, indicating that newly 

public firms behave differently than more established firms. Larson and Madura (2002) 

find that for winners there is an overreaction in response to uninformed events but no 

overreaction to informed events. In this study, uninformed events result in a significant 

underreaction for the quiet period, minimal reaction during the lockup period and a 

significant overreaction during the post lockup period. These results are due to the 

combination of information and liquidity effects discussed earlier. During the quiet 

period, insiders cannot sell following the large price trigger and the price change is 

viewed as public information, hence the underreaction. This result reflects the overall 

lack of information during the quiet period coupled with the liquidity restriction prior to 

lockup expiration. For the post lockup period, if there is no accompanying information 

with the large positive price trigger, then the market's perception will be that private 

information is at work. Coupled with the liquidity effect of insider sales, a significant 

overreaction is the result. 

For losers, Larson and Madura (2002) generally find an underreaction for both 

types of events. Fehle and Zdorovtsov (2002) also find an overreaction to "no news' 

events. In this study, while for all three periods, negative non-information events result 

in an overreaction, the positive response is significant only for the lockup and post lockup 

periods. This may be attributed to the impact of private information during these two 

periods, compared to only public information during the quiet period. For the 

information events, the response again depends on the period. For the quiet period, there 

is an overreaction and the positive abnormal return of 6.42% for the three-day window is 

significant. For both the lockup and the post lockup periods, the negative "informed" 
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events result in an underreaction. Since information accompanies the event, investors are 

unlikely to view the price change as a result of private information. Thus, there is no 

overreaction, but in fact, a small insignificant underreaction. These results show that the 

reaction to price triggers, even holding information constant, again depends on the period 

in question. 

The type of information may also account for different reactions. Larson and 

Madura (2002) find different responses for earnings and dividend announcements. For 

this study, there were six types of event information: acquisition announcements; 

strategic alliance or joint venture announcements; financial , which includes both earnings 

announcements and dividend announcements, although the latter is quite rare; product 

news, which includes the announcement of new products or information, either good or 

bad, about current products; press reports that encompasses any other news; and finally, 

multiple reports when there is more than one type of article around the time of the event. 

The analysis in Table 11 and Table 12 consider all the periods together. Since the effect 

of the period is so strong in the information analysis, each period and each trigger sign 

are analyzed separately with the results presented in Tables 13-18. 

Table 11 examines the effect of information type with positive triggers for all the 

periods combined. The largest abnormal return on event days is for acquisition 

announcements with a 23% abnormal return. That these announcements are positive is 

surprising, but the size of the return is even more surprising. Acquisition and joint 

venture announcements both have an underreaction, that is, the positive returns continue 

over the next five days. However, only the returns for agreements are significant with a 

one day and five day return of between 2% and 2.6%. Press reports and product news 
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have more positive than negative windows although all returns are small and none are 

significant. Financial news events have insignificant negative windows for periods 2 

days or longer. 

For the negative triggers, shown in Table 12, acquisition announcements again 

show a significant reaction. When an acquisition announcement has an initial large 

negative return, there is an overreaction and a subsequent positive significant abnormal 

return of almost 11% for the three-day window. The reaction to agreement 

announcements that have negative returns on event days is also positive but not 

significant. Press Reports and product news reactions are positive most of the time but 

not significant. The reaction to financial news events is significant however. For these 

events, there is an underreaction, a negative and significant abnormal return of -1.79% for 

the three-day window and -3 .19% for the five-day window. This finding agrees with 

Larson and Madura (2002) who also find an underreaction to earnings announcements 

with an initial negative trigger. For both positive and negative triggers, multiple 

announcements result in insignificant returns; this is expected because of the variability 

ofthe multiple announcements. 

Since earlier tests show that reactions vary across the three periods, the reactions 

to both positive and negative price triggers for each of the three periods are examined in 

Tables 13-18. Note that the number of observations is included for each case. Table 13 

looks at positive triggers for the quiet period. With the exception of multiple news 

events, most windows show a positive return. Price triggers resulting from agreement 

announcements result in large and significant returns of over 12% for each of the 

windows. This follows an initial abnormal return of almost 21%. Again, these results 
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highlight the importance of information during the quiet period. The "good news" has an 

exceptionally strong and lengthy effect. Press reports also have an underreaction 

although only the first two days are significant. Product news generally has an 

underreaction and financial news an overreaction but none of the windows are 

significant. Multiple news events result in an overreaction with a negative overreaction 

as large as -11.64 % for the three-day window. 

For the negative triggers in Table 14, the results are overreactions with the 

exception of product news. For the three-day window, the statistically significant returns 

are as high as a statistically significant 8.88% for announcements of joint ventures. The 

overreaction to negative press reports is even more dramatic. Following a one-day 

abnormal return of -18.45 %, the reaction by the third day is a statistically significant 

CAR of+ 19.04 %. Once again, during the quiet period, even "bad news" can have a 

positive outcome. 

For the lockup period and positive triggers in Table 15, most ofthe reactions are 

positive with the exception of product news. However, none of the individual windows 

are significant. For the negative triggers, a clear-cut pattern does not emerge. Negative 

triggers following acquisition announcements and other press reports result in 

insignificant overreactions; joint venture announcements, financial and product news 

announcements all result in underreactions. However, only the returns following 

financial announcements are statistically significant. The negative impact of financial 

news, generally earnings announcements, continues to grow over the five-day window 

following the event, a significant underreaction. Larson and Madura (2002) also find a 

significant underreaction to negative triggers for earnings announcements. 
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The positive triggers for the post lockup period (Table 17) show underreactions 

for announcements concerning acquisitions, agreements, and product news and 

overreactions for financial announcements, press reports and multiple announcements. 

However, only one window is significant-multiple news for the ( + 1, + 2) window with 

an abnormal return of -2.1 %. The negative triggers of the post lockup period in Table 18 

show that acquisition, agreements and product news generally have an overreaction with 

positive returns for most windows. Only the returns for the acquisitions announcements 

for the three-day window are significant at 7.09%. An underreaction is found for 

financial news and press reports and the return of -2.79% for the financial news' five-day 

window is significant. 

In comparing these results with prior studies, there are some consistencies but 

also some notable differences. Similar to Larson and Madura (2002), negative triggers 

with financial information have an underreaction for both the lockup and the post lockup 

period. However, for the quiet period, the reaction is a large positive although it is 

insignificant. The reaction to negative triggers for press reports also differs by period 

with only the quiet period having a positive and significant overreaction. For the positive 

returns, few of the reactions are significant in the lockup or post lockup period, while the 

quiet period has very large positive responses to joint venture agreements and 

significantly negative response to multiple news events. 

In order to better compare the three periods for the information types, Tables 19-

22 show the results for all three periods for the one-day and three-day windows. For day 

+ 1, Table 19 shows the three periods and eight information categories for positive 

triggers. Additionally, in the same table are the tests for differences between the means 
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for the periods. Acquisition announcements, joint venture announcements, and the 

overall information events result in an underreaction for all three periods. However, the 

quiet period's returns are significantly larger for both the joint venture announcements 

and the informed events. Non-information events produce a statistically significant 

underreaction for the quiet period, but an insignificant overreaction for both the lockup 

and the post lockup periods. Additionally, the means between the quiet period and the 

other two periods are also significantly different. Press reports result in an underreaction 

for the quiet period and an overreaction for the post period and the difference is again 

significant. For the quiet period, following a positive trigger, multiple news events result 

in a large significantly negative reaction, an overreaction and the difference between the 

quiet period and both of the other periods is statistically significant. The results in Table 

21 are almost identical for positive triggers and the (+1, +3) window. For the quiet 

period, both the positive reaction to joint ventures, an underreaction, and the negative 

reaction to multiple news, an overreaction, are again very large and significantly different 

from the other two periods. Thus for the positive triggers, the most significant 

differences are between the quiet period and both the lockup and the post lockup period 

for announcements of joint ventures, multiple news events, information events in general 

or no information. 

The negative triggers evoke different responses . For the quiet period, for all but 

product news and multiple news, there is an overreaction with a large positive response 

for both windows of time as seen in Tables 20 and 22. For the lockup period, all of the 

reactions to informed events are insignificant with the exception of financial news and 

the ( + 1, + 3) window. In this instance, the negative trigger evokes a significant 
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underreaction of -2.88%. For the post lockup period, the only reaction with statistical 

significance is the overreaction of 7.09% for the three-day window following an 

acquisition announcement. Differences between the means tests for quiet period versus 

the other two are significant for financial , press reports and the overall informed events. 

These results, along with those of the positive triggers show the importance of the period 

in examining the reaction to large price triggers. 

Venture Capital 

The belief is that venture capital may effect the reaction to large changes in price 

since venture capitalists possess private information not generally known to investors. 

Tables 23 and 24 examine the impact of venture capital on the reactions to positive and 

negative triggers. Examining the overall positive trigger events, the reactions for both the 

venture capital and the non-venture capital groups are generally small and positive but 

only the one-day venture capital backed return is statistically significant. For the 

negative triggers, the non-venture capital group's reactions are very small, mixed signs, 

but always insignificant. For the venture capital group, the reaction to negative triggers is 

always positive, an overreaction, and the abnormal returns of 1.09% for the two-day 

window and the return of 1.44% for the three-day window are both significant. These 

results may be explained by the overreaction to private information of Daniel, Hirshleifer, 

and Subrahmanyam (1998). 

For the quiet period and positive triggers, while only the underreaction for venture 

capital backed firms is significant, there is no statistical difference between the means for 

the two groups. For the negative triggers and the quiet period, while there are apparent 
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differences with the non venture capital group having higher returns for the first two days 

and the venture capital group having higher returns for the longer windows, again, none 

are statistically different. 

For the lockup period and positive triggers, the non-venture capital group has 

small , positive, but insignificant returns while the returns for the venture capital group are 

both positive and negative but extremely small. For the negative triggers, the non

venture capital group generally has a slight but insignificant underreaction while the 

venture capital group has a slight but positive overreaction. The only significant 

statistical difference is found in the two days prior to the trigger event. 

The post lockup period finds an overreaction following positive triggers for both 

the non-venture capital group and the venture capital group. Only the non-venture capital 

group is significant and the differences are not significant. For the negative triggers, the 

non-venture capital group shows a statistically insignificant underreaction. In contrast, 

the venture capital group has an overreaction, with the positive return of 1.56% 

significant for the two-day window. Again, this overreaction is supported by the theory 

of Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahmanyam ( 1998), but despite these differences, the test 

between the means is not significant. Thus, the evidence that venture capital makes a 

difference in the underreaction or overreaction to trigger events is weak, but will 

nevertheless be examined again in the cross section analysis . 

Cross Section Results 

The cross section analysis examines the CARs for windows ( + 1, + 1 ), ( + 1, + 3) and 

(+ 1, +5) for positive and negative triggers separately. The results are in Tables 25 
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through 30. In Equation 1, all independent variables are included. With all the 

independent variables, the VIFs are all less than five so multicollinearity is not a 

problem. 2 Since the test for heteroskedasticity is significant, White 's corrected t statistics 

are reported. For the positive triggers, the results are similar for the three windows in 

that, in most cases, the same independent variables are significant. For the negative 

triggers, this is not the case, so each of the windows is examined in more detail. 

For the positive triggers, the sign for the coefficient of RA WTRIG, the raw return 

of the initial trigger, is negative and significant for every equation. The size is about-

0.11 for the ( + l , + 1) window and -0.20 for the longer windows and the significance level 

is equal to at least .0 1. This result implies that the larger the initial trigger, the smaller 

the underreaction. The sign for the coefficient of MKTCAP, the natural log of the market 

capitalization of the firm two days prior to the trigger event, is positive but insignificant 

for all the windows. This contrasts to earlier studies such as Cox and Peterson (1994) 

who find that large firms have weaker reversals and Larson and Madura (2002) who find 

that larger firms have greater overreaction. One explanation for the difference may be 

that in prior studies, size may be a proxy for liquidity and in this study, there is a separate 

liquidity measure. LIQ, the liquidity measure, is calculated as the number of shares traded 

I the number of shares outstanding. For all positive triggers, the coefficient is positive 

and almost always significant. The size of the underreaction is positively related to the 

scaled volume. 

Several independent variables, originally thought to be important, turn out to be 

insignificant. The coefficient for UNDPRC, the first day's return, has mixed signs for the 

2 Myers ( 1990) suggests that when the VIF is greater than I 0 that there may be some concern. 
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positive triggers but is never significant. Other insignificant variables are the January 

dummy variable and the VC dummy variable. The sign of the VC dummy is always 

negative and insignificant. The sign for the January dummy varies for the three windows 

but again never approaches significance. This differs from the results of prior studies 

such as DeBondt and Thaler (1987) and Larson and Madura (2002). 

The period has been shown to be important in the earlier analysis and is again 

significant in the cross section analysis for the positive triggers . For the (+1 , + 1) 

window, the coefficient for the quiet period, is about 0.025 and is significant at the .001 

level. The coefficient is approximately the same size for the three and five-day windows 

but the significance level drops to .05. The coefficient for the post lockup period is 

always negative and significant for both the three and five day windows. Again, these 

results are consistent with the results earlier in the study-the period significantly affects 

the reaction to the large price triggers. 

The impact of information is measured in two ways. In the first and fourth 

equations for positive triggers, the six separate news-event dummy variables are used. 

These are: acquisition announcements, joint venture agreements, financial news, 

primarily earnings announcements, press reports, product news, and multiple 

announcements. In equations 2 and 3, an overall news-event dummy variable is 

employed. For the one-day window, all of the individual news event dummy variables 

have positive and significant coefficients. For the three and five-day windows, all the 

individual events have positive coefficients but only acquisition announcements, joint 

venture agreements and press reports are significant for both of the longer windows. For 
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all three windows, the single news dummy is positive and significant at the .001 level. 

Any informed event results in a larger underreaction to the positive trigger. 

The last variable with an information component is the interaction variable, 

LIQ*INF, which equals one times the liquidity measure if it is an information event, and 

zero otherwise. The coefficient on this variable is negative and significant, so it thus 

mitigates the effects of the liquidity and information variables. If there is information, 

then higher turnover does not necessarily cause an underreaction. 

Whereas the analysis for the positive triggers shows a high degree of significance 

for both the overall equation as well as many of the independent variables, the equations 

for the negative triggers show a much lower degree of significance. Also, while the 

reactions of the independent variables are similar across all three windows for the 

positive triggers, that is not the case for negative triggers. For the negative triggers, the 

sign of some the independent variables change for different window lengths and a 

number of independent variables are only significant for one window. For example, the 

coefficient of the original trigger size, RA WTRIG, is positive but insignificant for the 

one-day window while it is negative and insignificant for the three-day and five-day 

windows. This contrasts with the findings for the positive triggers in which the 

coefficient for RA WTRIG is negative and significant for all the windows. 

Again, in contrast to positive triggers, the sign on MKTCAP is now negative, but 

continues to be insignificant for all windows. The liquidity measure, LIQ, now has a 

negative coefficient and is significant for the three and five-day windows. This result 

implies that the greater the scaled volume, the smaller is the degree of overreaction 

following a negative trigger. 
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The degree of initial underpricing, UNDPRC, and the January dummy variable 

are both insignificant for all three windows, but now the VC dummy variable is positive 

and significant for the three-day window. This implies that for negative triggers and a 

longer window, the degree of overreaction, a positive price change, is greater when 

venture capitalists are present. 

The two dummy variables for the quiet and post lockup periods also behave 

differently with negative triggers . The quiet dummy, which is always positive and 

significant for the positive triggers, is now smaller and generally insignificant and the 

post lockup dummy is also positive and insignificant for all three windows. Thus, the 

period does not make nearly as great a difference for negative triggers as it does for 

positive triggers. 

While information events with positive triggers result in an underreaction, for 

negative triggers, with the exception of acquisition announcements, the coefficients are 

all negative. For the general information dummy, the coefficient is always negative and 

significant. This implies that when there is a negative trigger, and it is an information 

event, the overreaction will be smaller. Examining each of the individual information 

dummy variables, the acquisition dummy is always positive but significant only for the 

three-day window. The coefficients for announcements concerning agreements, press 

reports, and product news are always negative and insignificant. The coefficient for the 

finance dummy is always negative and is significant for the one and five-day windows. 

This result is similar to the findings of Larson and Madura (2002). They find an 

underreaction to the negative trigger and financial news, while this study finds a smaller 
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overreaction to the negative trigger. The last individual news dummy is for the multiple 

news events, whose coefficient is negative but only significant for the five-day window. 

The last variable is the interaction variable LIQ*INF and the coefficient is now 

positive but only significant in one equation. Its impact, however, is similar to the 

finding for positive triggers. For positive triggers, the coefficient on LIQ was positive 

and significant and the coefficient for LIQ*INF was negative and significant, so turnover 

had less of an impact when there was an informed event. For negative triggers, the signs 

are opposite: the liquidity measure is negative but LIQ*INF is positive, so again, 

informed events have less reaction. 

The last set of cross section regressions separate the results not just by the sign of 

the original price trigger, but also by the sign of the response as well as the period in 

which the trigger occurs. The results from Tables 5 and 6 show that while the sign of the 

CARs may be positive, there may nevertheless be more negative events than positive 

events or vice versa. Therefore, analysis by sign of the response is warranted. Tables 31 

through 34 show the cross section results for the first equation (less the period dummy 

variables) and the three-day window, broken down by trigger sign, response sign, and 

period. In each table, the overall results for the positive or negative trigger are provided 

for comparison purposes. 

Table 31 presents the results for positive triggers and positive responses. While 

there were 1811 positive triggers and the overall effect was an underreaction, only 789 

responses were positive. Several differences are apparent. For both the total positive 

response and the lockup period, the coefficient for market capitalization is now positive 

and significant. The larger the firm, the greater is the degree of underreaction following a 
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positive trigger. The liquidity variable is not significant for the lockup period, perhaps 

reflecting the restrictions on insiders from selling their shares. Another difference is that 

for the post lockup period, the coefficient for the January dummy variable is now positive 

and significant. The degree of underreaction is larger in January. One possible 

explanation is that the post lockup period may be the longest period, hence more likely 

that events will fall in January. While all the coefficients for the news dummies are still 

positive, they are only significant for the overall positive responses and the post lockup 

period. 

For the negative responses following a positive trigger event shown in Table 32, 

the coefficient for market capitalization is now negative, which means that the 

overreaction will be greater the larger the firm. This means that the larger the size of the 

firm, the larger the underreaction for positive responses and the larger the overreaction 

for negative responses. Another noticeable difference is that the coefficient for the 

dummy variable for venture capital is now negative and significant for all equations 

except the post lockup. This result makes sense since the presence of venture capitalists 

increase the likelihood of private information, which Daniel, Hirshleifer, and 

Subrahmanyam (1998) suggest leads to an overreaction. Thus, the presence of venture 

capital makes the overreaction larger--the CAR is more negative. Another difference 

between the positive and negative responses is that the news events make less of a 

difference for the negative responses than the positive responses. 

The analyses for negative triggers are presented in Tables 33 and 34. For the 

positive responses to negative triggers, the three periods show several differences . While 

the coefficient for liquidity is consistently negative, it is only significant for the overall 
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positive responses and the post lockup period. The coefficient for the venture capital 

dummy is positive and significant for all the equations except the quiet period. This 

means that the overreaction to the negative trigger will be larger when venture capital is 

present. For negative responses following a positive trigger, the presence of venture 

capital makes the negative response larger. For negative triggers with positive responses, 

venture capital makes the positive overreactions larger. Thus venture capitalists make 

overreactions larger, perhaps reflecting the effects of private information. For the news 

events, the most significant finding is the negative coefficient for the financial news 

dummy. If there is a negative trigger and financial news, any overreaction will be 

smaller. 

The last table examines negative triggers and negative responses-an 

underreaction to a negative trigger. Again, the first equation for the overall negative 

triggers is provided for comparison purposes. For the 375 total negative responses, not a 

single independent variable is significant nor is the overall equation. Examination of 

each period separately does provide some insights . Liquidity and the interaction variable 

for liquidity and information are significant for both the quiet and the lockup periods 

although the signs are exactly opposite for the two periods. The coefficient for press 

reports is positive for the lockup period but negative for the post lockup period. The size 

of the firm has a significant effect only for the lockup period, making the underreaction 

larger. Larger firms elicit more negative responses, at least during the lockup period. A 

surprising finding is that the presence of venture capitalists during the quiet period makes 

the underreaction larger, even though they are unable to sell their shares. Thus, any 
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explanation for negative responses to a large negative trigger depends on the period in 

question. 

Conclusions 

This essay examines the reaction of newly public firms to large one-day price 

changes. Newly public firms experience changes in liquidity during their first year. Two 

reasons are the stabilization efforts of the underwriter during the first month and the 

increased liquidity following lockup expiration. In addition, the information available to 

investors changes significantly when the quiet period ends. This first year is divided into 

three periods : the quiet period, the lockup period and the post lockup period. 

Hypotheses are formed concerning the reaction to a single day stock price change of +/-

15% in each of the three periods. 

For positive triggers, the expected results are confirmed. There is an 

underreaction during the quiet period, no significant reaction during the lockup period, 

and an overreaction during the post lockup period . The quiet period underreaction ranges 

from a first day abnormal return of 2.67%, significant at the .001 level , to the five day 

abnormal return of 3.62%, significant at the .05 level. This result is anticipated due to the 

impact of public information according to Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahrnanyam ( 1998) 

coupled with no liquidity changes. 

For the post lockup period, the significant three day overreaction of -0.89% may 

be attributed to a combination of information and liquidity effects . Private information 

induces an overreaction-a price decrease following the large increase. Plus, insiders can 

now sell their stock following lockup expiration, further causing price decreases. During 
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the lockup period, the expectation is that there are no liquidity changes and the 

information effect is uncertain since the quiet period has just ended. The results reflect 

this uncertainty. The stock price reaction is positive but insignificant, but the non 

parametric tests show that negatives outweigh positives, with the results again 

statistically insignificant. 

For negative triggers, the expectations are less clear. As a consequence, there are 

two alternative hypotheses for each period. For the quiet period, the information effect 

predicts an underreaction to public information. On the other hand, underwriters are 

committed to stabilizing the stock price. The results confirm both of these effects. On 

the first day, there is an underreaction but by the third day, the abnormal return is over 

3% with a significance level of .1 05. Non parametric tests for the three day window also 

show positives outweigh negatives at a significance level of 0.1 0. These results support 

the idea of public information causing an underreaction initially with the stabilization 

efforts taking effect with a one to two day lag. 

With the exception of the first day for the lockup period, both the lockup and post 

lockup periods show an insignificant overreaction. Certainly for the lockup period, 

which is expected to have no liquidity changes, an overreaction to private information is 

anticipated. While the abnormal returns are insignificant, the non-parametric tests show 

that positives outweigh negatives for the two, three, and five day windows with a 

significance level of .05 or greater. The post lockup period also shows an overreaction. 

While the abnormal returns are again insignificant, the non parametric test shows 

positives outweigh negatives with a significance level of .001 for the first two days. This 

can be credited to the effect of private information without the predicted liquidity 
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changes. The expectation is that insiders will sell their shares, however there are two 

reasons why they may not be selling following the large price decrease. First, they may 

have sold their shares immediately at lockup expiration, so no further price pressure is 

found. Secondly, if they have not already sold their shares, they may not want to sell 

them immediately following such a large price decrease . In any case, no liquidity effect 

is evident. 

These results provide evidence that stock price reactions do vary across the three 

periods. For positive triggers, the reactions are supported by abnormal returns. For 

negative triggers, while abnormal returns support the alternative hypothesis for the quiet 

period, the non parametric tests provide some statistically significant support for the 

overreactions during the lockup and the post lockup periods. In addition, for the positive 

triggers, the underreaction during the quiet period is significantly greater than during the 

lockup or the post lockup period. For negative triggers, the overreaction is significantly 

stronger for the quiet period than the post lockup period only for the three-day window. 

These results confirm the belief that differences in information and liquidity across the 

periods affect stock price reactions to large triggers, but the differences are primarily for 

the positive triggers. 

How do the results for newly public firms compare to those in prior studies? The 

initial studies generally find a significant overreaction. Atkins and Dyl (1990) find a two 

day return of2.26% for losers and a two day decrease of0.78% for winners. Bremer and 

Sweeney (1991) find that losers have abnormal returns of 1. 77% the next day and 2.215% 

over two days. Cox and Peterson (1994) also examine losers and find positive abnormal 

returns the next day, however they also find that over time, the size and significance of 
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the next day returns decreases so that by the years 1987-1991, there is no longer a 

significant abnormal return. In comparison, this study finds a significant underreaction 

for positive triggers for the first day and insignificant underreactions for longer windows. 

For negative triggers, there are insignificant overreactions for all windows. However, the 

time periods for these prior studies are much earlier, so making comparisons is difficult at 

best. 

Newer studies (for example, Larson and Madura (2002), Chan (2002), and Fehle 

and Zdorovtsov (2002)) focus on the importance of information in explaining the reaction 

to large single day price changes. Accordingly, in this study, each event is examined to 

determine the impact of information. Larson and Madura (2002) find that winners 

overall experience a significant overreaction for the three day window of -0.64%, 

informed winners experience an insignificant overreaction of -0.19%, and uninformed 

winners experience the largest significant overreaction of -0.81%. Chan (2002) also finds 

reversals for uninformed events although he is examining monthly returns . In this study, 

examining winners in general, there are no overreactions for winners . Both the total 

sample and the informed group experience statistically significant underreactions on the 

first day and all subsequent windows are positive but insignificant. Even the events with 

no information have either zero or insignificant underreactions. The results for all three 

categories appear to be driven by the large underreactions occurring during the quiet 

period. 

For the negative events, Larson and Madura (2002) find a significant 

underreaction for day one as well as for the three day window for the overall sample, the 

informed losers and the uninformed losers. This study finds that negative events result in 
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an overall insignificant overreaction that uninformed events have a significant 

overreaction by the two day window, and that events with information have an 

insignificant underreaction. 

For the quiet period, for informed events there is actually a significant 

overreaction for the three-day window of 6.42%, probably the result of underwriter 

stabilization efforts. While the effects during the quiet period reduce the underreaction 

for the informed events, for the events with no information, both the lockup and the post 

lockup periods have significant overreactions. For the post lockup period, the one day 

overreaction is a significant 1.41% while the lockup period has a significant overreaction 

of 1.83% by the three day window. For these two periods, when there is no information, 

the market appears to be concluding that private information is driving the original 

decrease and an overreaction is the result. For these negative triggers, there are 

significant differences between the information and non-information events for the 

lockup, post lockup and overall sample. 

Next, the effect of different types of information events is determined. For 

positive triggers and the overall sample, only joint venture announcements have 

significant underreactions. There are significant differences when the effects are 

measured for each period separately. For the quiet period, joint venture announcements 

and press reports result in significant underreactions while multiple news events result in 

a significant overreaction. None of the lockup reactions are significant and only one for 

the post lockup period-multiple news events have a significant overreaction for the two

day window. The difference between the means tests for the quiet as compared to the 

lockup and post lockup periods are significant for several categories. 
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For negative triggers and the overall sample, acquisition, joint ventures, and other 

press reports result in positive returns, an overreaction, but only the acquisition reaction 

is significant. For the two-day window, the return is almost 11%, significant at the .05 

level. Financial news, product news and multiple news events result in an underreaction 

which is significant for financial news. Examination of the reactions for the three periods 

show that for the quiet period, financial news, joint venture news, and press reports have 

overreactions with the latter two being significant. Product news and multiple news 

result in insignificant underreactions. Financial news events result in significant 

underreactions in both the lockup and the post lockup period for the five-day window. 

Additionally, during the post lockup period, there is a significant overreaction to negative 

acquisition news events. 

Neither Chan (2002) nor Fehle and Zdorovtsov (2002) consider different types of 

information, while Larson and Madura (2002) divide their information events into 

dividend announcements, earnings announcements or other announcements. While 

financial announcements in this study include both earnings and dividend 

announcements, only one of the multiple announcements and none of the financial 

announcements mention dividends, so that the comparison of Larson and Madura's 

(2002) findings for earnings announcements with financial announcements in this study 

seems reasonable. Specifically, Larson and Madura (2002) find that earnings 

announcements and positive triggers result in a significant underreaction of 0.49% for 

one day and an insignificant 0.19% for the three day window. For negative triggers, the 

results are -0.95% for one day and -1.31% for three days, both significant. This study 

finds that for positive triggers and a financial announcement, the abnormal returns are an 
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insignificant 0.95% for the one day, while for the three day window the result is not an 

underreaction but instead an overreaction of -1.61% significant at the .1 08 level. This 

result is unexpected and also surprisingly, these negative returns are found for all three 

periods. For negative triggers, the results agree with the previous study with a significant 

underreaction by the three day window of -1.79% and -3 .19% for the five day window. 

Two facts emerge from this comparison. Other than the significant underreaction 

to negative triggers and financial announcements, the results for the two studies differ 

considerably either by the sign of the reaction or the significance of the return. Secondly, 

in many cases the overall results are driven by the effects in one of the periods, hence the 

period continues to be important, information not withstanding. 

In the cross section analysis for positive triggers, larger initial triggers reduce the 

size of the underreaction. Information and higher liquidity both contribute to a stronger 

underreaction but the interaction variable reduces the effect. The dummy for the quiet 

period is positive and significant indicating greater underreactions during the quiet 

period. The cross section results for the negative triggers are overall much less 

significant--the F statistics are much smaller and the independent variables are less 

significant as well. The coefficients for both liquidity and the news dummy are negative 

indicating less of an overreaction. The size of the IPO ' s initial underpricing is also 

negatively related to the overreaction for the one-day window. Additional cross sectional 

analyses show that the effects of the independent variables depend not just on the sign of 

the trigger price but also the sign of the price response and the period. 

Comparisons to other studies are difficult because they do not begin with the 

same reaction. In this study, positive triggers result in an underreaction, while those for 
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Larson and Madura (2002) result in a significant overreaction. However, if only the 

negative responses to positive triggers are examined from Table 32, some comparisons 

are possible. Both studies find that the coefficients for the size of the firm and the size of 

the initial trigger are negative and significant for shorter windows. However, the sign of 

the information variables are generally the opposite. For negative triggers, Fehle and 

Zdorovtsov (2002) find that reversals are greater the larger the firm, the greater the 

volume, and if an uninformed event. In Table 33, this study finds that the larger the 

volume and the larger the firm, the smaller the overreaction, but agrees that informed 

events have smaller overreactions. To compare with Larson and Madura (2002), only the 

negative responses to negative triggers are used from Table 34, since they find an 

underreaction. Both studies find a negative coefficient for the size of the firm as well as 

the size of the initial trigger. The information dummies for both studies are also 

generally negative and both studies have generally low F statistics for the negative 

triggers. 

As has been shown, several results in this essay provide new information about 

newly public firms' over and underreactions to large price changes. Perhaps the most 

striking is the impact of the period on the results, with the implication that differences in 

liquidity and information asymmetry affect the response to large price triggers. As in 

previous studies, information is found to be important, but again there are differences for 

the three periods. Information has a positive impact during the quiet period for both the 

positive and negative triggers, resulting in an underreaction and overreaction 

respectively. The effect of information during the lockup and post lockup periods is 

dependent on both the sign of the trigger and the type of information. 
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Of interest also is the influence ofventure capital on newly public firms' reaction 

to large price triggers. The effect is only significant for either negative triggers or 

negative responses to positive triggers. For negative triggers in general, the significantly 

positive coefficient means that the overreaction will be larger. For the negative responses 

to positive triggers, the coefficient is negative implying that the negative correction will 

be larger. One explanation for this apparent contradiction is that venture capital may 

provide a dampening effect on large price changes. Thus, there are several reasons why 

newly public firms behave differently than other firms in responding to large single-day 

price changes. 
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CHAPTER 3 

ESSAY TWO: NEWLY PUBLIC FIRMS AS ACQUIRERS 

Introduction 

While most of the initial research concerning IPOs deals with either the initial 

underpricing phenomenon or the subsequent underperformance of new issues, there has 

been a growing body of work that considers the IPO as one step in the life cycle of the 

firm. Jain and Kini (1999a) state that the "IPO represents the first significant stage in the 

evolution of a public company" 2 and that the firm will reach one of three states. It will 

survive, be acquired or fail outright. Thus, when the topic of acquisitions arises in 

conjunction with IPOs, these firms are generally regarded to be potential targets. 

Zingales (1995) considers the IPO as one step on a timeline for becoming a target. As he 

says, " . .. the decision of a firm to go public is the result of a value-maximizing decision 

made by an initial owner who wants to eventually sell his company."3 He sees an IPO as 

a method to separate the cash-flow rights from the control rights. The cash-flow rights 

are sold to diverse shareholders and the control rights eventually bargained over in a 

direct negotiation. In this manner, the owner maximizes his potential return. Continuing 

with this idea, Mello and Parsons (1998) posit that the IPO is designed to sell shares to 

small and passive investors and that large controlling blocks will be subsequently sold. 

2 JainandKini, 1281. 
3 Zingales, 426. 
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Mello and Parsons find empirical backing for their theoretical conclusions in Mikkelson, 

Partch and Shah (1997) who report that the original owners rarely sell controlling blocks 

of stock at the time of the IPO. Brennan and Franks (1997) provide empirical evidence in 

a study of 69 IPOs in the United Kingdom. They show that firms use underpricing to 

ensure oversubscription enabling the original owners to thwart potential large 

shareholders. 

On the other hand, Field and Karpoff (2002) argue that these newly public firms, 

rather than encouraging a takeover, implement defense measures to prevent a takeover. 

They study 1,019 industrial firms that go public between 1988 and 1992 and find that 168 

are acquired within five years of their IPO. Altogether, 53% have at least one takeover 

defense at the time oftheir IPO. They agree with Brennan and Franks (1997) that the 

primary beneficiaries are the manager shareholders rather than small shareholders since 

the takeover defense mechanisms do not result in higher premiums. 

These previous works focus on newly public firms as either willing or unwilling 

targets . But what if these firms are acquirers rather than targets? Examining IPOs from 

1992-2001 to determine which newly public firms make acquisitions during their first 

year post IPO, this study finds that many more firms are acquirers compared to targets. 

Using the Wall Street Journal and New York Times indices, the study finds that over 400 

acquisitions are made by these newly public firms while less than 100 are targeted for 

takeovers during their first year. These firms, in an effort to survive as an independent 

entity, may feel compelled to grow rapidly and acquisitions provide them one way of 

achieving their goal. What remains to be shown is whether these firms have the expertise 

to make successful acquisitions in general, and in particular what types of acquisitions are 
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most successful. In examining the strategies for high growth firms in the computer 

industry, Feeser and Willard (1990) assert that acquisitions may be used for backward, 

vertical integration whereby a firm insures a critical supply source. Alternatively, an 

acquisition may allow the firm to expand horizontally at less than the cost of doing so 

internally. However, these newly public firms may not have the expertise to successfully 

absorb the target's resources and management. Additionally, if the acquisition is out of 

the core competency of the firm, the acquisition may again prove unsuccessful. 

To date, the only other study to consider recent IPOs as acquirers is Schultz and 

Zaman (200 1 ). When exploring why there were so many Internet IPOs in the late 1990s, 

they conclude that the motivation was to increase market share. In an effort to increase 

their market share, these firms were more likely to make acquisitions compared to non

Internet firms. In contrast to the study of Schultz and Zaman, this study focuses on a 

longer time period, 1992-2001 and considers the acquisition activities of all newly public 

firms for one-year post IPO. 

In addition to total acquisitions, these firms can also seek to partially acquire other 

firms and this study finds over 130 partial acquisitions being made by the recent IPOs. 

There are two types of partial acquisitions. In the first type less than 50% of the stock is 

acquired and the abnormal returns are thought to be due to the ability of the acquirer to 

improve the corporate governance of the target (Mikkelson and Ruback 1985). The 

second type of partial acquisition is when the acquiring firm buys some of the assets of 

another firm. These divestitures or sell-offs can be simply some portion of assets or 

perhaps a division or wholly owned subsidiary. While newly public firms do make some 
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partial acquisitions by buying a percentage of the target, they are far more likely to use 

the second method and simply purchase some portion of the assets. 

Full acquisitions require a major commitment not only in terms of the purchase 

price, but also for the assimilation of the assets and workforce of the target. Partial 

acquisitions enable the buyer to acquire only certain assets that are perceived to fit 

strategically, while avoiding those parts that do not fit strategically. While labor often 

comes with the asset purchase, the firm is much less likely to encounter problems due to 

factors such as different management styles, or accounting systems; hence, the market 

should view these partial acquisitions more favorably than total acquisitions. 

Thus this paper focuses on activities other than internal investment that enable 

newly public firms to grow. These recent IPOs, with their large cash inflow and many 

times rising stock prices, provide a new environment to determine when acquisitions are 

perceived to be value enhancing. From 1992-2001 , over 400 full acquisitions are made 

during the first year after an IPO, with the majority being privately held targets. The 

newly public firms under study also made more than 130 partial acquisitions. In addition 

to studying under what conditions these full or partial acquisitions are received favorably 

by the market, these acquirers are examined one year post-acquisition announcement to 

determine the buy and hold returns and if these firms later become acquired themselves 

or bankrupt. 

The rest of the chapter is divided into three sections: full acquisitions 

announcement returns, long run buy and hold abnormal returns, and lastly, partial 

acquisition announcement returns . Within each section, the review of the literature is 
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followed by the hypotheses. The sections describing the sample, methodology and results 

follow. 

Full Acquisition Announcement Returns 

Review of the Literature 

Motives for Acquisitions 

Motives for acquisitions include both value-maximizing and non-value 

maximizing. In reviewing numerous prior acquisition event studies, Halpern (1983) 

states that the motives for the non-value maximizing include sales maximization and 

empire building. Value-maximizing motives include redeployment of excess cash, 

reduction of bankruptcy risk by diversification, or synergy due to economies of scale or 

scope. Halpern also finds that if acquisitions are made to exploit information asymmetry 

or improve the target's management, positive abnormal returns are rarely the result. 

Berkovitch and Narayanan (1993) suggest that the motive for the acquisition may 

be determined by examining the returns to the bidder and target. If synergy is the motive, 

then the target and the bidder's returns should be positively correlated. If the motive is 

either hubris or agency concerns, then the correlation should be negative. The hubris 

hypothesis is favored by Roll ( 1986) as it supports the negative returns so often found for 

acquiring firms. The acquiring firm's manager believes that his valuation of the target is 

superior to that of the market and so "bids up" its stock price. Roll believes that the run

up in stock price of the bidding firm prior to the acquisition announcement supports the 

hubris hypothesis. 
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Jensen (1986), on the other hand, favors the free cash flow and agency problem as 

a means of understanding the negative returns to acquirers. Morek, Shleifer and Vishny 

(1990) suggest another example of agency theory. When managers diversify their risk on 

human capital by diversifying the firm or when they buy growth for the sake of growth, 

negative returns are more likely. They find that acquisitions in related industries 

statistically perform better than those in non-related industries. This suggests that when 

managers seek diversification, stockholders will lose. 

Using SIC codes to determine if the bidder and target are in related industries, 

Walker (2000) analyzes announcement returns using six strategic objectives. He finds 

that the only motives with positive abnormal returns (although not statistically 

significant) are those for related acquisitions, geographic expansion and increased market 

share. Unrelated acquisitions and diversification with overlap are negative and 

statistically significant. 

Another important determinant of mergers is industry activity. Jensen (1993) 

argues that mergers during the 1970s and early 1980s were the result of excess capacity 

caused by supply shocks and technological change. Mitchell and Mulherin (1996) focus 

on the 1980s and find that takeovers cluster at different periods for different industries. 

Andrade and Stafford (2002), examining the period 1970-1994, compare mergers with 

internal investment and again show that mergers are clustered by industry. While the 

1970s and 1980s had excess capacity drive the number of takeovers, in the 1990s, 

industries with strong growth prospects, high profitability and near capacity experienced 

the most mergers. 
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Announcement Returns 

Most of the early acquisition literature finds that bidding firms have either no 

abnormal announcement returns or the returns are just slightly negative. Jensen and 

Ruback (1983) provide a summary of many of these articles that focus on the 1960s 

through the 1970s. They find that the weighted average abnormal return for unsuccessful 

bidders is an insignificant -0.05 % while successful bidders average an insignificant 0.15 

%. The targets' two-day announcement abnormal returns range from +6.2% to + 13.41% 

and the return is always significant. Asquith and Kim (1982) examine 50 conglomerate 

mergers for the period 1960 through 1978 and find that target shareholders benefit but no 

other group of shareholders or bondholders are adversely affected. 

Weston, Siu and Johnson (2001) provide evidence that during the 1980s the 

returns to targets increase to 20 % or more, while bidders' returns decrease to -1 %. 

Studying 1,800 firms from 1975-1991 , Schwert ( 1996) provides one possible explanation 

for the decrease in bidder's returns. He finds that the pre-bid run-up in the target's stock 

price simply becomes an additional premium paid by the bidding firm, hence the decrease 

in the bidder's return. For a sample of 1300 firms during the 1990s, Mulherin and Boone 

(2000) determine that for 281acquisitions, the bidder's average abnormal return is -0.37% 

and not significant, while the target's average abnormal return is 20.2%. Thus the 

preponderance of evidence is that announcement returns for acquirers is neutral at best or 

slightly negative. 
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Method of Financing 

While the average return to bidders is zero or just slightly negative, some bidders 

do experience a positive return. Travlos (1987) uses the model of Myers and Majluf 

(1984) to explain that managers will use cash if they believe their firm is undervalued so 

as not to harm existing shareholders. His examination of 167 acquiring firms from 1972 

through 1981 finds that stockholders of acquiring firms that use stock experience a 

significant -1.4 7 % abnormal two-day return while the return for cash acquisitions is an 

insignificant 0.24 %. 

Amihud, Lev and Travlos (1990) show that cash financing is more likely when 

managers own more of the acquiring firm's stock, since cash offers do not dilute 

managers' share of the firm. They find that the abnormal returns for cash offers are an 

insignificant .44 % while stock offers have a significant abnormal return of -1.19 %. 

Martin (1996) confirms that higher manager stock ownership is associated with a lower 

probability of stock financing. Not surprisingly, he also finds that firms with lower cash 

balances tend to use stock financing. Harford ( 1999) extends the study of cash 

acquisitions by comparing the acquisitions of cash-rich vs. cash-poor firms. His finding 

that cash-rich firms are more likely to attempt acquisitions confirms Jensen's (1986) 

agency theory that free cash flow leads to value decreasing decisions. 

Another study finding a difference between stock and cash financing is that of 

Walker (2000). He examines acquisitions from 1980 through 1996 and finds that, using a 

market adjusted method, cash financing results in an insignificant 0.52% abnormal return 

while stock financing results in a significant -3.28 %abnormal return. A matched- firm 
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analysis finds that the abnormal return for cash financing is -0.1 %but not significant 

while the stock financing has a significant and negative 2.27% abnormal return. 

Chang (1998) provides an exception to the findings that stock-financing has 

negative returns. Examining 281 acquisitions of privately held firms from 1981 through 

1992, he finds that acquisitions financed by cash have no abnormal returns but 

acquisitions financed by stock have a positive and significant abnormal return of2.64 %. 

He credits this positive return to the creation of outside block holders from the recently 

acquired firm. Chang's results are particularly important for this study, because there are 

many more private firms than public firms as targets; hence the need to test if stock offers 

for private firms result in positive returns . 

Hypotheses 

The focus of most of the previous literature is on the largest mergers and 

acquisitions made by established firms. This study extends the literature by examining 

acquisitions made by newly public firms. The belief is that these newly public firms will 

behave differently due to size, as well as the immediacy of the need to expand. Moeller, 

Schlingermann and Stulz (2003) find that size is the most important determinant of 

acquisition announcement returns with small firms systematically earning higher returns. 

Additionally, newly public firms may have increased corporate governance due to the 

fact that the owners/managers still retain a large portion of stock and also the continued 

presence of venture capitalists for at least some of the firms. While the aforementioned 

should result in positive acquisition announcement returns, it is possible that these newly 

public firms may be unable to successfully integrate the acquired firm. Going public is a 
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stressful condition for most firms and they may lack the expertise to absorb the target, in 

which case, announcement returns would be expected to be negative. 

Announcement Returns 

The majority of the acquisition literature finds negative or insignificant abnormal 

returns at the announcement ((Jensen and Ruback 1983), (Weston, Siu and Johnson 

2001), (Mulherin and Boone 2000)) . However, newly public firms, with their infusion of 

cash, are expected to grow, and acquisitions provide one means for this growth. Newly 

public firms are faced with the fact that a large number of them do not survive. 

Considering delisting as a failure to survive, Jain and Kini (1999a) find 14% of IPOs 

from 1977-1990 do not survive. The number is even higher for Hensler, Rutherford, and 

Springer ( 1997) who find that 29% of IPOs in their study are delisted. Thus newly public 

firms may make acquisitions in an effort to both survive and to not be acquired 

themselves. For this reason alone, the market may react favorably to acquisition 

announcements. However, it is also possible that these newly public firms lack the 

expertise for the integration of the target firm. If investors feel that the firm does not 

have the ability to integrate the target firm, then the announcement returns may be 

negative. 

Another factor that affects announcement returns is the motive for the acquisition. 

This study considers two value-enhancing motives--economies of scale or economies of 

scope and one non-value maximizing motive-diversification. Economies of scale are 

likely to be especially beneficial for newly public firms, since to be competitive, these 

firms may need to grow at a more rapid pace than established firms in their industry. 
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Besides economies of scale, other value-increasing motives include extensions of the 

product line, or acquiring assets that will provide these newly public firms with more 

control throughout the production process. These are labeled economies of scope. 

However, not all acquisition motives are value-increasing. One plausible non

value-increasing motive suggested by Morek, Shleifer, and Vishny (1990) is the desire of 

owner-managers to diversify their holdings when they are unable to diversify their human 

capital. Ifthe firm engages in diversifying acquisitions, then an agency issue may be 

present with the result of negative announcement returns. 

Thus, Hypothesis 3-1 concerns the acquisition announcement returns. If investors 

perceive that the firm has the expertise to successfully integrate the target firm and if 

either economies of scale or scope will result, then positive abnormal returns are 

expected. However, if either the firm lacks the expertise for a successful integration or if 

the motive is for diversification, then negative abnormal returns may result. 

Hypothesis 3-1 

H0: Acquisition announcements will result in no abnormal returns. 

HA: (a) Acquisition announcements will result in positive abnormal returns. 

HA: (b) Acquisition announcement will result in negative abnormal returns. 

Financing Method 

While most previous studies find negative or insignificant abnormal returns for 

acquisition announcements, the method of financing has been shown to be a significant 

factor. Previous works have found that cash offers experience no significant returns 
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while stock offers result in a significant negative abnormal return (Travlos (1987), 

Walker (2000)). The reason given for the negative reaction to stock financing is that the 

managers believe that the stock is overvalued. When the stock is undervalued, managers 

will choose cash financing. 

However, again the unique characteristics of these newly public firms must be 

considered. These firms may choose to finance their acquisitions with cash since they 

have had a recent infusion of cash. Also owners and managers generally hold on to a 

substantial portion of the stock at the time of the IPO and they may choose cash in order 

to not dilute their interest in the firm. On the other hand, those firms that have had a large 

price run-up following the IPO may choose to use stock to finance their acquisitions. If 

in fact firms time their IPO to coincide with their performance peak, then the stock price 

may have risen dramatically following the IPO, and firms may take advantage of this 

"overvalued currency." Therefore, one might suppose that cash financing will have 

positive returns and stock financing negative returns similar to the results for more 

established firms. A complicating factor, however, is the fact that the owners/managers 

may still hold a significant amount of stock. This causes the interests of the 

owners/managers to be more closely aligned with other stockholders. In this case, even a 

stock financed transaction may have positive returns, thus supporting the null hypothesis . 

In the cross section analysis, a variable is included for the amount of stock held by 

insiders after the offering. 
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Hypothesis 3-2 

Ho: There is no significant difference in abnormal returns for stock versus cash 

financing 

HA: (a) Stockfinancing will result in significantly lower returns than cash financing. 

Organizational Form of Target 

While one might expect stock financing to result in negative abnormal returns, an 

exception may occur if the target firm is privately held. When a privately held firm is 

acquired with stock, a block holder is created and this new block holder may improve 

corporate governance. Chang (1998) finds that acquisitions of privately-held firms that 

use cash financing have no abnormal returns while stock financing results in a 

significantly positive return. Chang's results are particularly important for this study, 

because there are many more private firms than public firms as targets. However, in the 

case of newly public firms , one additional factor supports the null hypothesis. The issue 

of corporate governance may not be as significant since newly public firms have 

owners/managers who generally hold a large percentage of stock and thus their interests 

are more closely aligned with other stockholders. One additional factor that may cause 

the acquisition announcement of private targets to result in higher returns is that the 

bidding firm may not be as likely to overpay for the target. Without a true market value, 

the perception of what a company is worth is less clear. This fact may also reduce the 

incidence of multiple bidders, again making the acquisition of a private firm result in 

higher returns. The next hypothesis thus tests if financing method and organizational 

form of target result in different abnormal returns. 
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Hypothesis 3-3 

H0: There is no difference in abnormal returns for various combinations of target 

type and financing method. 

HA: Stock financing of privately held firms has the highest abnormal returns. 

Reputational Effects 

One of the potentially negative influences when newly public firms acquire 

another company is that they may be too inexperienced or lack the expertise to 

successfully absorb the target. Hence, the need exists to control for prior experience. The 

belief is that if the firm has made previous acquisitions, they may be more prepared and 

better able to integrate the target firm. This supports the first alternative hypothesis. On 

the other hand, multiple acquisitions during the first year may tax their ability to absorb 

yet another firm and negative abnormal returns may result. 

Hypothesis 3-4 

H0: There will be no difference in announcement abnormal returns whether or not a 

firm has previously made an acquisition. 

HA (a): Firms that have previously made an acquisition will experience higher 

announcement abnormal returns. 

HA (b): Firms that have previously made an acquisition will experience lower 

announcement abnormal returns. 

Another mechanism that enables firms to obtain the necessary expertise to later 

handle acquisitions successfully is a strategic alliance. Weston, Siu and Johnson (2001) 
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speak of the need for alliances as a means of acquiring technology or enhancing 

marketing and, by the late 1990s, the number of strategic alliances had increased 

dramatically. Chan, Kensinger, Keown, and Martin (1997), McConnell and Nantell 

(1985), as well as Anand and Khanna (2000) all find positive abnormal returns when 

strategic alliances are announced. Even high returns are found for technology alliances 

((Chan et al.1997), (Neill, Pfeiffer, and Young-Ybarra 2001 )). The size of the firm has 

also been found to be important and Chan et al. ( 1997) and Das, Sen and Sengupta ( 1998) 

both find that smaller firms benefit more. Therefore, those firms that have entered into 

prior strategic alliances or joint ventures may gain the expertise to more easily integrate 

the target firm. Further benefits may accrue based on the reputation of the partner or the 

value of organizational learning (Gupta and Misra 2000). Overall, those firms that have 

had prior strategic alliances or joint ventures are expected to have higher acquisition 

announcement abnormal returns. 

Hypothesis 3-5 

Ho: There will be no difference in acquisition announcement abnormal returns 

whether or not a firm has previously entered into a strategic alliance or joint venture. 

HA (a): Firms that have previously entered into a strategic alliance or joint venture 

will have higher announcement abnormal returns. 
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Acquisition Motive 

The motive for the acquisition has been found to be important in prior studies. In 

general, those firms that are diversifying are penalized while those that may enjoy 

economies of scale are not. Since these newly public firms may need to grow in order to 

compete, then economies of scale may be even more important. Again, using the life 

cycle hypothesis of Jain and Kini (1999a), ifthese newly public firms do not grow they 

may fail or be acquired. In this study, there are three motivation categories. Economies 

of scale include when the stated purpose is to increase market share, expand 

geographically or when the acquirer and the target have the same four digit SIC code. 

Economies of scope include when the stated purpose is to extend the product line, 

integrate vertically or when the SIC codes of the acquirer and the target are related but 

not identical. Finally, diversification is the motive when either expressly stated or the 

SIC codes for the acquirer and the target are not in the same industry. 

Hypothesis 3-6 

Ho: There will be no difference in acquisition announcement abnormal returns based 

on the perceived or expressed motive for the acquisition. . 

HA (a): Acquisition announcement returns will depend on the motive for the 

acquisition. 

Industry Effects 

One of the variables that may affect acquisition announcement returns is the type 

of industry. In particular, much research has found that tech companies behave differently 

than other firms. The importance of technology is especially important for this sample 
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due to the large number of IPOs in tech industries in the 1990s. Jones, Lanctot and 

Teegen (2000) find that the relationship between external technology acquisition and firm 

performance is generally negative. This negative relationship is compounded when there 

is internal technology capacity. But newly public firms may have little choice in how 

they acquire the needed technology. As Jones, Lanctot and Teegen state: "Both 

established and start-up firms may have resource limitations constraining their 

technology sourcing strategy, which may be of particular importance for smaller firms 

competing in industries characterized by rapidly changing technology and occupied by 

often larger firms with potential access to greater technical and other resources ." 4 Newly 

public firms may be forced to make difficult decisions between rapid acquisition of 

technology with less control and internally developed technology requiring perhaps more 

resources than they can commit. 

In the only other study examining acquisitions by post-IPO firms, Schultz and 

Zaman (2001) find results contrary to Jones, Lanctot, and Teegen (2000). Schultz and 

Zaman' s analysis of Internet IPOs from 111 /96 to 3/31100 finds that Internet firms are far 

more likely to make acquisitions than firms in other industries and that these acquisitions 

have positive abnormal returns. Their belief is that the IPO enables these Internet firms 

to make acquisitions more easily. Since their study focuses on Internet acquisitions that 

are made up to four years after the IPO and the focus in this paper is to examine all IPOs 

that make an acquisition during their first public year, their results may or may not be 

substantiated here. 

4 Jones, Lanctot and Teegen, 259. 
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Hypothesis 3-7 

Ha: There are no differences between the acquisition announcement returns oftech 

firms as compared to non-tech firms. 

HA: Tech firms have higher acquisition announcement returns than do non-tech firm s. 

Timing of the Announcement 

Another factor that may influence acquisition announcement returns is the timing 

of the announcement. Prior to lockup, both venture capitalists and the owner/managers 

are restricted from selling their stock. This should mean that their interests are more 

closely aligned with the other stockholders prior to lockup expiration. After lockup 

expiration, owners/managers are permitted to sell some of their shares and many venture 

capitalists will "cash-out" so their influence will be significantly less. Thus these large 

shareholders interests are no longer as closely aligned with other shareholders as before. 

Hence, the expectation is that pre-lockup acquisition announcements will be greater than 

post-lockup announcements. 

Hypothesis 3-8 

Ha: The abnormal returns following an acquisition announcement will not be 

different in the pre-lockup period than in the post lockup period. 

HA: The abnormal returns following an acquisition announcement will be greater in 

the pre-lockup period than that in the post lockup period. 
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The Role of Venture Capitalists and Investment Bankers 

There are two reasons why the presence of venture capital may cause higher 

announcement returns. The first reason is that venture capitalists may provide corporate 

governance concerning the acquisitions, especially before the expiration of lockup. The 

second explanation is the certification role ofventure capitalists. Megginson and Weiss 

(1991) provide support for the certification role of venture capitalists. IPOs with venture 

capital backing have lower initial returns and gross spreads, thus implying that the 

presence of venture capitalists provide support that all relevant information about the firm 

is available. Additionally, Megginson and Weiss show an association with higher level 

underwriters and increased institutional holdings. Institutional holdings of newly public 

firms are 42% of the offer for venture-backed firms but only 22% for non-venture backed 

firms. These institutions should also provide stronger corporate governance. Field and 

Sheehan (2002) also find a significantly positive relationship between outside block 

holders and venture capital. 

Brav and Gompers (1997) provide additional evidence on the certification role of 

venture capitalists. Using equally weighted returns, venture backed IPOs earn a five year 

return of 44.6% while non-venture capital backed IPOs earn only 22.5%. Therefore, the 

expectation is that acquisition announcements by firms with venture capital backing will 

have higher abnormal returns than those by firms without venture capital backing. This is 

due to the certification role of venture capitalists as well as the corporate governance 

provided by either the venture capitalists themselves or the institutions that are more 

likely to hold stock in firms that have venture capital backing. In the cross sectional 

analysis two variables are included for venture capitalists. The first is a simple dummy 
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variable and the second is an interaction variable that also considers the timing ofthe 

acquisition announcement. 

Hypothesis 3-9 

Ha: There is no difference in acquisition announcement returns whether or not the 

!PO has venture capitalist backing 

HA: Announcement returns are higher when the firm has venture capitalist backing 

Another group that affects IPO performance and may therefore influence the 

abnormal returns following an acquisition announcement is the reputation of the lead 

underwriter. Underwriter reputation has been found to be significant in IPO performance 

(Carter, Dark, and Singh 1998) and Jain and Kini (1999b) find continued investment 

banker monitoring in the IPO aftermarket. Also, investment banker's reputation has been 

linked to acquiring firms' performance (Rau 2000). Using the rankings of Carter and 

Manaster (1990), Carter, Dark, and Singh (1998), and Loughran and Ritter (2002b ), the 

lead underwriter will be assigned to the top or bottom tier. The next hypothesis tests the 

importance of the lead underwriter in subsequent acquisition activity of the newly public 

firm. In section 3.7, the cross section analysis will also include a dummy variable for 

when the investment banker is also the acquisition advisor. 

Hypothesis 3-10 

Ha: The quality of lead underwriter makes no difference in the acquisition 

announcement returns. 

HA: Higher quality underwriters result in higher acquisition announcement returns. 
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Sample 

The original sample of IPOs from 1992 through 200 I is provided by the 

Securities Data Corporation. The data includes : firm name, ticker symbol, issue date, 

offer price, filing date, lockup date, the number of days in the lockup period, the number 

of shares to be locked, the main SIC code, the number of shares issued, the underwriter, 

the closing price on the first day, and if the firm is backed by venture capital. The 

original sample contains 5501 firms and after the customary deletion of ADRs, CEFs, 

REITs, LPs, ADS, and firms with no CRSP data, the remaining sample has 4738 firms . 

Subsequent SDC data for IPOs provided the percentage of shares held by insiders after 

the offering. 

By searching the Wall Street Journal and New York Times indices, using the key 

word "acquire", each firm is examined for the first year following its IPO and categorized 

as an acquirer or a target. Information concerning the size, payment method, and if the 

target is a public or private firm is also noted. Additionally, it is determined if the motive 

for the acquisition is diversification, economies of scale or economies of scope. The 

requirement to be considered an acquisition is that at least 50 % of the target ' s stock is 

acquired or all the firm's assets are purchased. For six cases, when a merger is 

announced, it is impossible to determine the bidder from the target, so these observations 

are eliminated from the sample. Three other acquisitions are omitted due to financing 

schemes that are complicated by bankruptcies or multiple holding companies. 

Partial acquisitions are defined as purchases of less than 50% ofthe target firm's 

stock or if only some assets or a single division of a firm is purchased. Very few of the 

partial acquisitions are in the first category. Similarly, for the two target designations, if 
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over 50% of the firm's stock is acquired, then its classification is target or if less than 

50% of the stock is acquired or only certain assets are purchased then the classification is 

a "partial target". 

Note that if the announcement calls the agreement an alliance but equity is 

involved, the transaction is labeled a partial acquisition or partial target. For the 

announcement returns a firm may have multiple events. Table 35 gives the breakdown of 

the four categories by event year. As can be seen in the table, both the acquisitions and 

the targets are fairly evenly distributed. Since the belief is that newly public firms can 

especially benefit when acquisitions or alliances allow them to enjoy economies of scale 

or scope, the reason for the acquisition is noted and is shown in Table 36. 

Table 3 7 provides a breakdown of acquisitions by the acquirer' s SIC code and 

similar to Essay 1, the service sector is the largest component. This is primarily due to 

the Internet IPOs in 1999-2000. Since there were a significant number of acquisitions in 

which the method of payment or target description were missing, additional sources were 

used to complete the data set. First, Lexis-Nexis wire services were used to provide 

additional financing and target-type information. A supplemental SDC data set of 

acquisitions and joint ventures was also used. In addition to the financing, size, and type 

of target information, data on investment bankers was noted. Furthermore, a note is 

made if any acquisitions or joint ventures prior to the acquisition announcement have 

occurred. The method of payment breakdown is provided in Table 38 and the 

breakdown according to the organizational structure of the target, either publicly held or 

privately held, is in Table 39. 
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Methodology 

Abnormal announcement returns are calculated using a market adjusted method 

for days -5 to +5. Since many of the firms are small, an equal weighted CRSP index is 

used for the market returns because it gives small firms more weight than does an equal 

weighted index (Mikkelson and Partch 1988). Market adjusted returns are used since 

both the market model and mean adjusted methods require an estimation period and the 

time period is too short for many of the events. DeBondt and Thaler (1985) and Bradley, 

Jordan, and Ritter (2003) use market adjusted returns and both DeBondt and Thaler 

(1985) and Cox and Peterson ( 1994) find no differences between different methods of 

calculating abnormal returns. Hence, for each event, the abnormal returns are calculated 

as: 

ARiJ = RiJ - MR; 

Where 

ARij is the abnormal return for acquiring firm in announcement j on day i, 

Rij is the actual return for acquiring firm in announcement j on day i, and 

MRi is the return of the CRSP equal weighted index on day i. 

The event day is the day of the announcement in the Wall Street Journal or the New York 

Times. For each acquiring firm, the Average Abnormal Return per day (AARik), the 

Cumulative Abnormal Returns per firm (CARjk) and the Average Cumulative Abnormal 

Return (ACARk) are calculated. 
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Thus, the Cumulative Abnormal Return (CAR) is calculated as: 

CARj = .EARij for days i = 1,2,3, or -1,-2,-3 and acquiring firm in 

announcement j. 

The average abnormal return (AAR) per day is calculated as: 

AAR; =liN .EARij for acquiring firm in announcement j = 1 toN. 

And the average cumulative abnormal return (ACAR) for the N firms is: 

ACAR =liN .ECARj for acquiring firm in announcement j=J toN. 

A t test is then performed to determine statistical significance for the abnormal 

returns. Additional tests are performed to determine if there are statistically significant 

differences between the means for financing method, target organization, financing/target 

organization, acquisition motive, venture capital backing, the timing of the 

announcement, the quality ofthe investment banker, industry effects, and effects of 

previous acquisitions or joint ventures. Levene's test for equal variances is performed for 

each test of differences between independent samples. If the significance level is at least 

.1 0, then the assumption of equal variances is rejected and separate variances are used for 

the difference test rather than pooled variances. 

Cross Section Regression 

A cross sectional regression analysis is next performed to determine what specific 

factors influence the Cumulative Abnormal Returns (CARj) for acquisition 

announcements. Most of the dichotomous variables have already been discussed in the 

hypothesis section, but will be briefly discussed again. These are the various dummy 

variables, some of which are found in most of the acquisition literature, such as 
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acquisition motive and financing method, and others such as venture capital and pre

lockup expiration unique to these newly public firms. In addition to the dummy variables 

that formed the basis for the hypotheses, several continuous variables are included. 

Again, two of these, market capitalization and price/book ratio, and relative size are 

found in many studies, but two of them, the run-up percent, which is the increase in the 

stock price since the offering and the percentage of insider ownership relate specifically 

to the newly public firms. 

Market Capitalization 

The first explanatory variable is the natural log of the market capitalization based 

on the price of the stock three days before the announcement. While it is true that the 

larger the firm, the greater its ability to acquire other firms, small firms may need to make 

acquisitions just to stay competitive and thus their acquisitions could be seen as more 

value enhancing. Therefore there is some question as to the sign of the coefficient. 

Relative Size 

Some studies (for example, Loderer and Martin 1992) find a relationship between 

the relative size of the acquisition and the performance of the acquiring firm. Relative 

size is the ratio of the target firm's size to the acquiring firm's size. The size of the 

acquiring firm is once again based on the stock price and shares outstanding three days 

before the announcement; the size of the target is the price quoted in the news release. If 

the acquisition is very small it may not have an impact on the acquirer's performance so 

that the larger the relative size of the acquisition the greater the abnormal return. 
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Run-up Percent 

This variable is the difference between the price of the acquiring firm three days 

before the acquisition announcement and the initial offering price divided by the offer 

price. Run-up percent serves as a proxy for Rau and Vermaelen's (1998) "glamour" vs. 

"value" stock. The greater the run-up percent, the more likely the firm is a "glamour" 

stock and the lower the anticipated abnormal returns. 

Percent Insider Ownership 

This variable measures the percentage of stock that insiders hold after the 

offering. Hensler, Rutherford, and Springer (1997) find that the percent of insider owner 

ship is positively related to the survival of the firm. Thus, the belief is that the higher the 

insider ownership, the more likely that the owners/managers will have interests that align 

with other stockholders. Thus, the abnormal returns will be positively related to the 

percentage of insider ownership. 

Method of Financing 

Previous studies find that cash offers have positive abnormal returns and stock 

offers have negative returns. A dummy variable for method of financing is used. If stock 

or any combination of stock and cash are used, then the financing method is considered to 

be stock. 

Combination of Target Organization and Method of Financing 

Since Chang ( 1998) finds that stock financing of private firms has a positive and 

significant abnormal return, not only will the method of financing be considered, but an 
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additional interaction variable is also included. This interaction variable is equal to one if 

a private firm is acquired by stock financing and zero otherwise. The coefficient of this 

variable is expected to be positive. 

Industry 

Several studies find tech firms behave differently than non-tech firms . Hence, a 

dummy variable will be used to identify tech firms. The distinction between the two 

types of firms is based on a combination of Loughran and Ritter's (2002) list oftech SIC 

codes and some additional Internet stocks. While there is no comprehensive list of 

Internet SIC codes, any company whose primary business used the Internet is included.5
. 

It is expected that tech stocks will have a larger abnormal return than the non-tech stocks. 

Venture Capital 

Several studies (Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter (2003) , Brav and Gompers (1997)) 

find that venture capital affects the stock price performance of newly public firms. Not 

only may venture capitalists provide some measure of corporate governance, but their 

presence may in fact give some "vetting" to decisions of the firm even after the venture 

capitalists have "cashed out". A dummy variable will be used to determine the impact of 

venture capital backing and it is expected to be positive. 

Lockup 

A dummy variable will be included to determine if the announcement effect is 

different pre-lockup compared to post lockup. It is expected that the returns for pre-
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lockup will be greater than the returns for post lockup announcements. This is due not 

only to the corporate governance of the venture capitalists but also because the 

owners/managers will have a greater interest in the outcome of the firm's decision before 

they are able to sell their stock. Prior to lockup, the owners/manager ' s interests are more 

closely aligned to shareholders in general, so that pre-lockup returns are expected to be 

greater. 

Venture Capital* Lockup 

This is a dummy variable that equals one if venture capital is present and the 

acquisition announcement is before the expiration of the lockup period. The belief is that 

while either of the two individual variables suggests the presence of corporate 

governance, the combination will be that much stronger a force . 

Underwriter Reputation 

Underwriter reputation has been found to be significant in IPO underpricing 

(e.g.,Loughran and Ritter, (2002b) and IPO performance (e.g., Carter, Dark, and Singh 

(1998)). Additionally, Rau (2000) investigates the link between the investment banker's 

reputation and acquiring firms' performance. If a firm's lead underwriter in the IPO 

process is in the highest ranking, that benefit may also affect the acquisition 

announcement returns. A dummy variable will be used in which underwriters will be 

ranked as top tier or "bulge bracket" based on the underwriter reputation from Carter and 

Manaster (1990) and Carter, Dark and Singh (1998). Investment bank reputation for 

5 Jarrod Johnston provided a list of internet IPOs from 1996 through 1999, including a list describing their 
principal business. A list of SDC " internet" acquisitions was also searched. In addition, any company that 
had " .com", " .net" or "internet" as part of its name was also considered an internet firm. 
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acquisitions is found in Bowers and Miller ( 1990) and Rau (2000). First Boston, 

Goldman Sachs, Merril Lynch, Morgan Stanley and Salomon Brothers are in the top five 

for both of the earlier studies. Hambrecht and Quist is included in the updated Carter, 

Dark, and Singh study (1998) while Rau (2000) adds Lazard Freres. If a firm is in the 

highest tier for any of the studies, then it will be given the higher rank for this study; thus 

top tier includes all seven firms. 

Underwriter Equals Investment Banker 

If the underwriter later becomes the investment banker for the acquisition, two 

possibilities occur. First, the underwriter may have superior knowledge about the 

strengths and weakness ofthe newly public firm and may be able to ascertain superior 

deals for the firm. On the other hand, recent reports indicate that there may be a conflict 

of interest so that any deals made may not be ideal. 

Prior Acquisitions 

A dummy variable is used to indicate if acquisitions prior to that announced in the 

Wall Street Journal or New York Times have been made. There are two possibilities: 

either the firm has gained expertise that makes the current acquisition more likely to be 

positive or the firm's resources may have become so strained that the firm may not be 

able to integrate the current target. 

Prior Strategic Alliances 

A dummy variable is used to indicate if strategic alliances have been made prior 

to the acquisition announcement in either the Wall Street Journal or New York Times. 
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The belief is that those firms that have entered into strategic alliances will have gained 

expertise so that the acquisition is more apt to be viewed positively. 

Acquisition Motive 

There are three designations for the motives of the acquisitions: economies of 

scale, economies of scope, and diversification. The belief is that economies of scale will 

be viewed most favorably. This designation is given to acquisitions in which the target 

and acquirer are competitors or if the announcement mentions cost savings due to 

increased output. The designation of economies of scope is used if an extension of the 

product line is mentioned or if the target provides some vertical integration. When 

diversification is the reason for the acquisition, it is expected to have a negative effect on 

abnormal returns. 

Cross Section Regression Equation 

Therefore, the equation becomes: 

Where: 

CARj =Po++ P1RELSIZEj + P20WNPCTj + +P1VCj +P~OCKj 

+PsVC*LOCK + B6 TOPTIERj + p7ADVISUWRj+I:PxPRExj 

+ P10MKTCAP j + PnPIB + P12RUNPCTj + P13CASHj 

+P14 PUBLICj + P1sSTK*PRJ~ + B16 TECHj 

+ I:pyjMOTIVEyj +ej 

CARj is the cumulative abnormal return for acquiring finn in announcementj, 

RELSIZEj is the ratio of the size of the acquisition to the size ofthe acquiring finn, 
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OWNPCTj is the percentage of the acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after 

the offering, 

vcj = 1 if venture capital is present, zero otherwise, 

LOCKj = 1 if announcement occurs before the lockup expiration, else zero, 

VC*LOCKj = 1 ifVC and before lockup expiration, zero otherwise, 

TOPTIERj = 1 if the lead underwriter for the IPO is in the top tier, zero otherwise, 

ADVISUWRj =1 if the lead underwriter and the investment banker are the same, 

zero otherwise, 

:E PRExj =1 for x= 1,2 for to or more prior acquisitions or strategic alliance, 

zero otherwise, 

MKTCAPj is the natural log of the market value of acquirer three days before 

the acquisition announcement j , 

P/Bj is the ratio of price to book for acquirer, 

RUNPCTj is the difference between the price of the acquirer three days prior to the 

acquisition announcement minus its offer price, all divided by the offer price, 

CASHj = 1 if cash financing, 0 otherwise, 

PUBLICj =1 if target is a publicly held firm 

STK *PRIVj = 1 if stock financing and private firm , zero otherwise, 

TECHj = 1 if the firm is in a tech industry, zero otherwise, 

:EMOTIVEyj = 1 for motives y= 1,2,3 for economies of scale, economies of scope, 

or diversification, otherwise zero . 
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Acquisition Announcement Results 

The market-adjusted average cumulative abnormal returns (ACARs) are in Table 

40. On day 0, the average abnormal return is a statistically significant 0.73 % and the two 

day window, ( -1, 0), has an average cumulative abnormal return of 2.17%, significant at 

the .001 level. The non-parametric test shows positive returns outweigh negative returns 

for both windows at the .05 level. These results are significantly different than those 

found in the acquisition literature. Previous studies have found either insignificant or 

negative returns ((Jenson and Ruback 1983), (Weston, Siu, and Johnson 2001), (Mulherin 

and Boone 2000)). Yet when newly public firms make acquisition announcements, the 

abnormal return is 1.44% on the announcement day and .73% on the day reported in the 

Wall Street Journal or the New York Times. 

But it isn't just the two day window that has positive abnormal returns. 

Examining windows up to I 0 days in length, abnormal returns continue to be positive and 

significant. Again the non-parametric test shows positive ACARs outweigh negative 

A CARs for every window. Clearly, the announcements of acquisitions by these newly 

public firms evoke a different response from the market than those of established firms. It 

may well be that these newly public firms must increase in size in order to benefit from 

economies of scale. Using the life cycle discussion of Jain and Kini ( 1999a), these firms 

may decide that they must become larger in order to survive and not be acquired 

themselves. On the other hand, following Zingales (1995), these firms may become 

acquirers with the expectation of becoming targets at some later point. In any case, on 

average the market reacts favorably to the acquisition announcements . Thus for 

Hypothesis 3-1, alternative (a) is supported that acquisition announcements result in 
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positive abnormal returns. The remaining tables highlight the particular questions raised 

in each of the hypotheses by testing the means or differences in the means. The analysis 

continues with the cross section results. 

Financing Method 

Previous studies have found differences in announcement returns based on the 

method of financing the acquisition. Both Travlos (1987) and Walker (2000) find that 

cash offers experience no significant returns while stock offers result in a significant 

negative abnormal return. The results in Table 41 clearly show that newly public firms 

experience different responses to their acquisition announcements. Stock offers result in 

positive abnormal returns for all windows although only the 2.25% ACAR of window 

(-2, + 1) is statistically significant. For cash offers, the ACARs are all positive and 

significant. For window (-1 , 0), the ACAR is 2.67% while for window (-1, +1), the 

ACAR is 3.53% and both are significant at the .001level. In addition, if the method of 

financing is a combination of cash and stock, the ACAR is again positive and significant. 

Thus, newly public firms experience different results than overall studies about 

acquisition findings. However, the null hypothesis for Hypothesis 3-2 cannot be rejected 

when using the difference between the means t statistic. In this case, there is no 

significant difference between the two financing methods. 

Financing and Target Organization 

One exception to the negative announcement returns following a stock offer is 

when the target firm is privately held. Chang ( 1998) finds that acquisitions of privately 

held firms using cash financing result in no abnormal returns while those using stock 
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financing have positive abnormal returns. His explanation is that stock financing results 

in a large block holder who will increase corporate governance of the acquirer. 

Accordingly, tests are done to determine both if the organization ofthe target makes a 

difference as well as if the combination of organization type and financing makes a 

difference. Examining Table 42, there is clearly a difference in abnormal returns between 

publicly held and privately held targets . The ACARs for the publicly held targets range 

from -4.4% to -6% and all are significant at the .01 level. On the other hand, privately 

held targets result in positive abnormal returns between 3.6% and 4.7%and they are 

significant at the .001 eve!. Differences between the means are also significant at the .00 I 

level. One explanation for the differences may be a liquidity discount for privately held 

firms . Since stock holders in privately held firms may find it difficult to sell their stock, 

its value will be less. Also, it is easier to value a publicly held firm because of its stock 

price as well as the financial filings required by the SEC. The value of a privately held 

firm is not nearly as transparent, hence acquirers may offer less . Additionally, this lack 

of transparency may preclude multiple bidders. Thus, acquirers may be able to purchase 

privately held firms relatively cheaper. Fuller, Netter and Stegemoller (2002) also find a 

liquidity discount for privately held firms. 

While the statistical differences between the means for public vs. privately held 

targets is significant, the impact of financing should also be examined. To investigate 

this, the individual combinations of target organization and financing method are each 

evaluated for three different windows. The results for the windows ( -1 , 0), ( -1 , + 1 ), and (-

2, +2) are provided in Tables 43-45 . Since the results are essentially the same for all 

three windows, only the ( -1, 0) window will be discussed. Cash offers for public firms 
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result in positive but not significant returns, while cash offers for privately held firms 

result in positive and highly significant returns . Stock offers for public firms have almost 

a -7% response significant at the .01 level, while those for privately held firms have a 5% 

and significant ACAR. Offers using a combination of stock and cash have positive but 

insignificant returns for both types of firms. The tests for differences between the means 

show that for public firms there is a significant difference between stock and cash 

financing, while there is no difference for private firms. Also, using stock financing, 

there is a significant difference between the means for public compared to privately held 

firms. Hence, for Hypothesis 3-3, the null hypothesis must be rejected that there are no 

differences between various combinations of target organization and financing method. 

Prior Acquisitions 

As discussed earlier, one of the concerns when newly public firms acquire another 

firm is that they may be too inexperienced to successfully integrate the target. In this 

case, prior acquisitions may provide the acquiring firm the necessary expertise to 

successfully absorb the target and the announcement returns will be positive. On the 

other hand, if the acquirer has had one or more prior acquisitions, the digestibility issue 

may become important and the acquirer may become overextended. Prior acquisitions 

were determined in two ways: either they were included in the SDC database on 

acquisitions or the Wall Street Journal or New York Times had previously indicated that 

the firm had an acquisition. The results in Table 46 show that while some experience 

may be helpful, those firms with two or more prior acquisitions do not benefit at the time 

of the acquisition announcement. Those firms that made no prior acquisitions have 
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positive significant abnormal returns for each window. The range was 2.44% for the ( -1 , 

0) window to 4.52% for the ( -5, +5) window. Those firms that had one or more prior 

acquisitions also had positive abnormal returns of about 1.5% for the first five windows 

and were significant at the .1 level. However, a test for differences between the means 

for firms with no prior acquisitions compared to firms with prior acquisitions shows no 

statistical significance. The result changes when the criterion becomes those firms that 

have none or only one prior acquisition as compared to those firms with two or more 

previous acquisitions. Those firms with one or less prior acquisitions have positive and 

significant abnormal returns at the .001 level for all windows. In addition, while not 

statistically significant, the returns for those firms with one or fewer prior acquisitions are 

higher than those firms with no prior acquisitions for the first five windows with a range 

of2.93% to 3.61%. On the other hand, those firms with two or more prior acquisitions 

now have abnormal returns that are generally negative or just slightly greater than zero 

and all are insignificant. Now, tests for differences between the means show statistical 

significance at the .05 level for all of the windows. Thus, it appears that some experience 

is beneficial , but if the firm has made two or more prior acquisitions, then the market 

questions the firm's ability to successfully integrate another firm . Firms acquiring others 

for strategic purposes can overextend managerial resources if they attempt to integrate 

too many firms. In terms ofHypothesis 3-4, both the alternative hypotheses are 

supported depending on the number of prior acquisitions. Firms that have made at most 

one prior acquisition have significantly higher abnormal returns, while those firms that 

made two or more prior acquisitions have significantly lower abnormal returns. 
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Prior Strategic Alliances 

Another way that firms may obtain expertise is through joint ventures or strategic 

alliances. Chan et al. (1997), Annad and Khanna (2000) , and Neill, Pfeiffer, and Yeung

Ybarra (2001) all find that firms experience a significant positive abnormal return when 

announcing a strategic alliance or joint venture. Therefore, it seems reasonable to test if 

prior alliances provide additional expertise to the acquiring firm. The SDC database was 

searched to see if firms had entered into a joint venture or strategic alliance prior to the 

acquisition announcement date. Table 46 shows that the data does not support the 

alternative hypothesis. Those firms with no prior joint ventures have positive and 

significant abnormal returns of approximately 2.5% and significant at the .01 or .001 

level. Those firms with one or more prior joint ventures have positive but insignificant 

returns for each of the windows. A test for difference between the means shows no 

statistical significance. Thus, for Hypothesis 3-5 , not only can the null hypothesis not be 

rejected, the impact of joint ventures is in the opposite direction of that assumed by the 

alternative hypothesis. 

Acquisition Motives 

Negative acquisition announcement returns were first explained by Jensen's 

(1986) free cash flow agency problem and Roll's ( 1986) hubris condition of 

owners/managers. Morek, Shleiffer, and Vishny(1990) suggest that since diversification 

of human capital is unfeasible, diversification of capital may be undertaken by 

owner/managers. Thus, diversification as a motive for acquisitions is expected to have a 

negative abnormal return. On the other hand, Walker (2000) finds positive, but not 
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significant returns when the motive is for related acquisitions, geographic expansion or 

increased market share. In this study, these motives are combined into the category of 

economies of scale and the abnormal returns are expected to be positive. Less certain is 

the effect of economies of scope, which for this study includes acquisitions that are 

undertaken for either vertical integration or for product line extension. 

The effects of acquisition motives are found in Table 47. As expected, the 

abnormal returns for the economies of scale motive are between 2.27% and 2.99% and 

highly significant. The economies of scope motive results in positive but insignificant 

returns. Diversification results in a mixture of positive and negative returns, all of which 

are statistically insignificant. Tests for differences between the means show statistically 

significant differences between diversification and both economies of scale and 

economies of scope for at least one window. Thus, the alternative hypothesis of 3-6, a 

difference in returns depending on the acquisition motive, has some support. 

Industry Effect 

Acquisition announcement returns may be different for firms in the technology 

industry. Jones, Lanctot, and Teegen (2000) find negative returns while Schultz and 

Zaman (200 1) find positive returns when technology firms make acquisitions. Hence the 

effect is uncertain. The results in Table 48 show that when the acquiring firm is in a 

technology industry, the returns are 1.84% for the two-day window with at statistic of 

1.51. While not statistically significant, the market does appear to like technology 

acquisitions, perhaps because it is awaiting the outcome of a market domination contest 

where the technology is not always fully understood by the investing public. On the other 
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hand, when the acquiring firm is not in a technology industry, the returns are positive and 

significant at the .001 level, possibly indicating that the market does prefer the certainty 

of established industries . For Hypothesis 3-7, since the difference between the means is 

insignificant, the null hypothesis of no difference between the industries cannot be 

rejected. 

Announcement Timing 

The expectation is that acquisitions announced before lockup expiration will have 

higher returns than those after lockup expiration. The explanation is the increased 

corporate governance because both owner/managers and venture capitalists are generally 

not allowed to sell their shares until the expiration of the lockup period. Therefore, 

managers should be less likely to undertake unprofitable acquisitions. Examination of 

Table 48 reveals results that are somewhat surprising. Acquisitions announced before 

lockup expiration do have positive and significant returns for windows ( -1, 0) and 

( -1 , + 1) of approximately 1. 8%. However, after the lockup expiration, announcement 

returns are both larger and highly significant for all windows. Thus the support for the 

timing of acquisitions in a role of corporate governance is weak. Perhaps the reason that 

post lockup acquisition announcements have higher returns is the recognition that going 

public places a strain on management. An acquisition that occurs months later may have 

a higher likelihood of success. Nevertheless, although the post lockup acquisitions do 

have higher abnormal returns, the t test for differences between the means is not 

significant so the null hypothesis of 3-8 cannot be rejected. 
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The Role of Venture Capitalists and Investment Bankers 

As discussed in the hypothesis section, the expectation is that firms with venture 

capital backing will have higher acquisition announcement returns. One reason is the 

certification role of venture capitalists that is supported by Megginson and Weiss (1991 ) 

and Brav and Gompers ( 1997). Another explanation is the increased corporate 

governance provided by the venture capitalists before expiration of lockup and the 

likelihood of large institutional holders for firms with venture capital backing. 

The results in Table 49 contradict this expectation. While the announcement 

returns for venture capitalist backed firms are positive, they are not significantly different 

from zero. In contrast, the non-venture capitalist backed firms have higher positive 

abnormal returns that are significant at the .001 level. Additionally, the difference 

between the means for the two groups is statistically significant for four of the seven 

windows. What can explain this contrary result? 

To try to determine the reason, characteristics of venture capital backed IPOs are 

compared with IPOs that do not have venture capital backing. Table 50 provides 

characteristics for both groups of firms as well as tests for differences between the means. 

The data give averages, or in some cases, the percentage of each group with the 

corresponding characteristic. In general, a firm with venture capital backing has half the 

initial IPO proceeds but by the time of the acquisition announcement is nearly twice as 

large in market capitalization. Thus, if there is a size effect as suggested by Moeller, 

Schlingemann, and Stulz (2003), this may partially explain the negative results for the 

venture capital backed IPOs. While the run-up in stock price substantiates the 

certification role of Brav and Gompers (1997), the use of stock to finance acquisitions 
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cannot explain the negative returns since so many of the acquisitions are privately held 

firms. Both groups also have approximately equal percentages of publicly held targets. 

However, the percentage of firms with venture capital backing in technology industries is 

more than twice that for non-venture capital backed firms . Also, venture capital backed 

firms make fewer acquisitions to gain economies of scale and more for economies of 

scope. Both of these factors may also contribute to the negative abnormal returns. 

The case for differences due to corporate governance is not substantiated. The 

percent of insider ownership is approximately the same for both groups as is the 

percentage of acquisitions announced before lockup expiration. Finally, the table reveals 

that venture capital backed firms have a higher percentage of top tier underwriters. 

Generally, venture capitalists are involved in a number of IPOs so they may very well 

develop a relationship with the largest underwriting firms. Therefore, the belief that top 

tier underwriters also play a certification role may not be substantiated. 

In fact, the examination of second part of Table 49 shows that IPOs that had top 

tier investment bankers experience announcement returns that are positive but not 

significantly different than zero. On the other hand, those firms that did not have top tier 

underwriters do have positive and significant returns ranging from 2.7% to almost 4% 

and all but the longest window are significant at the .001 level. Tests for differences 

between the means have statistical significance at the .1 level. Thus any certification role 

for investment bankers does not appear to transfer to acquisition announcement returns. 

A comparison between firms with top tier underwriters vs. firms with lower tiered 

underwriters is given in Table 51. Firms that have top tier underwriters share many 

characteristics with those having venture capital backing. For example, the market 
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capitalization for top tier underwritten firms is over $3,000 million, while that of firms 

with lower tier underwriters is less than $500 million. Stock prices of firms with top tier 

underwriters increase on average 175% compared to only 68% for those firms with lower 

tier underwriters. Both venture capitalists and top tier underwriters are involved in a 

higher percentage of tech firms. Thus, it may be that the characteristics that are similar 

may explain the negative returns to both groups. 

Several recent articles explore the relationship between venture capitalists and 

investment bankers. Gompers and Lerner ( 1999) consider when the investment banker 

holds equity in the IPO either directly or through a venture capital subsidiary. For 885 

IPOs from 1972-1992, they explore if there is a conflict of interest or if investors require 

a "rational discount". They discover that these firms tend to have fewer asymmetric 

information problems, have higher market capitalization, higher quality underwriters and 

greater venture shareholdings. They also conclude that these firms do not underperform 

other IPOs and that reputation of the underwriter is more important than reputation of the 

venture capitalist. IPOs in 1996-2000 are examined by Li and Masulis (2003) who find 

conflicts of interest appear mostly when the underwriter has a particularly large 

shareholding. 

One implication from these studies as well as that of Megginson and Weiss 

(1991) is that top tier underwriters are more likely to have venture capital investments. 

For this reason, Table 52 compares the combination of top tier underwriters and venture 

capital with those firms that have either venture capital with no top tier investment banker 

or top tier underwriter but no venture capital. The top tier/venture capital backed firms 

have the highest market capitalization as well as the greatest price run-up. They also 
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have the highest percentage of stock financing, the highest percentage of technology 

firms and the highest percentage of economies of scope as the motive for the merger. 

Thus firms with venture capital backing and top tier underwriters have characteristics 

associated with lower acquisition announcement returns and the certification role of 

venture capitalists and top tier underwriters does not transfer to acquisition 

announcements. 

Cross Section Results 

The cross section analysis examines the CARs for windows ( -1 , 0), ( -1 , + 1 ), ( -2, 

+ 2) and ( -5 , +5) and the results are presented in Tables 53 through 56. Since the results 

are not noticeably different for the longer windows, only the ( -1 , 0) results are discussed. 

In Equation 1, all independent variables are included. This complete model allows a 

comparison with earlier results in the chapter. Even though there are a large number of 

independent variables, the VIFs are all less than 4 so multicollinearity is not a problem.6 

Equation 2 has the highest number of observations. Equation 3 includes all significant 

independent variables. Differences in the equations are generally due to the statistical 

significance of coefficients rather than the sign of the coefficient. The test for 

heteroskedasticity shows none, so the OLS t statistics are given. 

The sign for RELSIZE, the ratio of the deal size to the size of the acquirer, is 

negative. This implies that larger deals may not be readily absorbed and/or may strain 

resources, financial or otherwise. OWNPCT, the percentage of shares held by insiders 

after the IPO, is negative but insignificant, but is needed in the equation or RELSIZE 

loses its statistical significance. The dummy variables VC, LOCK, and VC*LOCK are 
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all negative, but only the dummy variable for the presence of venture capital is 

consistently significant. These results were also found in the initial tables. The TOPTIER 

dummy variable varies from one window to another but is insignificant in each case. The 

last variable concerning underwriters is a dummy variable, ADVISUWR, for when the 

original investment bank that was the lead underwriter is the acquisition advisor. These 

coefficients are positive and generally significant, indicating that the underwriter has 

superior knowledge about the firm and can help the firm make valuable acquisitions. 

PREACQ is a dummy variable that is equal to 1 when a firm has made two or 

more prior acquisitions. The earlier analysis showed that firms became penalized only 

when there had been more than one prior acquisition. This variable is consistently 

negative and significant for all equations. The coefficient for PREJV, the dummy 

variable for joint ventures prior to the acquisition announcement, has an inconsistent sign 

but is always insignificant. 

The coefficient for MKTCAP, the natural log of the market capitalization three 

days before the announcement, is always negative and significant. This result was also 

found by Moeller, Schlingemann, and Stulz (2003) in their study of acquisitions. The 

indication is that relatively small firms may need to grow to be competitive, and over half 

of the acquisitions do have economies of scale as the motivation. While small firms may 

need to grow, the market does not reward newly public firms that are large and make 

acquisitions. The coefficient for price to book, P/B, is extremely small and insignificant. 

RUNPCT is the percentage increase in stock price from the offer price to the price 

of the stock three days before the announcement. In all cases but one, the coefficient is 

6 Myers (1990) suggests that when the VIF is greater than I 0 that there may be some concern. 
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statistically significant. Two explanations are possible. The first is that the market 's 

approval, as evidenced by the rising stock price, transfers some of its aura to whatever the 

firm decides to do, in this case make an acquisition. The higher the run-up in stock price, 

the greater is the positive aura. The other explanation is that when the stock price has 

increased so dramatically, the firm is "smart" to use some of this overvalued currency to 

buy whatever it can. To determine which of the two explanations is more likely, separate 

regressions are run for cash-only and stock-only financing acquisitions. The results are 

shown in Table 57. The coefficient on RUNPCT is positive irrespective of the method of 

financing. The coefficient on RUNPCT when only cash is used as the financing method 

is .029, while that for stock is equal to .0 14. The White corrected t statistics show that 

both are significant. Thus, the positive impact of the increase in stock price is not 

limited to those cases using a relatively "cheap currency" but rather implies that the 

market is more likely to look favorably on acquisitions the firm makes regardless of the 

financing method. 

When financing is an independent variable rather than a screen on the selection of 

cases, the dummy variable CASH is positive but insignificant. The coefficient for the 

dummy variable, PUBLIC, is negative in every case, and significant in most cases. 

STK *PRIV is the dummy variable that equals l for the combination of a privately held 

target and stock financing. Chang (1998) finds that acquisitions of privately held firms 

using stock financing result in positive announcement returns. This study finds the 

relationship to be positive when testing the means , but in the cross section analysis the 

coefficient, while positive, is not always significant. 
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The impact of the acquirer being in a technology industry was found to be 

negative when the initial tests were done. Within the regressions, the coefficient on the 

TECH dummy has mixed signs but always insignificant. The last independent variable is 

a dummy variable for the acquisition motive. Earlier tests showed that the economies of 

scale motive had positive abnormal returns. However, when the MOTIVE dummy is set 

equal to 1 for economies of scale and zero otherwise, the coefficient's sign is inconsistent 

and insignificant. 

Long Run Performance 

Another question to be answered is if acquisition activity affects a firm's financial 

performance, not only in the short run with the announcement returns, but also months 

later. Agrawal, Jaffe, and Mandelker ( 1992) find that the cumulative abnormal returns are 

-1.53% but not significant at the end ofthe first year and -3.41 % and significant at the 

end of the second year. Other studies (Franks, Harris, and Titman (1991 ), Loughran and 

Vigh (1997)) determine that the benchmark employed may be a critical factor in 

determining post-announcement returns. Interestingly, Loughran and Vigh (1997) 

compare the acquiring firms' returns with those of non-acquiring IPOs and SEOs. Using 

this matched sample of IPOs/SEOs that went public during the same time period, they 

find no difference between firms with stock-financed acquisitions and firms that had 

stock offerings for other reasons. 

To date, no study has considered the performance of newly public firms after their 

original acquisition announcements. Since IPOs long-term performance generally trails 
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the market (Loughran and Ritter, (1995), Brav and Gompers (1997)), it will be necessary 

to remove any underperformance that is driven by the IPO rather than the acquisition. 

Review of the Literature 

The predominant view of the early studies is that acquirers underperform the 

market (for example, Asquith (1983), Jensen and Ruback (1983)). Later studies 

investigate ifthat underperformance still holds if adjustments are made for firm size or 

industry. Franks, Jarris and Titman (1991) examine 400 mergers ofNYSE and AMEX 

firms from 1975 through 1984 and using an equally weighted index, the abnormal 

announcement returns are negative and insignificant, except for all equity bids that have 

significant negative abnormal returns. Loderer and Martin ( 1992) find support for 

negative abnormal returns in the second and third year after an acquisition, but the results 

vary by time period and the relative size of the acquisition. 

In contrast to these findings that bidder returns may not always be negative, 

Agrawal, Jaffe, and Mandelker (1992) examine over I ,000 mergers and tender offers 

from the years 1955 through 1987 and find that even accounting for size effects, the 

acquiring firm's stock price is 10% lower after five years. Contrary to prior studies, non

conglomerate mergers suffer worse than conglomerate mergers and the relative size of 

the target does not impact the performance of the acquirer. 

Loughran and Vigh (1997) take issue with the prior methodology that rebalances 

the portfolios of acquiring firms' stock each month. They prefer to use a buy and hold 

strategy believing that this method more closely approximates what an investor would do. 

They test for both the type of acquisition and the method of payment and compute the 
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abnormal returns by subtracting the returns of a sample matched by size and book to 

market. Loughran and Vigh find that while stock acquirers earn 24.2% less than 

matching firms and cash acquirers earn 18.5 % more, the results are not statistically 

significant. Rau and Vermaelen ( 1998) focus on "value" vs. "glamour" stocks in 

explaining poor post acquisition performance. They believe that investors will be slow to 

realize that past good performers may become underachievers after the acquisition. 

Hypothesis 

In order to test the long run performance, it is necessary to remove the influence 

of the underperformance generally found for firms following their initial public offering. 

Matching each of the acquiring firms with another newly public firm from the same 

period that did not make an acquisition will do this. Since size (Loderer and Martin 1992) 

and industry (Walker 2000) have also been found to be significant, they too will be 

controlled for in the matched sample. Thus, each firm is matched by time period, 

industry, and the IPO proceeds. Six-month, one-year, and eighteen-month returns are 

examined to determine if the acquisitions produce long term benefits. 

Hypothesis 3-10 

H0: In the long run, newly public firms that make acquisitions will not perform 

differently than their counterparts that do not make an acquisition. 

HA : (a) In the long run, newly public firms that make acquisitions will perform 

better than their counterparts that do not make an acquisition. 

HA: (b) In the long run, newly public firms that make acquisitions will perform 

worse than their counterparts that do not make an acquisition. 
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Sample 

To test for long run performance of the acquiring firms, a matched sample is used 

to determine if the buy and hold abnormal returns are statistically significant. Walker 

(2000) computes abnormal returns using matched firms based on 4-digit SIC codes firm 

value at the end of the year prior to the acquisition. Loughran and Vigh (1997) also use a 

buy and hold methodology. Their five-year returns are based only on the first acquisition 

if a firm made more than one. This study will follow their example and only use the first 

acquisition made by a firm. 

To obtain the matches, several criteria need to be met. Each acquirer is matched 

with a non-acquiring IPO in which the acquisition date falls within their first post IPO 

year. SDC data is used to verify that no acquisitions were made by a match. The second 

criteria is that the match be in the same 2-digit SIC code. Within this group, the firm 

closest in proceeds to the acquirer is chosen. However, it became apparent that an 

additional screen was necessary as several of the "first choice" matches did not have at 

least 12 months of data in CRSP. Therefore, a subsequent matching process required at 

least 12 months of data for the matching firm. 

Thus, beginning with the 418 firms identified in the first section, 63 events 

involve duplicate firms . Twenty-six firms are removed because there is no matching firm 

within the 2-digit SIC code. Twenty-two firms are eliminated because there is not 12 

months of data following their acquisition announcements. An additional thirty-one 

firms had only 12 months of data. When the CRSP data ends, those firms are not 
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considered any further in the buy and hold abnormal returns. Thus, 305 firms are in the 

12-month sample, 286 in the 15-month sample and 264 firms in the 18-month sample. 

Methodology 

Once the acquirer and their matches are determined, buy and hold returns are 

calculated for each firm, using Eventus. These raw returns are determined for both the 

acquirers and the matches by: 

Rj,r= II(l + rjJ -1 and RBM, r= II (l+rBMt) -I fort= 6, 9, 12,15 and 18 months 

The bench-mark adjusted buy and hold abnormal return is thus calculated as: 

BHARj,r=II(J + rjJ -ll(l+r8MJfort= 6, 9, 12,15 and 18 months. 

When BHAR jT is greater than zero, then the acquiring firm has positive abnormal 

returns. The average buy and hold abnormal returns for period T, ABHART , is 

calculated as: 

ABHARr =(liN) LBHARjr for firms j=J toN for period T 

Hypothesis 3-10 is then tested for each of the five periods using at statistic. 

Various subsamples are also tested using t statistics as well as difference between the 

means tests following the examples in the first section. Again, Levene's test for equal 

variances is performed for each test of differences between independent samples. If the 

significance level is at least .10, then the assumption of equal variances is rejected and 

separate variances are used for the test rather than pooled variances. 

The initial cross section analysis for the long-term performance includes all of the 

variables from the announcement returns plus two additional variables. In their study of 

long term performance, Loughran and Yigh ( 1997) include each firm only at the time of 
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its first acquisition. This study follows their example and includes a dummy variable 

called POST ACQj that takes on the value of one if a firm has announced more than two 

acquisitions after the event announcement. An additional variable, POSTJVj is a dummy 

variable that takes on the value of 1 if joint ventures have been entered into during the 

year after the acquisition. These variables are determined by searching the SDC data 

base for acquisitions and joint ventures . It is expected that POSTJV will be positively 

related to the abnormal return because those firms that form joint ventures may have 

increased expertise in integrating the acquisition. The sign of POST ACQ is less certain. 

It may be positive because those firms that are persistent in their reach for market share 

and economies of scale should have superior performance. On the other hand, if a firm 

makes too many acquisitions it may find itself in the position of not being able to 

successfully absorb and integrate the acquisitions. 

After the initial cross section regressions are analyzed, one further complication is 

addressed. What if either the original acquirer or its match become targets during the time 

period in question? Then the acquisition abnormal returns might be overstated if the 

acquirers become targets or understated if the matches become targets. Therefore, the 

SDC database for acquisitions is searched to determine if either the acquiring firms or 

their matches are announced as targets during the time period in question. To be 

considered a target, over 50 % of the stock must be sought. Thus, a new regression is run 

including two additional independent variables. ACQT ARj and MA TCHT ARj are 

dummy variables that take on the value of 1 if a firm is noted as an acquisition target, 

otherwise zero. The expectation is that the sign of ACQTARj will be positive and the 

sign of MA TCHT ARj will be negative. 
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Long-Term Performance Results 

ABHARs 

As explained in the methodology section, the first step in calculating the buy and 

hold abnormal returns, BHARs, is to determine the raw buy and hold returns for both the 

acquirers and their matches. For each pair, the difference is taken in order to calculate 

the BHAR. The average buy and hold abnormal return for each period, ABHAR, is then 

tested for statistical significance. Table 58 shows the buy and hold raw returns by month 

for both the acquirers and their matches. For both groups, negative returns outweigh 

positive returns for almost the entire 18 months. The average buy and hold raw returns 

for the five periods are given in Panel A of Table 59. The first period is from month 1 

through month 6. Each of the next four periods lengthens the time frame by three 

months. The results show that all five periods have negative raw returns and the 

negatives outweigh the positives for both groups with statistical significance for most 

periods. 

The ABHAR (the average buy and hold abnormal return) for each period is given 

in Panel B ofTable 59. The mean BHARs are -3% for windows (+1, +6), (+1, 9) but 

between 3-7% for the last three windows(+ 1, + 12), (+ 1, + 15), and(+ 1 ,+ 18). This 

implies that the acquirers perform worse for the first nine months following the 

acquisition, but then perform better for the next nine months suggesting that the 

acquisition helps performance. However, statistical tests find that none of the ABHARs 

are significantly different from zero. Thus the null hypothesis, that the long term returns 

for acquirers and non-acquirers are the same, cannot be rejected. 
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Financing and Target Organizational Form 

Similar to the short-run analyses, tests are performed to determine if the abnormal 

returns vary for different financing and target organizational forms. The results in Table 

60 show cash financing is generally positive, stock financing is generally negative, but 

both are insignificant across the five periods. Differences between the means for the 

forms of financing are also statistically insignificant. In Table 61, the returns for public 

targets and private targets are given. Public targets have large negative abnormal returns 

for the first nine months, but then slightly negative or even positive returns for the next 

nine months. However, none of the returns are statistically significant. Acquisitions of 

private targets also have negative returns, although smaller, for the first three periods, but 

then positive for the eighteen month interval. However, again, none of the abnormal 

returns are significant and the tests between the means are all statistically insignificant as 

well. 

The combinations for financing and target organizational form are determined for 

the two windows of(+1 , +12) and (+1, +18) and are presented in TABLES 62 and 63. 

While none of the components are statistically significant, some observations can still be 

made, although care must be taken because several of the results are due to outliers. For 

instance, the combination of public target and cash financing has an abnormal return of-

4% at the end of twelve months, but -25% at the end of eighteen months. The result is 

caused by one of the firms that has a return of almost -300%. Without that firm, the 

ABHAR for ( + 1, + 18) becomes 12%. 
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The combination of stock and private targets is similarly skewed by one firm for 

the ( + 1, + 12) window. Eliminating just one firm of the 92 firms in the subsample, 

changes the BHAR from -1% to +8%, although neither value is statistically significant. 

Eliminating just two observations of the 76 for the eighteen month window changes the 

ABHAR from 23.86% to -0.9%, although again both are insignificant. 

Venture Capital and Top Tier Investment Bankers 

Examination of Table 64, the results for venture capital and top tier investment 

bankers, again reveals the influence of outliers. Eliminating just two of the 104 

observations for top tier investment bankers for the eighteen-month window, changes the 

returns from 21% to 2%. Again, most of the returns are statistically insignificant. The 

only significant BHAR is that of non-VC for the eighteen-month window with a value of 

1.19%. 

Acquisition Motives 

One area that does show statistical significance concerns the motives for the 

acquisition provided in Table 65. Economies of scale acquisitions result in positive 

abnormal returns for all five windows and they have large (15%-17%) and significant 

abnormal returns for the both the twelve and fifteen month windows. Economies of 

scope, on the other hand, have negative returns for all five windows. Both the first two 

windows are statistically significant and the ninth-month window has a return of-

22.10%. The test for difference between the means for economies of scale versus 

economies of scope is significant for four of the windows. These results differ from 
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those found in the announcement returns and imply that the type of acquisition does 

matter over time and affects the performance of the acquirer. 

Joint Ventures and Other Acquisitions 

For full acquisitions, just prior joint ventures and prior acquisitions were 

considered; now acquisitions and joint ventures both before and after the event 

acquisition must be considered. Prior acquisitions and joint ventures were thought to 

provide expertise to the acquiring firm and help in integrating the target firm. The 

announcement results showed that one or fewer prior acquisitions had positive and 

significant returns but two or more resulted in negative returns. The long term results in 

Table 66 shows that the relationship again holds although none of the values are 

significant nor is the difference between the means. Acquisitions after the announcement 

do appear to help the returns although again, none are significant. Joint ventures, either 

before or after the acquisition, help the performance of the firm. Both the pre and post 

joint venture values for the fifteen-month and eighteen-month returns are large although 

not significant. However, the difference between the means is significant in one period. 

Thus, the benefit of joint ventures appears to be stronger in the long term than in the short 

run. Of course, joint ventures are often set up to be long-term value maximization 

strategies designed to enhance technology specific knowledge, facilitate organizational 

learning, and share risk in exploring new product markets, so like a call on a future 

expansion, their payoff occurs further in the future than an acquisition which is integrated 

immediately. 
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Cross Section Results 

The procedure for the cross section analysis will follow that used for the 

announcement returns. Thus, the first equation includes all the explanatory variables, the 

second equation maximizes the number of observations, and the third equation 

maximizes the R2 and F statistic. The three windows, ( + 1, +6), ( + 1, + 12) and ( + 1, + 18), 

are analyzed in TABLES 67 through 69. In general, the shorter the interval, the higher 

are the adjusted R 2 and corresponding F statistic with all of the statistics having less 

significance than those of the announcement windows. 

In the first equation, the coefficients for venture capital and lockup are 

insignificant. This is not surprising, as the majority of lockups expire six months after 

the IPO. The coefficient for TOPTIER is positive and significant in the first equation, 

suggesting that higher tier underwriters do provide some certification in the long run. 

While not significant, the variable ADVISUWR is also positive. This variable equals 1 

when the acquisition advisor is not the same firm as the original underwriter. This is 

exactly the opposite result from the announcement results for investment advisor. 

MKTCAP is negative and generally significant. Again, this implies that small 

firms that make acquisitions perform better, while large firms are penalized for making 

acquisitions. The MOTIVE dummy, equal to one for economies of scale, is positive and 

significant for the ( + 1, +6) and ( + 1, + 12) windows, but not for the ( + 1, + 18) window. 

This result differs from that found in the earlier announcement returns. For the long run, 

the purpose of the acquisition is significant. 

Although they do have the expected signs, the financing and target organizational 

variables are not significant in the long run. While the PREACQ and PREJV variables 
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have the same sign as before, they are not significant. However, the POSTJV coefficient 

is large and significant in several of the equations. Apparently, joint ventures entered 

into while the target is being acquired provide some expertise in the integration process. 

Table 70 gives the results when the variables ACQT AR and MATCHT AR are 

included. The same model is used for all three windows. ACQTAR =1 ifthe acquiring 

firm is announced as a target during the relevant interval; MATCHTAR =1 if the 

matching firm is announced as a target during the interval. Thus, the longer the interval, 

the greater the number of firms that are identified as targets . The expectation is that 

ACQTAR will be positive while MATCHTAR will be negative. For the window (+1 , 

+6), ACQTAR is positive and significant. For(+ I , + 12), both coefficients are positive, 

while for the window ( + 1, + 18) the signs are the opposite of what is expected. 

Partial Acquisition Announcements 

While total acquisitions are the main focus of this paper, they are but one part of a 

continuum of methods enabling newly public firms to obtain assets, knowledge, or an 

expanded market presence. In some cases, firms may buy only those assets that are 

needed or a single subsidiary or division of the firm. These are called partial 

acquisitions, along with the more traditional definition of partial acquisitions whereby a 

firm buys less than 50% of another company. However, it is the first type of partial 

acquisition that is far more likely for these newly public firms. They simply buy those 

assets in which they are interested rather than the entire firm. One suspects that the 

abnormal returns will be higher in this instance than a complete takeover because the 
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assets can be incorporated into the firm without some of the usual difficulties when 

absorbing an entire company. 

Review of the Literature 

The first type of partial acquisition is when the bidding firm buys between 5 and 

50 percent ofthe target's stock. In their study, Mikkelson and Ruback (1985) find a 

positive and significant abnormal return of 1.17 % when a buyer purchases some of the 

target's stock. The reason most often given for the positive return is the expectation that 

the bidder will be an effective block holder and improve the corporate governance of the 

target. 

The other type of partial acquisition is when a firm buys some of the assets of 

another firm through either a divestiture or a sell-off. Examining over 1000 "sell-offs" 

from 1976 to 1978, Jain (1985) finds that sellers earn a significant 0.7% abnormal return 

and buyers earn a significant 0.34% the day before the Wall Street Journal 

announcement. Sicherman and Pettway ( 1987) examine 14 7 divestitures between 1983 

and 1985 and find that buyers have a significant 0.31 %abnormal return two days before 

the Wall Street Journal announcement. A longer window of ( -30, + 30) finds related 

acquisitions with an abnormal return of+ 3.227 % and unrelated acquisitions with an 

abnormal return of -0.748 and the difference between the two is significant. Using a 

larger sample from 1981 to 1987, Sicherman and Pettway (1992) find that buyers 

experience a positive and significant return only when the price is revealed. 

In a study of divestitures in the United Kingdom, Alexandrou and Sudarsanam 

(200 1) find a significant buy and hold abnormal return of .48% over a three-day window. 
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They believe that the positive returns are due to the differences between partial 

acquisitions and total acquisitions, namely the size of the acquisition, complexity of the 

deal, transaction costs, and ease of integrating the acquired business with the buyer' s 

existing business. 

John and Ofek (1995) examine large divestitures of over 100 million dollars for 

the years 1986-1988 and find that buyers experience an insignificant .4 % abnormal 

return for the ( -2, 0) window. While they explain the lack of returns on competition for 

assets or agency problems on the part of the buyer, another possible reason is the size of 

the divestiture. When the size of the divestiture is large, perhaps the buyer finds it more 

difficult to assimilate the assets and workforce. 

Hypothesis 

The literature supports the expectation of positive announcement returns for 

partial acquisitions. These benefits should be especially large for newly public firms that 

need to grow quickly in order to compete with larger more established firms. These 

partial acquisitions provide the firm a way to obtain economies of scale without 

overpaying for an entire firm. 

As mentioned previously, Mikkelson and Ruback ( 1985) find a positive and 

significant abnormal return of 1.17% when a buyer purchases some of the target's stock. 

One reason for the positive return is the expected increase in corporate governance for the 

target and when the target's performance improves, the acquiring firm will also benefit. 

For the other type of partial acquisition, when a firm buys assets of another firm through 

divestitures or sell-off, several studies have found that positive abnormal returns occur 
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for the acquirer at the announcement of this purchase ((Jain 1985), (Sicherman and 

Pettway 1987 and 1992), (Alexandrou and Sudarsanam 2001 )). Since newly public firms 

may need to grow faster than internal investment alone can achieve, the second type of 

partial acquisition may be particularly beneficial. Thus, the expectation is that not only 

will these newly public firms experience positive abnormal returns at the announcement 

of the partial acquisition, but that the returns will be much higher than those found in 

previous studies about partial acquisitions because these firms are more likely to benefit 

from potential economies of scale. Tests for robustness will determine if there are 

significant differences between the two types of partial acquisitions or for different 

acquisition motives. 

Hypothesis 3-11 

Ho: Partial acquisition announcements will result in no abnormal returns. 

HA: Announcements of partial acquisitions will result in positive abnormal returns. 

Sample and Methodology 

The sample of newly public firms that make partial acquisitions was determined 

in the initial screening for acquiring firms. Partial acquisitions are defined as purchases 

of less than 50% of the target firm's stock or if only some assets or a single division of a 

firm is purchased. Only seven of the partial acquisitions involve toeholds, while 

acquisitions of assets or subsidiaries number one hundred and thirty-one. 

Following the methodology for full acquisitions, for each event, the abnormal 

returns are calculated as: 
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ARij = Rij- MR; 

Where 

ARij is the abnormal return for acquiring firm in announcement j on day i, 

Rij is the actual return for acquiring firm in announcement j on day i, and 

MRi is the return of the CRSP equal weighted index on day i. 

Cumulative Abnormal Return (CAR) is calculated as: 

CARj=IARij for days i = 1,2,3, or-1,-2,-3 and acquiring firm in 

announcement j. 

The average abnormal return (AAR) per day is calculated as: 

AAR; =liN IARij for acquiring firm in announcement j = 1 toN. 

And the average cumulative abnormal return (ACAR) for theN firms is: 

ACAR =liN ICARj for acquiring firm in announcement j=l toN. 

At test is then performed to determine statistical significance for the abnormal 

returns. Additional tests are performed to determine if the abnormal returns are different 

for various subsamples and differences between the means are tested as well. Levene's 

test for equal variances is performed for each test of differences between independent 

samples. If the significance level is at least . 10, then the assumption of equal variances is 

rejected and separate variances are used for the test rather than pooled variances. 

The cross section analysis is similar to that of full acquisitions with one additional 

variable: TOEHOLDj =1 if the acquisition involves a toehold purchase ofless than 50% 

of the target 's stock, or else zero for the purchase of a subsidiary or a portion of the 

target's assets. One final cross section analysis is performed that includes both the full 

and the partial acquisitions in the same analysis. This expanded equation includes the 
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dummy variable for TOEHOLD and also a dummy, PARACQj, which equals one if the 

acquisition is a partial acquisition or zero if a full acquisition. This analysis provides a 

means to determine if the announcement returns for partial acquisitions is significantly 

higher than those for full acquisitions. The expectation is that the coefficient of 

PARACQ will be positive. 

Partial Acquisition Results 

A CARs 

The market-adjusted cumulative abnormal returns are found in TABLE 71. For 

Day 0, the announcement date in the New York Times or the Wall Street Journal, the 

abnormal return is 1.47% and significant at the .01 level. For the two-day window (-1 , 

0), the ACAR is 3% and significant at the .00 I level. The ratio of positives to negatives 

is also significant at the .001 level. This is much higher than any of the previous studies 

on partial acquisitions. Mikkelson and Ruback (1985) find 1.17% for toehold 

acquisitions. When firms are buying only a subsidiary or certain assets, the abnormal 

returns are generally less than 1%. Only one study, that by Sicherman and Pettway 

(1987), finds abnormal returns anywhere near 3%, and that was for a subsample only

related acquisitions over a two month period. Thus, newly public firms that announce 

partial acquisitions have significantly positive abnormal returns and the null hypothesis 

must be rejected. 

There are several reasons why higher positive abnormal returns make sense. We 

· have seen that small firms are rewarded when they make acquisitions. We have also seen 

that the market does not look favorably when firms make two or more acquisitions. 
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Difficulty in absorbing and integrating the targets was one possible explanation. Partial 

acquisitions may be more easily absorbed then an entire firm. Also, generally partial 

acquisitions do not involve multiple bidders or hostile takeovers. 

Financing and Target Organizational Form 

Various subsamples are tested in Tables 72 through Table 80. In Table 72, cash 

financing is positive and always significant, while stock financing has mixed signs and is 

insignificant. Combination financing has the highest abnormal returns of around 10%, 

significant at the .05 or .1 0 level. Examination of the fourteen firms shows four have 

abnormal returns of 19% or higher so it is not just an outlier accounting for the unusually 

high returns. For the differences in means tests, only those of cash vs. combination or 

stock vs. combination are significant. 

For the target organizational form, public targets have positive and significant 

abnormal returns for all windows, as shown in Table 73. The amount ranges from 3.33% 

to over 5% for the seven and eleven day windows. The coefficients for privately held 

targets are positive and significant but the returns are smaller than those for public 

targets. This is in contrast with the results for full acquisitions . A possible explanation 

might be that the knowledge about the public target may enable the acquirer to better 

gauge the value of the subsidiary. The market reacts more favorably because of this 

increased knowledge. In any case, the tests between the means are insignificant. 

Tables 74-76, showing the combinations offinancing and target organization for 

the windows (-1, 0), (-1, +1), and (-2, +2), clarify which group benefits the most with 

combination financing. Public targets and combination financing have returns between 
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12% and 17% over the three time periods, all significant at least at the 1% level. Again, 

four of the ten firms have returns above 19%. With that exception, cash financing of 

both private and public targets is greater than stock financing although the difference is 

not significant. What is notable is the difference between full acquisitions and partial 

acquisitions. For full acquisitions, stock financing of public targets has negative and 

significant returns, while stock financing of private firms has positive and significant 

returns. For partial acquisitions, stock financing of either public or private targets results 

in returns not significantly different from zero. 

Venture Capitalists and Investment Bankers 

As was true for full acquisitions, returns are again higher for the non-venture 

capital backed firms as seen in Table 77. For partial acquisitions, non-venture capital 

backed firms have positive abnormal returns of over 3% in every window and significant 

at the .01 or .001 level. Venture capital backed firms have positive returns but they are 

significant only for the ( -2, + 1) window. Unlike the full acquisitions, firms with both top 

tier and non-top tier underwriters have positive and significant abnormal returns. The top 

tier firms have lower returns in the shorter windows and higher returns in the longer 

windows but the differences are not statistically significant. 

Timing, Industry, and Toeholds 

Table 78 shows the effects of timing, industry and if the acquisition is a toehold. 

Pre-lockup returns and post-lockup returns are both positive and significant with no 

significant differences. For the full acquisitions, only the post lockup expiration returns 

are significant. Similar to the full announcements, only non-tech acquisitions are 
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significant, although both tech and non-tech are positive. Toe-hold acquisitions are 

generally positive but are not significant. This may also be due to the relatively small 

number of toehold acquisitions that were made. When firms buy only a subsidiary or 

specific assets, the abnormal returns are positive and significant at the .01 or the .001 

level. 

Other Acquisitions and Joint Ventures 

The results in Table 79 for PREACQ and PREJV are similar to those found for 

full acquisitions. For all but "Two or More Prior Acquisitions", the abnormal returns are 

positive and significant. "Two or More Prior Acquisitions" is positive but only significant 

for the ( -1 , 0) window. Contrary to expectations, "No Prior JV s" is positive and 

significant while "Prior JV s" is positive but insignificant. Tests for differences between 

the means are insignificant in all cases. Acquisition motives in TABLE 80 are the last 

subsample and the results mirror those found for full acquisitions. Economies of scale 

have positive and significant returns while economies of scope have positive but 

insignificant returns. 

Cross Section Results 

The cross section analysis is done for three windows, ( -1 , +0), ( -1 , + 1 ), and ( -5 , 

+5), and the results are in Tables 81-83. As before, the first equation includes all 

independent variables, the second equation maximizes the number of observations and 

the next equations maximize the R2 or the F statistic. In many cases, the variables that 

best explain partial acquisitions are different than those that explain full acquisitions. For 

instance, in full acquisitions, RELSIZE, the ratio of deal size to the market capitalization 
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of the acquirer, is inversely related to the positive abnormal return. Now, RELSIZE is 

positive and significant. If before, too big an acquisition penalized the acquirer, now it's 

too small a deal and although not statistically significant, the average deal size for partial 

acquisitions is higher than that for full acquisitions. 

For the effect of venture capital, the significant variable is now the interaction 

variable VC*LOCK that is negative and significant. The ADVISUR variable is defined 

differently for partial acquisitions. In this case, the variable is a dummy variable equal to 

1 if the investment advisor is not the same as the underwriter. Now the coefficient is 

negative and significant. Essentially, for both full acquisitions and partial acquisitions, 

the firm is penalized if they change investment bankers 

The reaction to the organization of the target firm, PUBLIC, has changed as well. 

For full acquisitions, the coefficient is negative and significant when the target is a 

publicly traded firm. For partial acquisitions, the coefficient for public is positive in all 

equations and significant in many of the equations. An explanation for the change may 

be that more is known about public firm's subsidiaries because of SEC- required reports. 

Hence, the acquirer is better informed about the partial acquisition. The coefficient for 

TECH continues to be negative, but now it is significant for the two and three day 

window. 

MKTCAP is negative and significant for both full and partial acquisitions. The 

market reacts favorably when small firms make acquisitions, but not when large firms do. 

The relationship is significant in almost all equations. Interestingly, while the coefficient 

for MKTCAP is between -.01 and -.03 for full and partial acquisitions, it is nearly ten 

times as large in the BHAR cross section analysis. RUNPCT is positive and significant 
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and both the size of the coefficient and the significance level is higher for partial 

acquisitions than for full acquisitions. The TOEHOLD dummy variable has a negative 

coefficient but is never significant, probably because there were only 7 toehold 

acquisitions. 

The last cross section analysis is for the complete sample of full and partial 

acquisitions and the ( -1 , 0) window. The results are presented in Table 84. Since full 

acquisitions are over 75% of the sample, it shouldn't come as a surprise that the variables 

that were significant for the full sample are again significant. But now included in the 

equation is a dummy variable, PARTIAL, that is equal to 1 for a partial acquisition and 0 

for a full acquisition. In all the equations, the coefficient for partial is positive and 

significant. In general, partial acquisitions have higher abnormal returns. 

Conclusions 

The focus of this essay has been to examine when newly public firms become 

acquirers. Prior literature has found that acquisition announcements in general result in 

either negative or insignificant abnormal returns. This study has shown that newly public 

firms do not have the same reaction to acquisition announcements . The ACAR for the 

two day window is 2.17%, significant at the .001 level. Given this positive 

announcement return, various tests were performed to try to determine why this 

difference occurs. Some of the results confirm the findings from previous studies while 

some are unique to newly public firms. 

As with other studies, cash financing has positive returns but, in this study, stock 

financing and combination financing also have significantly positive returns. Similar to 
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Chang (1998), stock financing of privately held targets has a significantly positive 

abnormal return, but so does cash financing of privately held firms , a result that Chang 

did not find. For Chang, the explanation is the increased corporate governance that the 

new block holders from the privately held firm provide. Cash financing doesn' t provide 

this governance, yet the returns are still significantly positive. It may be that these newly 

public firms do not require additional corporate governance because owner/managers still 

retain a relatively large portion of stock; or it may be that privately held targets are less 

likely to be the focus of a bidding war; hence the price is more reasonable. 

Two other variables that are commonly included in acquisition studies, the size of 

the acquirer and the motive for the acquisition, are also significant in this study. The size 

of the firm is a significant variable for all three models-full acquisition announcement 

returns, long run buy and hold abnormal returns, and partial acquisition announcement 

returns. In each case, abnormal returns are inversely related to the size of the firm. The 

market seems to be accepting when small firms need to grow but it is does not reward 

large firms when they make acquisitions. The reason for the acquisition is also 

important. In particular, economies of scale, when the firm is increasing its market share 

or expanding geographically, results in positive returns. On the other hand, if a firm buys 

another firm to extend its product line or to integrate vertically, the returns are negative. 

Diversification is generally assumed to result in negative returns and one surprising 

finding in this study is that only 1 % of the acquisitions were for diversification purposes. 

This may also help to explain the overall positive returns. Since these newly public firms 

are motivated by economies of scale over 50 percent of the time and diversification only 

1 percent, the overall returns are higher. 
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A variable that is important for both full and partial acquisitions is the percentage 

increase in the stock price since the offering, the "run-up percent". This variable is 

positively related to returns and not just for stock-financed transactions. The rising stock 

price since the IPO seems to spread its "aura" to the acquisition announcement and the 

variable is significant in almost all of the announcement equations. 

The effect of prior acquisitions is the focus of Hypothesis 3-4. There are two 

alternative hypotheses. The first is that firms with prior acquisitions experience higher 

announcement abnormal returns, while the second alternative is that the returns will be 

lower. Both alternative hypotheses are supported. While firms with no prior acquisitions 

have positive announcement abnormal returns, firms with one or less have higher returns. 

Firms with two or more acquisitions have negative but insignificant returns in several of 

the windows and the test for differences between the means show that the returns for one 

or less prior acquisitions are significantly higher than the returns for two or more. The 

positive effect of one or less prior acquisitions continues to be significant in the cross 

section analysis as well. The findings clearly support the view that while some prior 

experience is beneficial, newly public firms quickly reach a point where management 

may be unable to successfully integrate the new target. 

There are several results that are contrary to the expectations of the alternative 

hypotheses. Surprisingly, venture capital backed firms have lower announcement 

abnormal returns. The belief was that the venture capitalists would provide corporate 

governance and that firms would be less likely to undertake acquisitions that are not 

value maximizing. The results show just the opposite. Non-venture capital backed firms 

have higher announcement returns for all windows and the differences are significant for 
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several of the windows. The idea of corporate governance was also the basis for the 

hypothesis that acquisition announcements before the lockup expiration are more likely 

to be positive. While pre-lockup announcements do result in positive returns, post lockup 

expiration returns are higher for every window and significantly different for one of the 

windows. One explanation offered earlier is that the firm may need time after the IPO 

before undertaking the additional stress of acquiring a firm. 

Another result contrary to the expected alternative hypothesis is that firms that 

used top tier underwriters have lower acquisition announcement returns. The 

announcement returns for firms that did not use top tier underwriters in the IPO are much 

higher. For example, the abnormal returns for the ( -1, + 1) window are an insignificant 

.86% for top-tier firms but a significant 3.32% for the non-top tier firms. The tests for 

differences between the means are significant for five of the windows. A conflict of 

interest is one possible explanation, but the more likely reason is the type of firm that 

attracts top tier underwriters also attracts venture capitalists. These are initially small 

firms that have tremendous early growth following their IPOs and a high percentage of 

them are in the tech industries . Large firms, in general , have lower announcement returns. 

Also, these firms are more likely to have economies of scope as the motivation for the 

acquisition. Thus it may not be the presence of either venture capitalists or top tier 

underwriters, but rather the characteristics of the firm itself that are causing the lower 

returns. 

In addition to the announcement returns, the long-run buy and hold abnormal 

returns are calculated using a matched sample. The matches are other IPOs that have not 

made any acquisitions and are in the same 2-digit SIC code. While the BHARs range 
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from -3.68% for the six month window to almost 7% for the eighteen month window, 

none are statistically significant. The cross section analysis finds economies of scale 

contribute to positive abnormal returns, while economies of scope lead to negative 

abnormal returns . Two variables that are not significant in the announcement returns are 

significant in the long run. Firms with top tier underwriters for the IPO have higher 

abnormal returns, and joint ventures after the acquisition announcement also contribute to 

positive returns. 

The last section analyzes partial acquisition announcements. These are usually 

the acquisition of a subsidiary or the purchase of some of a firm ' s assets. The two-day 

abnormal return is 3%, significant at the .00 I level. This is higher than previous studies 

found for either toehold acquisitions or purchases of a subsidiary. Again, size of the firm 

and the percentage increase in the stock price are important determinants of the abnormal 

return in the cross section analysis. One difference between partial and full acquisitions 

is when the target is a publicly traded firm. For full acquisitions, the return is generally 

negative, but for partial acquisitions, the return is positive. Lastly, a cross section 

analysis that includes both full and partial acquisitions shows that partial acquisitions 

have a higher abnormal return that is statistically significant. 
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CHAPTER4 

CONCLUSIONS AND IMPLICATIONS 

Summary of Findings 

Overreaction and Newly Public Firms 

The first essay examines the stock price reaction to a single-day price trigger of 

+/- 15 percent. The first year of a newly public firm is broken down into three periods 

according to a combination of information and liquidity effects. The hypotheses 

concerning the price reaction depend on the both the sign of the trigger as well as the 

period. While the overall reaction to a positive trigger is .54 percent the first day, and no 

abnormal returns for longer windows, there are significant differences between the three 

periods. For the quiet period, the significant abnormal return is 2.67 percent the first day 

and 3.62 percent for the five-day window. This underreaction is predicated on the fact 

that investors will underreact to public information as suggested by Daniel, Hirshleifer, 

and Subrahmanyam (1998). As expected, using the combination of an overreaction to 

private information and the increased liquidity following lockup expiration, the abnormal 

return following a positive trigger during the post lockup period is negative and 

significant. For the lockup period, the reaction is positive, extremely small and 

insignificant. This is not unexpected as the degree of information asymmetry is varied 

depending on the timing and number of analysts' reports. 
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Following a negative trigger, the reaction for the overall sample is positive and 

insignificant, but again, there are differences between the three periods. During the quiet 

period, the belief is that the stabilization efforts of the underwriter can provide price 

support overcoming any underreaction due to the information effect. In fact, the three 

day window has an abnormal return of 3.75 percent with a significance level of.l 05. 

The predicted effects for both the lockup and the post lockup period were uncertain and 

not surprisingly, the results are a small, but insignificant return. 

The impact of information is significant. For positive triggers, the underreaction 

during the quiet period doubles to 4.24 percent with information. For the post lockup 

period and no information, there is a significant overreaction with the abnormal return 

equal to -2.28 percent for the five day window. In contrast, with information, the return 

is negative but small and insignificant. 

For negative triggers and the quiet period, the reaction is positive in both cases, 

but for information, the reaction is both large, 6.42 percent for the three day window, and 

significant. The original hypothesis was that the return would be positive due to 

underwriters' stabilization efforts, but this implies that the impact on both information 

events and non-information events should be similar. For both the lockup and the post 

lockup periods, with no information there is a significant positive overreaction, perhaps 

due to Daniel, Hirshleifer, and Subrahrnanyam's (1998) investor reaction to private 

information available after the end of the quiet period. Again, for public information, 

there is an underreaction for both periods and the differences between the information 

and the non-information events are significant for both periods. 
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Newly Public Firms as Acquirers 

The main hypothesis in this essay is that acquisition announcement returns will be 

positive for newly public firms. The belief is that these firms tend to be smaller and may 

have an immediate need to expand in order to be competitive. They may also have 

increased corporate governance from both owners/mangers retaining large amounts of 

stock and from venture capitalists' presence prior to lockup expiration. 

The results are a significant abnormal return of2.17 percent for the (-1, 0) 

window. Similar to previous acquisition studies, cash acquisitions have higher returns 

than those financed by stock, and public acquisitions have generally negative and 

significant returns while those for private targets are positive. One result that differs 

from Chang's (1998) is that cash financing of private targets also results in positive and 

significant returns. 

The market has definite ideas about the ability of firms to integrate the target 

successfully. If the firm has made at most one prior acquisition, then the returns are 4 

percent and significant, compared to negative returns if the firm has made two or more 

prior acquisitions. This result shows that prior learning is important but that digestibility 

is also an important issue for newly public firms and too many acquisitions may strain 

management's ability to integrate the target. 

Factors that affect long-term results are also studied. The mean BHARs are 

negative the first nine months, then positive, reaching almost 7 percent by the eighteenth 

month, although none of the BHARs are significant. While the acquisition motive is 

somewhat important in the short run, it is extremely important in the long run. If the firm 

is trying to increase its market share or expand geographically, the return by month 
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fifteen is 17.5 percent while the returns for expanding product breadth or integrating 

vertically are about -9 percent, and the difference is statistically significant. 

Implications 

Managers 

Over 40 percent of the sample of newly public firms from 1992-2001 have a 

single day price change of+/- 15 percent during their first year. Clearly, this is 

something that managers must expect and possibly manage. If the stock price increases 

by 15 percent or more and the event has information, then they should make sure that the 

information is widely disseminated. This will reduce the overreaction effect. One 

mechanism might be for managers to acknowledge the good news and announce that they 

are not selling their shares at this time. For negative price changes, if there is no reason 

for the decrease, managers should announce that as well, and hopefully prevent a further 

price decrease. 

The results from the acquisition essay have some clear recommendations for 

managers. Acquisition announcements will have a favorable market response when the 

firm is relatively small and the purpose of the acquisition is to increase market share or to 

expand geographically. These results are relevant not just for the short term, but also the 

long term. In the long term, the only motive with positive returns is economies of scale 

and the difference at 15 months is over 26 percent and significant. 

Also important for managers is the number of acquisitions or joint ventures both 

before and after the acquisition event. For the announcement results, firms with at most 

one prior acquisition have statistically significant higher returns than firms that have 
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made two or more prior acquisitions. For the long term, while the returns are still higher, 

the difference is no longer statistically significant. What makes the largest difference in 

the long run is whether or not the firm has any prior or subsequent joint ventures or 

strategic alliances. The market seems to be recognizing the importance of these alliances 

in helping the firm to successfully integrate the target. Although statistically 

insignificant, joint ventures both before and after have abnormal returns of over 20 

percent for the eighteen month period. In the cross section analysis, the coefficient for 

joint ventures after the acquisition is positive and significant confirming their importance. 

The last section on partial acquisitions also provides implications for managers. 

The returns for partial acquisition announcements are higher than those for full 

acquisitions and this result is confirmed in the cross section analysis that includes both 

full and partial acquisitions. The higher returns may be because acquirers are less likely 

to overpay, perhaps because only the desired assets are being purchased or possibly 

because there is less likelihood of multiple bidders. 

Investors 

Capitalizing on the reaction to large one-day price triggers is difficult, but 

knowledge about the period in which the event takes place provides some insights. As 

previously mentioned, for the quiet period and a positive trigger, the five-day window has 

an underreaction of 3.62 percent. The bad news is that even with this significant return, 

only about 50 percent of the returns are positive, so the attempt to capitalize on the event 

has significant risk. The opportunities for gain during the other two periods are even less. 

The best opportunity for profits is following a positive trigger with the announcement of 
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a strategic alliance or joint venture during the quiet period. There are 15 cases and the 

abnormal return for the five day window is almost 15 percent. This follows a 22 percent 

abnormal return on the event day. Looking at the proportion of positive to negative 

reactions, the ratio is 11 :4, so the odds are that the reaction will be positive. However, it 

is important to note that the four negative events have an average abnormal return of 

about -1 0 percent. 

For the acquisition study, the announcement returns are so small that unless an 

investor already owns the stock, it is impossible to capitalize from the announcement. 

However, the long term BHARs do provide some definite implications for investors 

willing to hold the stock for up to a year and a half. While the overall BHARs are 

positive but insignificant, some particular subsamples provide more profitable investment 

opportunities. Similar to findings for announcement returns, acquisitions financed by 

cash have higher returns than those financed by stock and acquisitions of private targets 

result in higher returns as well. As previously discussed, the most statistically significant 

difference involves the motive for the acquisition. At fifteen months, the BHARs for 

acquisitions with economies of scale are 17.52 percent while those for economies of 

scope are almost -9 percent and the difference is statistically significant at the .0 I level. 

Also, smaller firms have higher long run BHARs as do firms that enter into joint venture 

agreements. The 85 firms that had prior strategic alliances have a 15 month BHAR of 23 

percent compared to 0.23 percent for firms with no prior alliances. The results for firms 

with strategic alliances after the acquisitions announcement may be more difficult to 

predict, but the differences are large again. Firms with alliances after the acquisition have 

BHARs of almost 22 percent, while those without an alliance have BHARs of about -3 
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percent. Although not statistically significant, the differences are still remarkable and the 

variable for joint ventures after the acquisition is significant in the cross section analysis. 

Future Research 

Concerning the first essay and the reaction of stock prices to a large single day 

trigger, a possible area to explore is the timing of information during the lockup period. 

Bradley, Jordan, and Ritter (2002) find that 50 percent of the firms have analyst coverage 

immediately following the end of the quiet period. They also find that the highest 

abnormal return is for those firms with at least two analysts beginning coverage 

immediately. Examination of the results for the lockup period finds statistically 

insignificant abnormal returns for every single window for both positive and negative 

triggers. Since the hypotheses are based on predications about the effects of private or 

public information, knowledge about the extent of analyst coverage would make that 

prediction more accurate. 

For acquisition announcements, one puzzle involves the effect of venture capital 

and/or top tier underwriters. For venture capital backed firms, the abnormal returns are 

significantly lower. Announcement abnormal returns are also significantly lower for 

firms that had top tier underwriters for the IPO and again the differences are significant. 

While this study finds characteristics for these firms that may explain the lower returns, 

one issue that is unanswered is if there is a conflict of interest, particularly if the 

underwriter also has a venture capital group. Further study and perhaps a larger sample 

might answer this question more definitively. 
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A final area for possible research is to determine the long term BHARs for partial 

acquisitions. While the announcement returns are significantly higher, knowledge about 

the behavior of BHARs would benefit both managers and investors. 
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Table 1. Number of IPOs per Year by Industry 

INDUSTRY Sic Code 1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total 
Ag.,Forest,Fsh 01-09 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0.0% 
Mining 10-14 4 16 8 7 12 12 I 3 I s 69 1.5% 

15-17, 
Building 24-25,32 7 21 16 s 14 13 4 2 3 0 85 1.9% 
Food 20 8 14 6 II 6 8 7 3 0 3 66 1.5% 
Tobacco 21 0 0 0 0 3 2 0 0 0 0 5 0.1% 
Apparel 22-23 14 14 8 4 7 8 s 0 0 0 60 1.3% 
Paper 26 6 3 6 6 I I 0 0 I 0 24 0.5% 
Printing 27 6 7 7 3 5 6 6 3 0 0 43 0.9% 
Chemical 28 41 30 27 33 48 28 II 10 30 4 262 5.8% 
Petroleum 29 2 9 0 0 0 0 I 0 0 0 12 0.3% 
Rubber 30 0 0 2 4 2 I 4 2 I 0 16 0.4% 
Leather 31 I 2 2 0 0 0 0 I I 0 7 0.2% 
Prim. Metals 33 2 13 II 4 7 5 I 0 0 I 44 1.0% 
Fab. Metals 34 0 7 8 3 3 5 3 2 0 I 32 0.7% 
Machinery 35 25 42 26 39 32 25 7 II 8 4 219 4.8% 
Electrical Eq. 36 34 45 49 52 42 30 15 34 53 5 359 7.9% 
Transport Eq. 37 8 15 14 7 12 10 5 2 0 I 74 1.6% 
Manufacturing 38-39 51 44 31 38 76 37 II 7 19 7 321 7.1% 
Transport 40-47 13 14 17 16 II 12 6 4 I 0 94 2.1% 
Communications 48 14 25 21 23 39 15 17 49 27 0 230 5.1% 
Utilites 49 10 6 4 I 8 6 3 I 5 4 48 1.1% 
Wholesale 50-51 17 28 25 23 35 27 9 6 2 0 172 3.8% 
Retail 52-59 55 56 36 28 50 27 25 27 10 5 319 7.0% 
Financial 60-69 50 63 38 36 56 47 49 37 6 9 391 8.6% 

70-76 
Services ,81-86 47 71 75 128 211 125 98 241 123 16 1135 25.0% 
Entertainment 78-79 6 16 23 10 18 14 2 3 0 0 92 2.0% 
Health Care 80 37 16 19 21 26 18 5 4 2 9 157 3.5% 
Biotechnology 87 12 18 9 14 24 16 II 14 19 2 139 3.1% 
Other 3 0 4 2 3 II 5 3 30 5 66 1.5% 

TOTAL 473 595 492 518 751 509 311 469 342 81 4541 100.0% 
10.4% 13.1% 10.8% 11.4% 16.5% 11.2% 6.8% 10.3% 7.5% 1.8% 
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Table 2. Number of Events That Are Multiple Events on a Single Day 

Panel A shows the number of events by year which have greater than a 15% price change (sign ignored) 
and the price of the stock was $10 or more on the day of the event. In Panel B, events that are preceded by 
other events closer than I 0 days are eliminated. In Panel C, only one event per day per group is allowed. 
In add ition, each firm can be used only once in each group. A group indicates the period and the sign of 
the price change, e.g., positive trigger in quiet period. 

PANEL A: 
#of Events 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 or>IO 

Total 

PANEL B: 
#of Events 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 or >10 

Total 

PANEL C 
#of Events 

2 

3 

4 

5 or 6 

Total 

1992 

65 

18 

6 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

93 

1992 

60 

17 

6 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

87 

1992 

58 

12 

2 

0 

0 

72 

1993 

146 

56 

19 

7 

0 

0 

0 

233 

1993 

136 

47 

12 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

203 

1993 

126 

24 

4 

0 

0 

154 

1994 

11 8 

50 

20 

8 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

199 

1994 

109 

45 

16 

6 

2 

0 

0 

0 

0 

179 

1994 

100 

25 

3 

0 

0 

128 

1995 

141 

64 

30 

14 

4 

2 

0 

258 

1995 

123 

50 

19 

6 

2 

0 

0 

0 

202 

1995 

11 5 

31 

4 

0 

0 

150 

1996 

23 1 

178 

129 

83 

57 

32 

26 

18 

II 

66 

83 1 

1996 

213 

160 

106 

63 

39 

24 

16 

II 

9 

36 

677 

1996 

205 

11 8 

33 

3 

360 

164 

1997 

210 

135 

75 

30 

14 

9 

7 

5 

24 

514 

1997 

196 

113 

49 

18 

12 

7 

5 

5 

3 

12 

420 

1997 

184 

66 

9 

4 

264 

1998 

219 

144 

98 

74 

46 

35 

25 

17 

12 

40 

710 

1998 

195 

118 

73 

39 

25 

14 

7 

4 

9 

485 

1998 

175 

75 

14 

266 

1999 

247 

236 

2 15 

189 

158 

149 

132 

11 3 

104 

648 

2201 

1999 

238 

197 

164 

130 

98 

80 

71 

54 

43 

178 

1253 

1999 

219 

156 

69 

II 

0 

455 

2000 

252 

252 

247 

243 

234 

228 

217 

203 

181 

2349 

4406 

2000 

248 

238 

229 

209 

189 

158 

140 

127 

102 

626 

2266 

2000 

244 

2 11 

134 

49 

9 

647 

2001 

151 

92 

70 

47 

36 

28 

24 

20 

19 

112 

599 

2001 

132 

76 

44 

27 

19 

13 

12 

8 

6 

II 

348 

2001 

108 

35 

2 

0 

0 

145 

Total 
Events 

1782 

1225 

909 

698 

563 

485 

433 

377 

333 

3239 

10444 
Total 

Events 

1650 

1061 

718 

507 

388 

299 

252 

209 

164 

872 

6120 
Total 
Events 

1534 

753 

274 

68 

12 

2641 



Table 3. Number of Events That Are Multiple Events for the Same Firm 

Panel A shows the number of events that are multiple events of the same firm. For instance, 397 events 
occur in which a firm has at least I 0 triggers during 200 I. In Panel B, events that are preceded by other 
events closer than I 0 days are eli minated. Panel C shows results when each firm may have only one event 
per group and each day may have only one event per group, where a group indicates the period and the sign 
of the price change, e.g., positive trigger in quiet period. 

PANEL A: 
#of Events 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 or>IO 

Total 

PANEL B: 
#of Events 

2 

3 

4 

5 

6 

7 

8 

9 

10 or >IO 

Total 

PANEL C 
#of Events 

2 

3 

4 

5 or 6 

Total 

1992 

68 

18 

5 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

93 

1992 

67 

15 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

87 

1992 

62 

9 

2 

0 

0 

73 

1993 

134 

51 

23 

14 

5 

3 

2 

0 

0 

233 

1993 

133 

45 

18 

6 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

203 

1993 

122 

27 

4 

0 

0 

153 

1994 

11 6 

45 

22 

7 

6 

4 

0 

0 

0 

0 

200 

1994 

Ill 

41 

17 

6 

3 

0 

0 

0 

0 

179 

1994 

97 

29 

0 

128 

1995 

148 

62 

26 

10 

6 

3 

0 

258 

1995 

141 

48 

12 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

0 

202 

1995 

122 

24 

4 

0 

0 

I SO 

1996 

323 

206 

123 

76 

43 

27 

19 

9 

4 

831 

1996 

319 

189 

96 

44 

20 

7 

0 

0 

677 

1996 

243 

93 

23 

0 

360 

165 

1997 

217 

120 

72 

42 

31 

17 

9 

3 

2 

0 

513 

1997 

213 

109 

55 

29 

12 

0 

0 

0 

420 

1997 

192 

58 

12 

2 

0 

264 

1998 

212 

151 

92 

71 

55 

40 

33 

20 

10 

26 

710 

1998 

211 

126 

62 

46 

22 

12 

5 

0 

0 

485 

1998 

180 

70 

13 

3 

0 

266 

1999 

359 

317 

276 

236 

200 

155 

129 

110 

93 

326 

2201 

1999 

347 

280 

219 

161 

106 

65 

39 

20 

9 

7 

1253 

1999 

26 1 

138 

50 

6 

0 

455 

2000 

307 

296 

298 

302 

298 

302 

282 

267 

250 

1804 

4406 

2000 

313 

311 

299 

298 

271 

236 

188 

146 

85 

11 9 

2266 

2000 

291 

204 

110 

38 

4 

647 

2001 

36 

19 

16 

15 

21 

19 

25 

27 

24 

397 

599 

2001 

36 

24 

27 

28 

35 

37 

42 

33 

30 

56 

348 

2001 

47 

43 

33 

14 

8 

145 

Total 
Events 

1920 

1285 

953 

774 

666 

570 

500 

438 

384 

2554 

10044 
Total 
Events 

1891 

1188 

809 

620 

470 

359 

276 

20 1 

124 

182 

6120 
Total 
Events 

1617 

695 

252 

65 

12 
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Table 4. Liquidity Tests 
Panel A: Paired Sample Differences 

This table presents the results for liquidity defined as shares traded/shares outstanding. Panel A gives the results for the entire sample for each of the three 
periods. After the overall liquidity, a paired samples test is provided. The statistic is : 

II 

Id, 
t= d 

sd ; j"; 
where d = ~ and di is the difference between the mean volume during the lockup period and 

n 

i=(d, -dY 
the mean volume during the post lockup period for firms i= 1 ton, and sd = 

1=1 

n -1 

Panel A 
Entire Sample 

Turnover = average volume 
/shares outstanding 

Quiet Period 
.0332 

(52.703)**** 

Lockup Period Post Lockup Period 
.0075 .0097 

(44.588)**** (35.806)**** 

Paired Samp_l~s t test Quiet vs._Lockup Quiet_vs. P_ost Lockup Lockup vs. Post Lockup 
t statistic (48.851)****_ _ ___ (39.595)**** (9.637)**** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 4. Liquidity Tests 
Panel B: Event Day Liquidity 

Panel 8 gives the liquidity on the trigger day, the day when the raw price change is greater than 15% or less than -15%. The difference test in this case is for 
independent samples since the same firms need not have events in different periods. The statistic is: 

x1 -x) 
t = -

s~ [J_ __ l J 
n1 n2 

and 52 
= (n, - l)s1

2 + (n 2 -l)si 
p n1 + n 2 - 2 

when equal variances are assumed and a pooled variance is used. Levene's test for equality of variances shows that this is the appropriate statistic when 
comparing the quiet period to either the lockup period or the post lockup period. Levene 's te st shows that equal variances cannot be assumed for the comparison 
of the lockup to the post lockup period. In thi s case, the appropriate test is for separate variances and the stati stic is: 

t = 
x, -x2 

2 2 s , s) 
- + - -
n, n2 

Panel B 
Event Days Volume 

Turnover= average volume 
/shares outstanding 

Difference Between the Means 
t statistic 

Quiet Period 
.0502 

(8.353)**** 

Locku~ P~riod Post Lockup Period 
.0448 .0551 

(21.899)**** (17.299)*** 

Quiet vs. Lockup Quiet vs. Post Lockup Lockup vs. Post Lockup 
(1.083) (-.714) (-2.777)*** 

*significant at .1 0 **significant at. 05 ***significant at. 01 ****significant at . 001 
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Table 5. Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs calculated using a CRSP equally weighted index. For positive triggers, Day 0 is for raw 
return greater than or equal to 15%. For negative triggers, Day 0 is for raw returns less than or equal to -15%. Windows shown are 
one, two and three days prior to event and one, two, three and five day windows after the event. Below each CAR is the t statistic 
followed by its significance level. Below each period is the number of firms in that period and trigger sign. 

PANEL A: POSITIVE TRIGGERS 
PERIOD (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet 1.23% 0.29% -0.22% 21.1% 2.67% 2.69% 2.82% 3.62% 
(250) (2.40)** (.414) (-.26) (34.22)**** (4.0%)**** (2.87)*** (2.40)** (2.41)** 

Lockup 0.99% 0.65% 0.34% 20.44% 0.39% 0.03% 0.10% 0.65% 
(844) (4.21)*** (1.98)** (.81) (66.10)**** (1.36) (.08) (.23) (1.29) 

Postlock 1.09% 0.89% 0.60% 20.63% -0.02% -0.68% -0.89% -0.10% 
(724) (4.43)**** (2.17)** (1.21) (68.63)**** (-.06) (-1.70)* (-2.07)** (-1.98)** 

Overall 1.06% 0.69% 0.36% 20.61% 0.54% 0.11% 0.08% 0.04% 
(1818) (6.53)**** (2.87)*** (1.22) (100.42)**** (2.66)*** (.42L_ (.26) (1.03) 

PANEL B: NEGATIVE TRIGGERS 
PERIOD (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (-!-1_, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet -2.06% -3.63% -3.68% -17.26% -0.19% 1.47% 3.75% 3.05% 
(62) (-2.56)** (-3.17)*** (-2.83)*** (-45.37)**** (-.13) (.77) (1.65) (1.39) 

Lockup -1.31% -1.80% -2.34% -19.97% -0.25% 0.12% 0.58% 0.68% 
(367) (-4.70)**** (-4.11)**** (-4.26)**** (-60.24)**** (-.53) (.19) (.79) (.77) 

Postlock -1.60% -2.40% -2.61% -19.59% 0.55% 0.63% 0.33% 0.40% 
(375) (-6.04)**** (-6.45)**** (-5.32)**** (-63.98)**** (1.09) (1.01) (.43) (.48) 

Overall -1.51% -2.22% -2.57% -19.29% 0.13% 0.47% 0.71% 0.73% 
(804) (-8.0)**** _____1:_8.())**_**__(-7.32)**** (-92.93)**** (.38) - (1.04) (1.37) (1.25) 

*significant at./ O**significant at .05***significant at. 0 I ****significant at. 001 
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Table 6. Positive: Negative Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the ratio of positive to negative market adjusted CARs calculated using a CRSP equally weighted index. For 
positive triggers, Day 0 is for raw return greater than or equal to 15%. For negative triggers, Day 0 is for raw returns less than or 
equal to -15%. Windows shown are one, two and three days prior to event and one, two, three and five day windows after the event. 
Below each CAR is the generalized z statistic followed by its significance level. Below each period is the number of firms in that 
period and trigger sign. 

PANEL A: POSITIVE TRIGGERS 
PERIOD (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) {+1, +1) (+1, +2) {+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet 135:115 130:120 250:0 133:117 121:129 119:131 122:128 
(250) (3.98****) (3.34****) (18.73****) (3.72****) (2.18**) (1.93*) (2.21**) 

Lockup 434:410 417:427 844:0 380:464 370:474 372:472 394:450 
(844) (3.30****) (2.13**) (31.63****) ( -0.43) (-1.12) (-0.98) (0.54) 

Postlock 369:354 360:363 723:0 308:414 299:423 301:421 303:419 
(723) (3.67****) (3.00***) (30.18* * * *) (-0.87) (-1.54) (-1.39) (-1.24) 

PANEL B: NEGATIVE TRIGGERS 
PERIOD (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet 23:38 19:42 0:62 23:39 33:29 36:26 35:27 
(62) ( -1.42) (-2.45**) (-7.38****) (-1.53) (1.02) (1. 78*) (1.53) 

Lockup 132:234 122:244 0:366 182:184 189:177 190:176 192:174 
(366) (-2.91 ***) (-3.96****) (-16.82****) (2.36**) (3.10***) (3.20***) (3.42****) 

Postlock 125:249 127:247 0:374 216:158 208:166 200:174 194:180 
(374) (*5.02****) (-4.81 ****) (-17.98****) (4.42****) (3.59****) (2.76***) (2.14**) 

*significant at .1 0* *significant at . 05 ***significant at . OJ ****significant at . 001 
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Table 7. Comparison of CARS Between Periods 

This table shows the di fference between the CA RS fo r each pair of periods. 
Number in parenthes is is the t stati stic for diffe rence between the means test. 

PANEL A: POSITIVE TRIGGERS 

PERIOD (+1 , +1) (+l, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet vs. 2.28% 2.65% 2.72% 2.98% 

Lockup (3.14)*** (2.64)*** (2.17)*** (1.88)* 

Lockup vs. 0.41% 0.72% 0.99% 1.68% 

Postlock (.97) (1.31) (1.62) (2.31)** 

Quiet vs. 2.69% 3.37% 3.71% 4.66% 

Postlock (3.66)**** (3.31)**** (2.97)*** (2.92)*** 

PANEL B: NEGATIVE TRIGGERS 

PERIOD (+1, +1) (+1,+2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet vs. 0.06% 1.35% 3.17% 2.37% 

Lockup (.04) (.75) (1.33) (1.02) 

Lockup vs. -0.80% -0.51% 0.26% 0.27% 

Postlock (-1.15) (-.56) (.24) (.23) 

Quiet vs. -0.74% 0.83% 3.43% 2.64% 

Postlock (-.47) (.48) (1.43) (1.17) 

*significant at . I 0 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at .001 
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Table 8. Effect of Information on Cumulative 
Abnormal Returns Positive Triggers 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for positive triggers . Panel A contains events in which no information on the wire services in Lexis Nexis was 
available. Panel B is for events in which information was available. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance leve l. Below each period is 
the number of firms in that period and information category. 

PANEL A: Events with No Information 
PERIOD (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +I) (+1, +2) (+I, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet 1.00% -0.26% -0.95% 20.55% 2.32% 2.05% 2.66% 2.82% 

(177) (1.89)* (-.32) ( -1.02) (29.58)**** (3.02)*** (1.82)* (1.83)* (I. 77)* 

Lockup 0.82% 0.57% 0.35% 19.24% -0.04% -0.15% 0.12% 1.09% 

(449) (2.86)*** (1.38) (.66) (56.84)**** (-.12) (-.33) (.22) (1.69)* 

Post lock 1.08% 0.87% 0.29% 19.48% -0.05% -0.85% -1.39% -2.28% 

(343) (3.08)*** (1.78)* (.51) (57.94)**** ( -.12) (-1.57) (-2.45)** (-3.51)*** 

Overall 0.94% 0.52% 0.09% 19.57% 0.39% 0.00% 0.05% 0.22% 

(969) (4.59)**** (I. 77)* (.26) (83.44)**** (1.44) (.01) (.12) (.45) 

PANEL B: Events with Information 
PERIOD (-1, -I) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +I) (+1, +2) (+I, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet 1.78% 1.61% 1.54% 22.41% 3.53% 4.24% 3.20% 5.57% 

(73) (1.48) (1.15) (.90) (17.70)**** (2.65)** (2.51)*** (1.67)* (1.63) 

Lockup 1.19% 0.74% 0.32% 21.81% 0.88% 0.24% 0.08% 0.14% 

(395) (3.10)*** (1.42) (.49) (41.19)**** (1.91)* (.40) (.12) (.18) 

Postlock 1.09% 0.91% 0.87% 21.66% 0.01% -0.53% -0.44% 0.09% 

(381) (3.18)*** (1.42) (1.12) ( 45.25)**** (.03) (-.91) (-.69) (.11) 

Overall 1.20% 0.89% 0.67% 21.79% 0.72% 0.24% 0.11% 0.58% 

(849) (4.65)**** (2.26)** (1.38) (63.33)**** (2.32)** (.57) (.24) (.99) 

*significant at . I O**significant at. 05***significant at. 0 I ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 9. Effect of Information on Cumulative 
Abnormal Returns Negative Triggers 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for negative triggers. Panel A contains events in which no information on the wire services in Lexis Nexis was 
available. Panel B is for events in which information was available . Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each period is 
the number of firms in that period and information category 

PANEL A: Event with No Information 
PERIOD (-I, -I) (-2, -1) ( -3, -I) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet -1.75% -2.89% -2.20% -17.24% -0.98% 1.04% 1.95% 1.49% 

(37) (-1.71)* ( -2.18)** (-1.58) ( -38.92)**** (-.56) (.46) (.67) (.62) 

Lockup -1.32% -2.28% -2.96% -18.45% 0.47% 0.93% 1.83% 2.93% 

(179) (-3.41)**** (-3.67)**** (-3.90)**** ( -45.6)**** (.72) ( 1.03) (1.80)* (2.28)** 

Postlock -1.64% -2.64% -2.84% -18.42% 1.41% 1.35% 1.59% 2.61% 

(150) ( -4.03)**** ( -4.42)**** (-3.61)**** -41.68)**** (1.875)* (1.34) (1.39) (1.80)* 

Overall -1.50% -2.49% -2.84% -18.32% 0.71% 1.11% 1.74% 2.65% 

(366) (-5.50)**** (-6.05)**** (-5.56)**** (-67 .31)**** (1.49) (1.73)* (2.35)** (2.96)*** 

PANEL B: Event with Information 
PERIOD (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+I, +1) (+I, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet -2.50% -4.72% -5.87% -17.28% 0.98% 2.11% 6.42% 5.35% 

(25) (-1.91)* ( -2.28)** (-2.40)** (-25.05)**** (.37) (.61) (1.76)* (1.31) 

Lockup -1.30% -1.35% -1.75% -20.19% -0.93% -0.64% -0.60% -1.47% 

(188) (-3.23)*** (-2.18)** ( -2.21 )** (-41.41)**** (-1.36) (-.65) (-.58) (-1.23) 

Postlock -1.58% -2.24% -2.45% -20.36% -0.02% 0.17% -0.05% -1.07% 

(225) ( -4.50)**** (-4.71)**** (-4.03)**** (-49.76)**** (-.03) (.21) (-.52) (-1.06) 

Overall -1.51% -2.00% -2.35% -20.11% -0.35% -0.07% -0.16% -0.87% 

(438) (-5.81)**** (-5.26)**** (-4.86)**** (-66.91)**** (-. 73) ( -.11) (-.22) (-1.13) 

*significant at . I O**significant at .05** *significant at .0 I ****significant at .00 I 
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Table 10. Comparison of CARS for Events 
with Information 

vs. Events with No Information 

This table shows the difference between the CARS for events with information compared to events without 
information for each period. Number in parenthesis is the t statistic for difference between the means test. 

PANEL A: POSITIVE TRIGGERS 
Information vs. Non-Information 

PERIOD (+1,+1) (+1,+2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 
Quiet 1.21% 2.19% 0.54% 2.75% 

(.79) (1.07) (.21) (.83) 
Lockup 0.93% 0.39% -0.04% -0.95% 

(1.59) (.52) (-.04) (-.94) 
Postlock 0.06% 0.32% 0.95% 2.37% 

(.11) (.40) (1.10) (2.31)** 
Overall 0.33% 0.23% 0.06% 0.37% 

(.81) (.43) (.10) (.48) 

PANEL B: NEGATIVE TRIGGERS 
Information vs. Non-Information 

PERIOD (+1, +1) (+1,+2) (+1,+3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet 1.96% 1.06% 4.47% 3.85% 
(.64) (.26) (.96) (.81) 

Lockup -1.39% -1.56% -2.43% -4.40% 
(-1.48) (-1.17) (1.66)* (2.51)** 

Postlock -1.43% -1.18% -2.11% -3.68% 
(-1.38) (-.91) (-1.37) (2.08)** 

Overall -1.05% -1.18% -1.90% -3.53% 
(-1.55) (-1.31) (1.83)* (3.01)*** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .00 / 
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Table 11. Effect of Type oflnformation Announcement 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

for Positive Trigger Events 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for positive triggers according to the type of information announcement. There is no 
separation by period. Agreement announcements include both strategic alliances and joint ventures. Financial announcements are 
primarily earnings announcements although other financial news is also included. Press reports are all announcements not in other 
categories. If more than one type of news occurred for the day before to the day after the event, then event was classified as a multiple 
news event. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each type of announcement is the number of 
firms that had an announcement of that type. 

POSITIVE TRIGGERS 

Info Type (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Acquisition 0.43% -0.36% 0.61% 23.0% 1.44% 1.65% 1.46% 1.72% 
(71) (.62) (-.46) (.48) (16.39)**** (1.42) (1.15) (1.02) (1.17) 

Agreement 0.65% 0.38% 0.06% 21.3% 2.07% 1.66% 1.60% 2.64% 
(164) (1.32) (.52) (.06) (30.31)**** (2.66)*** (1.61) (1.42) (1.92)* 

Financial 1.16% 0.76% -0.01% 21.12% 0.95% -1.55% -1.61% -0.71% 
(124) (1.75)* (.89) (-.01) (35.10)**** (1.16) ( -.02) (-1.62) (-.62) 

Press Report 1.88% 2.37% 2.62% 21.83% 0.44% -0.02% 1.03% 2.27% 
(184) (2.73)*** (1.87)* (1.77)* (27.28)**** (.64) ( -.02) (.94) (1.39) 

Product News 1.62% 0.51% 0.41% 21.88% 0.58% 0.27% 0.14% -0.35% 
(114) (2.21)** (.53) (.34) (26.04)**** (.67) (.24) (.10) (-.23) 

Multiple News 1.05% 0.70% -0.05% 22.11% -0.49% -1.11% -1.14% -1.83% 
(192) (2.16)** (.99) (-.05) (26.33)**** (-.89) (-1.53) (-1.60) (-1.64) 

Total Info 0.94% 0.52% 0.09% 19.57% 0.39% 0.00% 0.05% 0.22% 
(969) (4.59)**** (1.77)* (.26) (83.44)**** (1.44) (.01) (.12} (.45) 

*significant at . I O**significant at . 05***significant at . 0 I*** *significant at .00 I 
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Table 12. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

for Negative Trigger Events 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for negative triggers according to the type of information announcement. There is no 
separation by period. Agreement announcements include both strategic alliances and joint ventures. Financial announcements are 
primarily earnings announcements although other financial news is also included. Press reports are all announcements not in other 
categories. If more than one type of news occurred for the day before to the day after the event, then event was classified as a multiple 
news event. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each type of announcement is the number of 
firms that had an announcement of that type. 

NEGATIVE TRIGGERS 

Info Type (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1,+3) (+1, +5) 

Acquisition -2.4% -1.94% -4.44% -17.80 2.51% 5.48% 10.82% 6.69% 
(8) (-1.91)* (-1.23) (-1.43) (-20.59)**** (1.33) (2.60)** (2.68)** (1.75) 

Agreement -2.48% -2.92% -3.60% -17.78% 0.23% 0.30% 0.55% 1.97% 
(48) (-2.81)*** (-1.97)* (-1.72)* (-25.41)**** (.14) (.13) (.22) (.76) 

Financial -0.47% -0.97% -0.80% -21.21% -0.89% -1.05% -1.79% -3.19% 
(160) (-1.12) (-1.81) (-1.25) (-43.23)**** (-1.24) (-1.19) (-1.84)* (-3.14)*** 

Press Report -2.33% -3.41% -4.28% -19.35% 0.07% 1.19% 0.38% 0.77% 
(80) (-3.96)**** (-3.49)**** (-3.88)**** (-36.91)**** (.05) (.73) (.20) (.389) 

Product News -1.08% -1.49% -3.64% -19.04% -0.80% -0.47% 0.32% 1.76% 
(45) (-1.44) (-1.68)* (-2.94)*** (-19.65)**** (-.51) ( -.02) (.13) (.67) 

Multiple News -2.21% -2.30% -1.99% -20.77% -0.13% -0.13% 0.61% -1.65% 
(97) (-3.62)**** (-2.63)*** (-1.72)* (-26.34)**** (-.12) (-.09) (.38) (-.95) 

Total Info -1.51% -2.00% -2.35% -20.11% -0.35% -0.07% -0.16% -0.87% 
(438) (-5.81)**** (-5.26)**** (-4.86)**** {-66.91)** * * ( -. 73) {-.11) {-.22) (-1.13) 

*significant at. JO**significant at . 05***significant at. OJ ****significant at. 001 
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Table. 13 Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

for Positive Trigger Events During the Quiet Period 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs during the quiet period for positive triggers according to the type of information 
announcement. There is no separation by period. Agreement announcements include both strategic alliances and joint ventures. 
Financial announcements are primarily earnings announcements although other financial news is also included. Press reports are all 
announcements not in other categories. If more than one type of news occurred for the day before to the day after the event, then 
event was classified as a multiple news event. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each type 
of announcement is the number of firms that had an announcement ofthat type. 

POSITIVE TRIGGERS 
Info Trl!e (-1, -1) (-2, -1} (-3, -1) (0, 0) {+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1,+5) 

Acquisition -6.78% -10.15% -9.27% 15.86% 5.15% 3.12% 0.44% -5.62% 
(1) 

Agreement -2.93% -3.37% -1.68% 22.67% 13.16% 14.03% 12.17% 14.83% 
(15) (-1.29) (-.93) (-.30) (11.02)**** (3.51)*** (3.26)*** (2.65)** (2.66)** 

Financial 5.32% 5.05% 1.33% 20.87% 1.38% -0.15% -1.17% 0.91% 
(13) (1.62) (1.29) (.35) (13.86)**** (.48) (-.04) (-.42) (.35) 

Press Report 1.28% 2.045 1.63% 20.5% 3.76% 4.23% 4.45% 6.89% 
(29) (.73) (1.01) (.71) (17.09)**** (2.30)* * (1.78)* (1.36) (.90) 

Product News 5.93% -.00% 1.68% 22.94% -1.86% 5.48% 4.30% 5.25% 
(7) (1.03) (-.01) (.31) (7.45)**** (-.84) (.88) (.78) (.85) 

Multiple News 4.14% 6.70% 8.84% 31.76% -7.35% -7.85% -11.64% -7.36% 
(8) (2.01)* (2.26)* (3.03)** (3.45)** (-5.41)**** ( -3.17)* * * (-4.07)*** (-1.81) 

Total Info 1.78% 1.61% 1.54% 22.41% 3.53% 4.24% 3.20 5.57% 
(73) {1.48) (1.15) (.90) (17.70)**** (2.65)** (2.51)*** (1.67)* (1.63) 

*significant at .1 O**significant at. 05***significant at. OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 14. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

for Negative Trigger Events During the Quiet Period 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs during the quiet period for negative triggers according to the type of information 
announcement. There is no separation by period. Agreement announcements include both strategic alliances and joint ventures. 
Financial announcements are primarily earnings announcements although other financial news is also included. Press reports are all 
announcements not in other categories. If more than one type of news occurred for the day before to the day after the event, then 
event was classified as a multiple news event. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each type 
of announcement is the number of firms that had an announcement ofthat type. 

NEGATIVE TRIGGERS 
Info Tn~e (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Acquisition 
(0) 

Agreement -1.90% -0.04% -2.67% -17.78% 2.29% 5.80% 8.88% 4.79% 
(6) (-.67) (-.85) (-.38) (-11.84)**** (.306) (.86) (2.32)* (.92) 

Financial -0.96% -8.90% -8.90% -22.58% 10.74% 14.34% 13.58% 13.22% 
(2) (-.41) ( -1.89) ( -1.89) (-4.67) (.94) (.96) (.92) (1.07) 

Press Report -4.77% -8.52% -7.41% -18.45% 6.61% 13.95% 19.04% 14.35% 
(5) (-2.14)* ( -1.97) ( -1.65) (-13.66)**** (1.15) (2.20)* (3.22)* * (1.58) 

Product News -0.64% -1.89% -5.83% -16.11% -0.99% -6.55% -4.18% 2.21% 
(5) (-.33) (-.73) (-1.26) (-12.1)**** (-.22) ( -1.50) ( -1.37) (.22) 

Multiple News -3.18% -3.36% -6.68% -15.34% -5.55% -6.82% 0.83% -0.06% 
(7) (-.88) (-.64) (-1.28) (-80.51)**** (-1.53) (-.94) (.08) (-.06) 

Total Info -2.50% -4.72% -5.87% -17.28% 0.98% 2.11% 6.42% 5.35% 
(25) (-1.91)* (-2.28)** (-2.40)** (-25.05)**** (.37) (.61) (1.76)* (1.31) 

*significant at .1 O**significant at . 05***significant at . OJ* ***significant at . 001 
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Table 15. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

for Positive Trigger Events During the Lockup Period 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs during the lockup period for positive triggers according to the type of information 
announcement. There is no separation by period. Agreement announcements include both strategic alliances and joint ventures. 
Financial announcements are primarily earnings announcements although other financial news is also included. Press reports are all 
announcements not in other categories. If more than one type of news occurred for the day before to the day after the event, then 
event was classified as a multiple news event. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each type 
of announcement is the number of firms that had an announcement of that type. 

POSITIVE TRIGGERS 
Info T~~e (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Acquisition 1.36% 0.27% -0.15% 20.81% 2.38% 2.37% 1.88% 2.18% 
(26) (1.10) (.19) (-.08) (9.97)**** (1.39) (.98) (.82) (.87) 

Agreement 0.99% 0.63% -0.40% 21.97% 0.81% -0.01% 0.05% 0.45% 
(83) (1.44) (.60) (-.30) (24.46)**** (.80) (-.01) (.03) (.26) 

Financial 1.56% 1.34% 0.72% 20.44% 1.94% 0.37% -1.44% 0.31% 
(54) (1.90)* (1.13) (.53) (25.60)**** (1.27) (.21) ( -.81) (.15) 

Press Report 1.97% 2.26% 3.03% 22.36% 0.67% -0.13% 1.30% 2.30% 
(81) (1.70)* (1.53) (1.67)* (16.26)* * * * (.60) (-.09) (.83) (1.32) 

Product News 0.70% -0.80% -1.74% 22.07% -0.32% -0.29% -0.84% -1.92% 
(58) (.71) (-.55) ( -1.05) (18.26)**** (-.29) (-.19) (-.42) (-.86) 

Multiple News 0.74% 0.27% -0.21% 22.10% 0.85% 0.44% 0.01% -1.40% 
(93) (.97) (.28) ( -.15) (16.05)* * * * (1.05) (.40) (.01) (-.90) 

Total Info 1.19% 0.74% 0.32% 21.81% 0.88% 0.24% 0.08% 0.14% 
(395) (3.10)*** (1.42) (.49) (41.19l**** (1.91)* (.40) (.12) (.18) 

*significant at . 10**significant at . 05** *significant at. 01 ****significant at . 001 
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Table 16. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

for Negative Trigger Events During the Lockup Period 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs during the lockup period for negative triggers according to the type of information 
announcement. There is no separation by period. Agreement announcements include both strategic alliances and joint ventures. 
Financial announcements are primarily earnings announcements although other financial news is also included. Press reports are all 
announcements not in other categories. If more than one type of news occurred for the day before to the day after the event, then 
event was classified as a multiple news event. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each type 
of announcement is the number of firms that had an announcement of that type. 

NEGATIVE TRIGGERS 
Info Tiee (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1,+1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Acquisition -3.64% -3.45% -5.68% -17.06% 3.39% 7.76% 14.56% 8.36% 
(4) ( -1.89) (-4.82)** (-5.39)** (-14.03)**** (.92) (1.90) (1.85) (1.10) 

Agreement -2.43% -1.73% -3.39% -18.34% -2.18% -3.84% -1.21% 1.09% 
(22) (-1.73)* (-.67) (-.95) (-15.37)* ** * ( -1.09) (-1.12) (-.34) (.26) 

Financial 0.46% 0.25% 0.27% -20.94% -1.11% -1.72% -2.88% -4.32% 
(63) (.74) (.28) (.27) (-25.11)**** (-.98) (-1.15) (-1.90)* (-2.43)** 

Press Report -2.45% -3.17% -3.07% -19.93% -0.51% 0.82% 1.05% 0.97% 
(33) (-2.40)** (-1.83)* ( -1.48) (-19.76)**** ( -.43) (.40) (.52) (.41) 

Product News -1.62% -2.18% -3.93% -20.16% -2.33% -0.96% -0.84% 1.74% 
(22) ( -1.55) ( -1.76)* (-2.32)** (-11.81)**** (-.87) (-.28) (-.22) (.42) 

Multiple News -2.02% -1.46% -1.37% -20.54% -0.04% 0.82% 0.45% -2.97% 
(44) (-2.45)** (-1.15) (-.78) (-18.29)**** (-.03) (.38) (.19) (-1.15) 

Total Info -1.30% -1.35% -1.75% -20.19% -0.93% -0.64% -0.60% -1.47% 
(188) (-3.23)*** (-2.18)** (-2.21)** (-41.41)**** (-1.36) (-.65) (-.58) (-1.23) 

*significant at. IO**significant at. 05***significant at. 0 I ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 17. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

for Positive Trigger Events During the Post Lockup Period 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs during the post lockup period for positive triggers according to the type of information 
announcement. There is no separation by period. Agreement announcements include both strategic alliances and joint ventures. 
Financial announcements are primarily earnings announcements although other financial news is also included. Press reports are all 
announcements not in other categories. If more than one type of news occurred for the day before to the day after the event, then 
event was classified as a multiple news event. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each type 
of announcement is the number of firms that had an announcement ofthat type. 

POSITIVE TRIGGERS 
Info Tl:~e (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Acquisition 0.05% -0.51% 1.29% 24.46% 0.80% 1.20% 1.24% 1.62% 
(44) (.06) (-.56) (.75) (13.01)**** (.62) (.65) (.65) (.87) 

Agreement 1.04% 0.92% 1.03% 20.16% 1.13% 0.95% 1.15% 2.63% 
(66) (1.50) (1.00) (.91) (16.16)**** (1.13) (.72) (.78) (1.20) 

Financial -0.16% -0.76% -1.02% 21.82% -0.09% -0.35% -1.88% -2.04% 
(57) (-.17) (-.64) (-.72) (21.49)**** (-.11) (-.31) ( -1.54) ( -1.48) 

Press Report 2.02% 2.62% 2.57% 21.77% -1.11% -1.57% -0.60% 0.43% 
(74) (2.12)** (1.01) (.86) (17.83)**** (-1.11) (-.90) (-.35) (.22) 

Product News 2.09% 2.13% 2.77% 21.50% 2.00% 1.78% 0.70% 0.71% 
(49) (2.20)** (1.62) (1.55) (16.81)**** (1.35) (.11) (.34) (.31) 

Multiple News 1.10% 0.61% -0.67% 21.28% -1.26% -2.10% -2.01% -1.77% 
(91) (1.70)* (.56) (-.51) (30.10)**** (-1.61) (-2.12)** (-1.63) ( -1.05) 

Total Info 1.09% 0.91% 0.87% 21.66% 0.01% -0.53% -0.44% 0.09% 
(381) (3.18)*** (1.42) (1.12) (45.25)**** (.03) (-.91) (-.69) (.11) 

*significant at. I O**significant at. 05***significant at. OJ ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 18. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

for Negative Trigger Events During the Post Lockup Period 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs during the post lockup period for negative triggers according to the type of information 
announcement. There is no separation by period. Agreement announcements include both strategic alliances and joint ventures. 
Financial announcements are primarily earnings announcements although other financial news is also included. Press reports are all 
announcements not in other categories. If more than one type of news occurred for the day before to the day after the event, then 
event was classified as a multiple news event. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each type 
of announcement is the number of firms that had an announcement of that type . 

NEGATIVE TRIGGERS 
Info T~l.!e (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (1, 1) (1, 2) (1, 3) (1, 5) 

Acquisition -1.15% -0.44% -1.21% -18.53% 1.63% 3.20% 7.09% 5.02% 
(4) (-.71) (-.14) (-.25) (-14.44)**** (1.07) (4.16)** (3.28)** (1.74) 

Agreement -2.72% -3.87% -4.11% -17.17% 2.26% 3.22% -0.02% 2.09% 
(20) (-2.15)** (-2.22)** ( -1.60) (-17.53)**** (.93) (.94) (-.00) (.53) 

Financial -1.07% -1.62% -1.33% -21.36% -0.98% -0.93% -1.39% -2.79% 
(95) (-2.07)** (-2.42)** ( -1.59) (-34.87)**** (-1.08) (-.88) (-1.11) (-2.32)** 

Press Report -1.95% -3.00% -4.86% -19.00% -0.26% -0.03% -2.27% -0.99% 
(42) (-2.62)** (-2.55)** (-3.91)**** (-32.03)** ** (-.12) (-.01) (-.78) (-.32) 

Product News -0.53% -0.54% -2.69% -18.47% 1.13% 2.87% 2.99% 1.66% 
(18) (-.41) (-.36) (-1.33) (-16.15)**** (.65) (1.31) (.83) (.46) 

Multiple News -2.25% -2.95% -1.86% -21.82% 0.61% -0.02% 0.73% -0.54% 
(46) (-2.54)** (-2.50)** (-1.16) (-17.71)**** (.40) (-.01) (.35) (-.23) 

Total Info -1.58% -2.24% -2.45% -20.36% -0.02% 0.17% -0.52 % -1.07% 
(225) (-4.50)**** (-4.71)**** (-4.03)**** (-49.76)**** (-.03) (.21) (-.52) ( -1.06) 

*significant at .JO**significant at . 05***significant at. OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 19. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
for All Periods for Window ( + 1, + 1) Positive Triggers 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for positive triggers for window ( + 1, + 1) according to the type of information 
announcement. Returns are separated according to the period. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. 
The results of difference between the means tests are given in the last three columns along with the t statistic and the significance level 
of the difference test. 

Info Type (0, 0) All+ Quiet+ Lockup+ Post+ Means Means Means 
Test Q:L Test Q:P Test L:P 

Acquisition 23.0% 1.44% 5.15% 2.38% 0.80% 2.77% 4.35% 1.58% 
(16.39)**** (1.42) (1.39) (.62) (.31) (.51) (.74) 

Agreement 21.3% 2.07% 13.16% 0.81% 1.13% 12.35% 12.03% -0.31% 
(30.31)**** (2.66)*** (3.51)*** (.80) (1.13) (3.18)*** (3.10)*** ( -.22) 

Financial 21.12% 0.95% 1.38% 1.94% -0.09% -0.57% 1.47% 2.03% 
(35.10)**** (1.16) (.48) (1.27) (-.11) (-.17) (.49) (1.17) 

Press Report 21.83% 0.44% 3.76% 0.67% -1.11% 3.09% 4.87% 1.78% 
(27.28)**** (.64) (2.30)** (.60) (-1.11) (1.48) (2.57)* * (1.19) 

Product News 21.88% 0.58% -1.86% -0.32% 2.00% -1.53% -3.85% -2.32% 
(26.04)**** (.67) ( -.84) (-.29) (1.35) (-.46) (-.96) (-1.27) 

Multiple News 22.11% -0.49% -7.35% 0.85% -1.26% -8.20% -6.09% 2.11% 
(26.33)**** (-.89) (-5.41)**** (1.05) (-1.61) (-5.19)**** (-2.27)** (1.87)* 

Total Info 19.57% 0.39% 3.53% 0.88% 0.01% 2.65% 3.52% 0.87% 
(83.44)**** (1.44) (2.65)** (1.91)* (.03) (1.88)* (2.52)** (1.39) 

NO Info 19.57% 0.39% 2.32% -0.04% -0.05% 2.36% 2.37% 0.00% 
(83.44)**** (1.44) (3.02)*** (-.12) (-.12) (2.80)*** (2.67)* ** (.02) 

*significant at .I O**significant at . 05 ***significant at. 0 I ****significant at . 00 I 
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Table 20. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
for All Periods for Window(+ 1, + 1) Negative Triggers 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for negative triggers for window (+I, + 1) according to the type of information 
announcement. Returns are separated according to the period. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. 
The results of difference between the means tests are given in the last three columns along with the t statistic and the significance level 
of the difference test. 

Info Type (0, 0) All- Quiet- Lockup- Post- Means Means Means 
Test Q:L Test Q:P Test L:P 

Acquisition -17.80 2.51% 3.39% 1.63% 1.76% 
(-20.59)**** (1.33) (.92) (1.07) (.44) 

Agreement -17.78% 0.23% 2.29% -2.18% 2.26% 4.47% 0.03% -4.44% 
( -25.41)* * * * (.14) (.306) (-1.09) (.93) (.58) (.00) (-1.42) 

Financial -21.21% -0.89% 10.74% -1.11% -0.98% 11.85% 11.73% -0.13% 
(-43.23)* * * * (-1.24) (.94) (-.98) (-1.08) (1.81)* (1.83)* (-.09) 

Press Report -19.35% 0.07% 6.61% -0.51% -0.26% 7.12% 6.87% -0.25% 
(-36.91)**** (.05) (1.15) (-.43) (-.12) (1.21) (1.06) (-.10) 

Product News -19.04% -0.80% -0.99% -2.33% 1.13% 1.34% -2.12% -3.46% 
( -19.65)** ** (-.51) ( -.22) (-.87) (.65) (.22) (-.53) ( -1.03) 

Multiple News -20.77% -0.13% -5.55% -0.04% 0.61% -5.51% -6.16% -0.66% 
( -26.34)* * * * (-.12) (-1.53) (-.03) (.40) (-1.35) (-1.49) (-.31) 

Total Info -20.11% -0.35% 0.98% -0.93% -0.02% 1.91% 1.00% -0.91% 
(-66.91)**** ( -. 73) (.37) (-1.36) (-.03) (.70) (.36) ( -.94) 

NO Info -18.32% 0.71% -0.98% 0.47% 1.41% -1.45% -2.34% -0.94% 
( -67.31)* * ** (1.49) (-.56) (.72) (1.88)* (-.89) (-1.37) (-.96) 

*significant at .1 O**significant at. 05 ***significant at. 01 ****significant at. 001 
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Table 21. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
for All Periods for Window (+1, +3) Positive Triggers 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for positive triggers for window ( + 1, + 3) according to the type of information 
announcement. Returns are separated according to the period. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. 
The results of difference between the means tests are given in the last three columns along with the t statistic and the significance level 
of the difference test. 

Info Type (0, 0) All+ Quiet+ Lockup+ Post+ Means Means Means 
Test Q:L Test Q:P Test L:P 

Acquisition 23.0% 1.46% 0.44% 1.88% 1.24% -1.44% -0.80% 0.64% 
(16.39)**** (1.02) (.82) (.65) (-.12) (-.06) (.21) 

Agreement 21.3% 1.60% 12.17% 0.05% 1.15% 12.13% 11.02 -1.11% 
(30.31)**** (1.42) (2.65)** (.03) (.78) (2.82)*** (2.28)** ( -.49) 

Financial 21.12% -1.61% -1.17% -1.44% -1.88% 0.27% 0.70% 0.43% 
(35.10)**** (-1.62) (-.42) (-.81) (-1.54) (.07) (.23) (.20) 

Press Report 21.83% 1.03% 4.45% 1.30% -0.60% 3.15% 5.05% 1.90% 
(27.28)**** (.94) (1.36) (.83) (-.35) (.87) (1.47) (.82) 

Product News 21.88% 0.14% 4.30% -0.84% 0.70% 5.14% 3.60% -1.54% 
(26.04)**** (.10) (.78) (-.42) (.34) (.83) (.63) (-.53) 

Multiple News 22.11% -1.14% -11.64% 0.01% -2.01% -11.65% -9.62% 2.02% 
(26.33)**** ( -1.60) (-4.07)*** (.01) (-1.63) (-2.48)** (-2.27)** (1.11) 

Total Info 19.57% 0.05% 3.20 0.08% -0.44% 3.12% 3.65% 0.53% 
(83.44)**** (.12) (1.67)* (.12) (-.69) (1.53) (1.80)* (.55) 

NO Info 19.57% 0.05% 2.66% 0.12% -1.39% 2.54% 4.05% 1.51% 
(83.44)*** * (.12) (1.83)* (.22) (2.45)** (1.64) (2.59)** (1.91)* 

*significant at .JO**significant at .05***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 22. Effect of Type of Information Announcement 
for All Periods for Window (+1, +3) Negative Triggers 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for positive triggers for window ( + 1, + 3) according to the type of information 
announcement. Returns are separated according to the period. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. 
The results of difference between the means tests are given in the last three columns along with the t statistic and the significance level 
of the difference test. 

Info Type (0, 0) All- Quiet- Lockup- Post- Means Means Means 
Test Q:L Test Q:P Test L:P 

Acquisition -17.80 10.82% 14.56% 7.09% 7.47% 
(-20.59)**** (2.68)** (1.85) (3.28)** (.91) 

Agreement -17.78% 0.55% 8.88% -1.21% -0.02% 10.08% 8.89% -1.19% 
(-25.41)**** (.22) (2.32)* (-.34) (-.00) (1.39) (1.12) ( -.22) 

Financial -21.21% -1.79% 13.58% -2.88% -1.39% 16.45% 14.97% -1.49% 
( -43.23)* * * * (-1.84)* (.92) (-1.90)* (-1.11) (1.88)* (1.69)* ( -. 75) 

Press Report -19.35% 0.38% 19.04% 1.05% -2.27% 17.99% 21.41% 3.42% 
(-36.91)**** (.20) (3.22)** (.52) (-.78) (3.19)*** (2.36)** (.98) 

Product News -19.04% 0.32% -4.18% -0.84% 2.99% -3.43% -7.17% -3.83% 
(-19.65)**** (.13) ( -1.37) ( -.22) (.83) (-.68) (-1.01) (-.71) 

Multiple News -20.77% 0.61% 0.83% 0.45% 0.73% 3.78% 0.10% -0.28% 
( -26.34)* * * * (.38) (.08) (.19) (.35) (.04) (.01) (-.09) 

Total Info -20.11% -0.16% 6.42% -0.60% -0.52% 7.03% 6.94% -0.09% 
(-66.91)**** ( -.22) (1.76)* (-.58) (-.52) (1.85)* (1.83)* (-.06) 

NO Info -18.32% 1.74% 1.95% 1.83% 1.59% 0.12% 0.36% 0.24% 
(-67.31)* * * * (2.35)** (.67) (1.80)* (1.39) (.05) (.13) (.16) 

*significant at .1 O**significant at . 05***significant at . OJ*** *significant at . 001 
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Table 23. Effect of Venture Capital 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns Positive Triggers 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for positive triggers . Panel A contains events for IPOs that did not have venture capital. 
Panel B contains events for IPOs that did have venture capital. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. 
Below each period is the number of firms in that period and category. 

PANEL A: Events[or firms with No Venture Caf!.ital 
PERIOD {-1, -1) (-2, -1) {-3, -1) {0, 0) {+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet 1.57% 1.21% 1.20% 21.50% 2.98% 3.24% 4.05% 3.04% 
(69) (1.41) (.85) (.71) (13.90)**** (2.28)** (1. 70)* (1.60) (1.17) 

Lockup 1.51% 1.32% 0.71% 20.66% 0.89% 0.46% 0.36% 1.01% 
(348) (3.97)**** (2.59)*** (1.12) (44.11)**** (1.92)* (.80) (.56) (1.30) 

Postlock 1.02% 1.64% 1.23% 21.08% -0.58% -1.27% -1.64% -1.39% 
(296) (2.75)*** (2.18)** (1.38) (44.34)**** (-1.21) (-1.82)* (-2.33)** (-1.63) 

Overall 1.31% 1.44% 0.97% 20.92% 0.49% 0.01% -0.11% 0.21% 
(713) (4.98)**** (3.42)**** (1.91)* (62.15)**** (1.47) (.03) (-.23) (.37) 

PANEL B: Events for firms with Venture Caf!.ital 
PERIOD (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) {+1, +5) 

Quiet 1.10% -0.06% -0.76% 21.94% 2.56% 2.48% 2.35% 3.84% 
(181) (1.93)* ( -.08) (-.80) (33.93)**** (3.29)**** (2.31)** (1.81)* (2.10)** 

Lockup 0.63% 0.18% 0.07% 20.29% 0.04% -0.03% -0.08% 0.39% 
(496) (2.11)** (.42) (.13) (49.33)**** (.10) (-.55) (-.13) (.60) 

Post lock 1.13% 0.37% 0.16% 20.31% 0.37% -0.28% -0.38% -0.79% 
(428) (3.46)**** (.81) (.29) (52.41)**** (.93) (-.59) ( -.39) (-1.20) 

Overall 0.90% 0.21% -0.03% 20.40% 0.58% 0.18% 0.20% 0.50% 
(1105) (4.36)**** (.73) (-.08) (78.97) * * * * (2.24)** (.52) (.51) (1.01) 

*significant at .1 O**significant at . 05***significant at. 01 *'' **significant at .00 I 
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Table 24. Effect of Venture Capital 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns Negative Triggers 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for negative triggers. Panel A contains events for IPOs that did not have venture capital. Panel B 
contains events for IPOs that did have venture capital. Below each CAR is the t statistic followed by its significance level. Below each period is 
the number of firms in that period and category. 

PANEL A: Events for firms with No Venture Cap_ital 
PERIOD (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) {0, 0) (+1, +1} {+1, +2} (+1, +3} {+1, +5) 

Quiet -2.55% -5.18% -4.43% -18.36% 1.82% 3.19% 1.65% 1.97% 
(24) (-2.28)** (-3.44)*** -(2.97)*** (-32.14)**** (.85) (1.06) (.49) (.63) 

Lockup -1.11% -1.38% -2.27% -19.49% -0.11% -0.77% -0.34% 0.67% 
(152) (-2.76)*** (-2.38)** (-3.18)*** (-32.63)**** (-.18) ( -.90) (-.36) (.58) 

Postlock -1.40% -2.06% -2.28% -20.17% -0.01% -0.46% -0.47% -0.22% 
(171) (-4.12)**** (-4.26)**** (-4.03)**** ( -46.18)* ** * (-.14) (-51) (-.45) (-.19) 

Overall -1.35% -1.98% -2.42% -19.75% 0.03% -0.34% 0.27% 0.32% 
(347) (-5.31)**** (-5.41)**** (-5.62)**** (-57.82)**** (.07) (-38) (-.38) (.41) 

PANEL B: Events for firms with Venture Cap_ital 
PERIOD (-1, -1) (-2, -1) (-3, -1) (0, 0) (+1, +1) (+1, +2) (+1, +3) (+1, +5) 

Quiet -1.74% -2.64% -3.21% -16.56% -1.46% 0.38% 5.08% 3.73% 
(38) (-1.57) (-1.65) (-1.68) ( -34. 77)* * * * ( -. 73) (.15) (1.65) (1.24) 

Lockup -1.46% -2.10% -2.39% -19.24% -0.35% 0.76% 1.24% 0.68% 
(215) (-3.79)*** (-3.36)**** (-3.02)*** (-54.87)**** (-.50) (.79) (1.17) (.54) 

Postlock -1.77% -2.695 -2.89% -19.10% 1.10% 1.56% 0.99% 0.92% 
(204) (-4.47)**** (-4.88) * * * * (-3.85)**** (-44.91)**** (1.53) (1.76)* (.92) (.77) 

Overall -1.62% -2.41% -2.68% -18.95% 0.20% 1.09% 1.44% 1.04% 
(457) (6.03)**** (5.94)**** (-5.11)**** (-73.90}**** (.42) (1.71)* (1.97)** {1.24) 

*significant at .1 O**significant at. 05***significant at. OJ ****significant at .00 I 
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Table 25. Cross-Sectional Analysis 
Positive Triggers for Window ( + 1, + 1) 

CARjk =Po+ P1RAWTR/Gj +P2MKTCAPjk + P3LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ PsLIQ*INFjk +P~ANjk + P7VCjk + IPxjkNEWSxjk + IpyjkPERyjk + ejk 
The sample consists of 1818 events in which a firm experienced a one day raw return in excess of 15%. The CAR is for the one day window following the event. 
RA WTRlG is the initial day raw return; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; LIQ is the ratio of shares trades to share 
outstanding; UNDPRC is the issue day's underpricing; LIQ*INF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure times I if event has an information 
announcement; JAN is a dummy variable equal to I if event occurs in January; VC is a dummy variable that equals I if VC were involved in the !PO; ~NEWS is 
a dummy variable that may be expressed two ways- the first is the type of announcement as used in equations I and 4, the second is a general dummy variable if 
information of any kind; ~PER is a dummy variable that equals 1 if either the quiet or the post lockup period The last column has the adjusted R squared and the 
F statistic. Below each coefficient is the White's corrected t statistic and the significance level. 

Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc News Acq Agree Fin Press Prod Mull Quiet Post Adj R2 

stant Trig Cal! Pre lnf Dum F stat 
-0007 -.113 .001 .371 -.002 -.414 .002 -.0003 .036 .037 .025 .021 .023 .015 .023 -.005 .055 
(-.03) (-3.24) (.52) (4.50) (-1.09) (-5.08) (.25) (-.07) (3.30) (4.32) (2.78) (2.73) (2.41) (2.17) (3.29) (-1.25) (8.02) 

*** •••• **** .... . ... . .. . .. •• •• **** **** 
.003 -.112 .001 .370 -.002 -.417 .002 -.0004 .025 .024 -.005 .053 
(.14) (-3.20) () (4.49) () (-5.13) (.31) (-.06) (5.14) (3.29) (-1.21) (11.23) 

••• **** **** **** **** **** 
.010 -.Ill .364 -.415 .023 .023 -.005 .055 

(1.51) (-3.17) (4.39) (-5.06) (5.14) (3.29) (-1.11) (18.48) ... **** **** **** **** **** 
.010 -.112 .364 -.412 .036 .037 .025 .021 .023 .015 .023 -.005 .056 

(1.55) (-3.22) (4.40) (-5.02) (3.28) (4.33) (2.86) (2.74) (2.44) (2.05) (3.30) (-1.13) (10.81) 
••• **** **** ... **** ... . .. •• •• **** **** 

*significant at .1 O**significant at . 05***significant at. 01 ****significant at . 001 
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Table 26. Cross-Sectional Analysis 
Negative Triggers for Window (+1, +1) 

CARjh =Po+ P1RAWTR/Gj +PzMKTCAPjk + P1LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ PsLIQ*INFjh +P~ANjk + P1VCjk + IPxjkNEWSxjk + IPyjkPERyjk + ejk 
The sample consists of 804 events in which a firm experienced a one day raw return less than -15%. The CAR is for the one day window following the event. 
RA WTRJG is the initial day raw return ; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; LIQ is the ratio of shares trades to share 
outstanding; UNDPRC is the issue day's underpricing; LIQ* rNF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure times I if event has an information 
announcement; JAN is a dummy variable equal to I if event occurs in January; VC is a dummy variable that equals I ifVC were involved in the !PO; I:NEWS is 
a dummy variable that may be expressed two ways- the first is the type of announcement as used in equations I and 4, the second is a general dummy variable if 
information of any kind; I:PER is a dummy variable that equals I if either the quiet or the post lockup period The last column has the adjusted R squared and the 
F statistic. Below each coefficient is the White 's corrected t statistic and the significance level. 

Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc News Acq Agree Fin Press Prod Mull Quiet Post Adj R2 

slant Trig Ca~ Pre Inf Dum F stat 

.041 .019 -.003 -.042 -.007 .Ill .005 .005 .013 -.001 -.027 -.012 -.020 -.011 -.002 .009 .00 
(1.14) (.28) (-.86) (-.66) (-2.28) (1.32) (.49) (.75) (.62) (-.07) (-2 .34) (-.80) (-1.12) (-.86) (-.14) (1.30) (0.99) 

•• 
. 029 .023 -.002 -.037 -.006 .091 .003 .005 -.015 -.001 .008 .001 
(.86) (.33) (-.57) (-.66) (-2.10) (1.13) (.27) (.75) (-1.71) (-.07) (1.25) (1.09) 

• • 
.009 -.046 -.006 .090 -.016 -.002 .008 .005 

(1.25) (-.82) (-2.61) (1.12) (-1.79) (-. 10) (1.23) (1.69) ... • 
.006 .027 -.007 -.018 -.003 .008 .013 
(.60) (.51) (-2.87) (-2.06) (-.22) (1.25) (2.18) .. •• • 

*significant at .JO**significant at .05***significant at .0/****significant at .001 
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Table 27. Cross-Sectional Analysis 
Positive Triggers for Window ( + 1, + 3) 

CARjk = Po+ PIRAWTR/Gj +PzMKTCAPjk + P3LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ PsLIQ*/NFjk +PrrfANjk + P7VCjk + IPxjk NEWSxjk + IP>1kPERyjk + ejk 
The sample consists of 1818 events in which a firm experienced a one day raw return in excess of 15%. The CAR is for the three day window following the 
event. RA WTRIG is the initial day raw return ; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; L!Q is the ratio of shares trades to 
share outstanding; VNDPRC is the issue day's underpricing; LIQ*INF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure times I if event has an information 
announcement; JAN is a dummy variable equal to I if event occurs in January; VC is a dummy variable that equals I if VC were involved in the IPO; I:NEWS is 
a dummy variable that may be expressed two ways-the first is the type of announcement as used in equations I and 4, the second is a general dummy variable if 
information of any kind; I:PER is a dummy variable that equals I if either the quiet or the post lockup period The last column has the adjusted R squared and the 
F statistic . Below each coefficient is the White's corrected t statistic and the significance level. 

Eq Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc News Acq Agree Fin Press Prod Mull Quiet Post Adj R2 

slant Trig Cal! Pre lnf Dum F stat 
.013 -.227 .001 .46 .001 -.586 -.003 -.001 .055 .044 .012 .042 .033 .020 .028 -.010 .056 
(.40) (-4.64) (.41) (4.34) (.57) (-5.72) (-.25) (-.13) (3.52) (3.63) (1.09) (3.58) (2.23) (1.85) (2.29) (-1.65) (8.14) .... **** . ... **** **** **** .. . •• • 

2 .015 -.226 .001 .456 .001 -.584 -.002 -.001 .033 .028 -.010 .054 
(.40) (-4.65) (.40) (4.40) (.51) (-5.79) (-.18) (-.12) (4.70) (2.33) (-1.63) (11.26) 

•••• **** **** .. **** 
3 .027 -.226 .457 -.585 .034 .029 -.010 .055 

(2.79) (-4.66) (4.45) (-5.83) (4.94) (2.40) (-1.63) (18.62) 
••• • ••• **** ••• **** •• **** 

4 .027 -.226 .458 -.587 .055 .046 .013 .042 .033 .022 .028 -.020 .057 
(2.80) (-4.66) (4.46) (-5.84) (3.48) (3.81) (1.17) (3.64) (2.20) (2.18) (2.38) (-1.65) (10.99) ... **** •••• • •• **** **** **** •• .. •• • **** 

*significant at .I O**significant at .05 ***significant at. 0 I ****significant at .00 I 
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Table 28. Cross-Sectional Analysis 
Negative Triggers for Window (+1, +3) 

CARjk = Po+ P1RAWTR1Gj +P2MKTCAPjk + P3LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ PsLIQ*INFjk +P~ANjk + P1VCjk + IPxjkNEWSxjk + I:pyjkPERyjk + ejk 
The sample consists of 1818 events in which a firm experienced a one day raw return less than -15%. The CAR is for the three day window following the event. 
RA WTRJG is the initial day raw return ; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; LIQ is the ratio of shares trades to share 
outstanding; UNDPRC is the issue day 's underpricing; LIQ*INF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure times I if event has an information 
announcement; JAN is a dummy variable equal to I if event occurs in January; VC is a dummy variable that equals I if VC were involved in the !PO; :ENEWS is 
a dummy variable that may be expressed two ways- the first is the type of announcement as used in equations I and 4, the second is a general dummy variable if 
information of any kind; I: PER is a dummy variable that equals I if either the quiet or the post lockup period The last column has the adjusted R squared and the 
F statistic. Below each coefficient is the White 's corrected t statistic and the significance level. 

Eq Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc News Acq Agree Fin Press Prod Mutt Quiet Post Adj R2 

stant Trig CaE Pre Inf Dum F stat 
.082 -.104 -.007 -.300 -.003 .274 -.006 .020 .084 -.019 -.048 -.025 -.028 -.021 .033 .003 .010 

(1.36) (-1.10) ( -1.33) (-2.04) (-.60) (I. 74) (-.36) (1.93) (2.11) ( -. 73) (-3.00) (-1.14) ( -1.07) (-1.02) ( 1.37) (.24) (1 .57) 
** * * ** * 

2 .067 -.094 -.005 -.291 -.002 .241 -.009 .020 -.028 .033 .001 .007 
( 1.09) ( -1.03) ( -1.06) (-1.92) ( -.43) (1.46) ( -.46) ( 1.92) (-2.01) (1.41) (.10) (1.57) 

* * ** 
3 .016 -.246 .234 .016 -.028 .030 .0008 .008 

( 1.31) ( -1.69) ( 1.41) ( 1.59) (-2.03) (1.30) (.06) (2.06) 
* ** * 

4 .109 -.008 -.086 .019 .098 -.027 .032 .002 .013 
(2.09) (-2.01) (-1.24) (1.87) (2.54) ( -2.30) ( 1.34) (.19) (2.55) 

** ** * ** ** ** 

*significant at .1 O**significant at. 05 ***significant at. 01 ****significant at. 001 
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Table 29. Cross-Sectional Analysis 
Positive Triggers for Window ( + 1, +5) 

CARjk =Po+ P1RAWTRJGj +P1MKTCAPjk + P1LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ PsLIQ*JNFjk +Pr,JA~k + P7VCjk + IPxjkNEWSxjk + IpyjkPERyjk + ejk 
The sample consists of 1818 events in which a finn experienced a one day raw return in excess of 15%. The CAR is for the five- day window following the 
event. RA WTRIG is the initial day raw return; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the finn two days prior to the event; LIQ is the ratio of shares trades to 
share outstanding; UNDPRC is the issue day's underpricing; LIQ*INF is an interaction variable that equals the L!Q figure times I if event has an information 
announcement; JAN is a dummy variable equal to I if event occurs in January; VC is a dummy variable that equals I if VC were involved in the I PO; LNEWS is 
a dummy variable that may be expressed two ways- the first is the type of announcement as used in equations I and 4, the second is a general dummy variable if 
information of any kind; LPER is a dummy variable that equals I if either the quiet or the post lockup period The last column has the adjusted R squared and the 
F statistic Below each coefficient is the White's corrected t statistic and the significance level. 

Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc News 
slant Trig Ca]! Pre lnf Dum 
.017 -.189 .001 .323 -.001 -.448 -.003 -.000 
(.42) (-3.16) (.31) (2.18) ( -.48) (-3.02) (-.27) (-.08) 

*** ** *** 
.002 -.190 .00 1 .323 -.001 -.446 -.003 -.001 .032 
(.51) (-3.26) (.23) (2.23) (-.51) (-3.07) (-.21) (-.09) (3.52) 

*** ** **** **** 
.028 -.190 .318 -.444 .032 

(2.38) (-3.26) (2.20) (-3.06) (3.55) 
** *** ** *** •••• 

.028 -.188 .3 18 -.446 
(2.35) (-3.13) (2.09) (-3.06) 

** *** ** *** 

*significant at .IO**signijicant at .05***signijicant at .0/****signijicant at .001 
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Acq Agree Fin Press Prod 

.052 .050 .015 .048 .021 
(3.13) (3.25) (1.19) (2.71) ( 1.25) 
*** *** *** 

.051 .049 .016 .o.n .o21 
(3.09) (3.28) (1.22) (2.72) (1.26) 
*** *** *** 

Mull 

.012 
(.84) 

.011 
(.85) 

Quiet 

.03 1 
(1.96) 

** 
.033 

(2.02) 
** 

.032 
(2.02) 

** 
.031 

(1.97) 
** 

Post Adj R' 
F stat 

-.017 .030 
(-2.35) (4.77) 

** **** 
-.01 7 .028 

(-2.35) (6.13) 
** **** 

-.017 .029 
(-2.36) (10.19) 

** **** 
-.017 .032 

(-2.36) (6.481) 
** 



Table 30. Cross-Sectional Analysis 
Negative Triggers for Window (+1, +5) 

CARjk = Po+ P1RA WTR/Gj +P1MKTCAPjk + P3LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ p.;LIQ*lNFjk +Pr,JANjk + P1VCjk +EPxjkNEWSxjk + .EP_.ikPERrjk + ejk 
The sample consists of 804 events in which a finn experienced a one day raw return less than -15%. The CAR is for the five-day window following the event. 
RA WTRIG is the initial day raw return; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; LlQ is the ratio of shares trades to share 
outstanding; UNDPRC is the issue day's underpricing; LIQ*INF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure times I if event has an information 
announcement; JAN is a dummy variable equal to I if event occurs in January; VC is a dummy variable that equals I ifVC were involved in the !PO; LNEWS is 
a dummy variable that may be expressed two ways- the first is the type of announcement as used in equations I and 4, the second is a general dummy variable if 
information of any kind ; LPER is a dummy variable that equals I if either the quiet or the post lockup period The last column has the adjusted R squared and the 
F statistic . Below each coefficient is the White's corrected t statistic and the significance level. 

Eq Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc News Acq Agree Fin Press Prod Mult Quiet Post Adj R2 

stant Trig Ca~ Pre lnf Dum F stat 
.092 -.068 -.006 -.299 -.009 .288 .005 .010 .031 -.008 -.075 -.030 -.021 -.049 .018 .004 .016 

(1.36) (-.63) (-1.01) ( -2.26) (-1.81) (1.92) (.23) (.90) (.78) (-.32) (-4.18) ( -1.29) ( -. 72) (-2.21) (.75) (.28) (1.89) 
** * * **** ** ** 

2 .064 -.053 -.003 -.284 -.008 .212 -.000 .011 -.042 .021 .001 .010 
(.92) (-.63) (-.55) ( -2.05) (-1.62) (1.35) (-.03) (.99) ( -2.69) (.88) (.08) ( 1.84) 

** *** ** 
3 .040 -.269 -.009 .216 -.042 .019 .0003 .014 

(3.11) ( -2.05) (-2.19) ( 1.37) (-2.70) (.80) (.00) (2.92) 
*** ** ** *** *** 

4 .098 -.005 -.224 -.010 .200 -.064 -.038 .016 .002 .021 
(1.44) (-928) ( -1.85) ( -1.88) ( 1.43) ( -4.25) (-1.84) (.68) (.16) (3.13) 

* * **** * *** 
*significant at .1 0* *significant at. OS***significant at . 01 ****significant at .001 
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Table 31. Cross-Sectional Analysis by Sign of CAR and Period 
Positive Triggers and Positive Responses 

CARjk =Po+ P1RAWTR/Gj +P1MKTCAPjk + P3LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ P.;LIQ*INFjk +PrrfA~k + P7VCjk + IPxjkNEWSxjk + Ejk 
The sample consists of 789 events in which a firm experiences a one-day raw return in excess of 15% and a positive response for the three-day window (+ I , + 3 ). 
For comparison purposes, the overall result is first , then the total for positive responses and next the responses according to period. RA WTRIG is the initial day 
raw return ; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; UQ is the ratio of shares trades to share outstanding; UNDPRC is the 
issue day's underpricing; LIQ*INF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure times I if event has an information announcement; JAN is a dummy 
variable equal to I if event occurs in January ; VC is a dummy variable that equals I ifVC were involved in the !PO; :ENEWS is a dummy variable that equals I 
if announcement is information about an acquisition, a joint venture agreement, earnings or other financial news, any other press report, product news or multiple 
announcements .The last column has the adjusted R squared and the F statistic . Below each coefficient is the White's corrected t statistic and the significance 
level. 

Re Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc News Acq Agree Fin 
s~onse stant Trig Ca~ Pre lnf Dum 
Overall .003 -.221 .002 .460 .002 -.591 -.006 .001 .048 .041 .009 

1811 (.08) ( -4.55) (.70) (4.36) (.59) (-5.71) (-.59) (.17) (3.09) (3.31) (.83) 

**** **** **** *** **** 
+total -.020 .049 .008 .459 .004 -.583 -.004 .004 .004 .034 .004 

789 ( -.49) (.67) (2.25) (3.87) ( 1.24) (-3.95) ( -.35) (.43) (.18) (2.23) (.28) 
** **** **** ** 

+quiet 1 -.160 -.394 .030 .740 -.005 -.881 -.039 -.006 .026 
118 (-.88) ( -1.00) (2.31) (2.11) ( -.21) ( -.95) (-1.12) ( -.13) (.50) 

** ** 
+lock -.094 .212 .012 .217 .004 -.178 -.010 -.006 .021 .014 .014 
370 ( -1.57) (1.85) (2.35) ( 1.20) (.95) (-.72) (-.50) (-.53) (.74) (.53) (.54) 

* ** 
+post .086 .036 -.003 .546 .002 -.747 .028 .010 .024 .045 .020 
299 (1.56) (.65) ( -. 76) (8.59) (.56) (-5. 76) (2.07) ( 1.00) (.81) (2.54) (1.38) 

**** **** * ** 
*significant at./ O**significant at. 05***significant at. 01 ****significant at. 001 

1 Quiet period shown with overall information dummy since individual information dummies yielded biased estimators. 
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Press Prod Mutt Adj R 
F stat 

.040 .028 .014 .049 
(3.44) (1.94) (1.31) (8.19) 
**** ** **** 
.035 .055 .007 .069 

(2.28) (2.96) (.58) (5.47) 
** *** **** 

.032 
( 1.49) 

.016 .028 -.005 .032 
(.77) (1.08) ( -.30) (1.94) 

** 
.051 .096 .051 .146 

(2.34) (3.74) (3.07) (4.94) 
** **** **** **** 



Table 32. Cross-Sectional Analysis by Sign of CAR and Period 
Positive Triggers and Negative Responses 

CARjk =Po+ P1RAWTR!Gj +P1MKTCAPjk + P3LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ P5LIQ*INF)k +p6JANjk + P7VCjk + IPxjkNEWSxjk + ejk 
The sample consists of 1021 events in which a firm experiences a one day raw return in excess of 15% and a negative response for the three-day window (+ I, 
+ 3). For comparison purposes, the overall result is first , then the total for negative responses and next the responses according to period. RA WTRIG is the initi al 
day raw return; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; LIQ is the ratio of shares trades to share outstanding; UNDPRC is 
the issue day 's underpricing; LIQ*INF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure times I if event has an information announcement; JAN is a dummy 
variable equal to 1 if event occurs in January ; VC is a dummy variable that equals 1 if VC were involved in the !PO; l:NEWS is a dummy variable that equals I 
if announcement is information about an acquisition, a joint venture agreement, earnings or other financial news, any other press report, product news or multiple 
announcements.The last column has the adjusted R squared and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the White 's corrected t statistic and the significance 
level. 

Re Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc Dum Acq Agree Fin Press Prod Mult Adj R2 

sponse stant Trig Cap Pre lnf lnf F stat 
Overall .003 -.221 .002 .460 .002 -.591 -.006 .001 .048 .041 .009 .040 .028 .0 14 .049 

1811 (.08) (-4.55) (.70) (4.36) (.59) (-5.71) (-.59) (.17) (3.09) (3.31) (.83) (3.44) (1.94) (1.31) (8.19) 
**** **** **** *** **** **** ** **** 

-total .039 -.173 -.064 .098 .002 -.177 -.003 -.009 .030 .001 -.003 .001 -.006 -.002 .117 
1021 (1.64) (-4.45) ( -3.39) ( 1.17) (1.45) (-2.03) ( -.42) (-2.24) (2.60) (.18) ( -.41) (.15) ( -. 72) (-.29) (I 1.37) 

**** **** ** ** *** **** 
-quiet .042 -.130 -.007 .286 .002 -.301 -.032 -.027 .003 .063 

130 (.56) (-2.51) (-1.17) (I. 79) (.27) (-1.99) (-1.09) ( -2.27) (.19) (2.09) 
** * ** ** ** 

-lock .006 -.166 -.003 .008 .002 -.096 -.002 -.012 .018 -.003 -.017 .004 -.020 -.011 .125 
469 (.17) (-2.67) (- 1.24) (.06) (.87) (-.68) (-.1 7) (-2.12) (1.38) (-.23) (- 1.35) (.35) (-1.42) (-.93) (6.18) 

*** ** **** 
-post .036 -.179 -.009 .157 .003 -.249 -.005 -.0007 .038 .002 .010 -.009 -.0000 -.004 .119 
420 (1.71) ( -3.59) (-2.93) (1.39) (1.22) ( -2.20) ( -.46) (-.10) (2.23) (.18) (.94) (-.62) ( -.00) (.40) (5.35) 

* **** *** ** ** **** 
*significant at . I O**significant at .05 ***significant at. 0 I ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 33. Cross-Sectional Analysis by Sign of CAR and Period 
Negative Triggers and Positive Responses 

CARjk = Po+ P1RA WTR/Gj +P2MKTCAPjk + P3L1Qjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ PsLIQ*INF)k +Pr,JANjk + P1VCjk + LPxjk NEWSxjk + cjk 
The sample consists of 421 events in which a firm experienced a one day raw return less than -15% and a positive response for the three-day 
window (+ 1, +3). ). For comparison purposes, the overall result is first, then the total for positive responses and next the responses according to 
period. RA WTRJG is the initial day raw return; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; LIQ is the ratio 
of shares trades to share outstanding; UNDPRC is the issue day's underpricing; LIQ*INF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure 
times I if event has an information announcement; JAN is a dummy variable equal to I if event occurs in January; VC is a dummy variable that 
equals I if VC were involved in the IPO; INEWS is a dummy variable that equals I if announcement is information about an acquisition, a joint 
venture agreement, earnings or other financial news, any other press report, product news or multiple announcements.The last column has the adjusted 

R squared and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the White's corrected t statistic and the significance level. 

Re Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc Dum Acq Agree Fin Press Prod Mult 
sponse stant Trig Cap Pre lnf lnf 
Overall .076 -.088 -.006 -.287 -.004 .268 -.008 .o20 .081 -.019 -.050 -.026 -.028 -.021 

800 ( 1.27) (-.92) (-1.45) (-2.02) ( -. 79) (I. 74) (-.43) ( 1.92) (2.07) (-.70) (-3.20) (-1.17) (- 1.07) (-1.06) 
** * * ** *** 

+total .022 -.095 .005 -.160 -.003 .118 -.014 .025 .002 .005 -.028 .007 .002 .015 
424 (418) (- 1.06) (1.13) (-2.18) (-.82) (.98) (-1048) (2.96) (.06) (.28) (-1.91) (.43) (.10) (.84) 

** *** * 
+quiet .163 -.236 -.007 -.532 .080 1.250 -.044 .023 -.009 

35 (.70) (-.34) (-.41) ( -.95) (1.26) (2.25) (-1.04) (.53) (-.16) 
** 

+lock -.012 -.137 .007 -.166 -.003 .071 -.029 .022 .033 -.028 -.049 -.017 .011 .024 
189 (-.18) ( -1.26) ( 1.35) (-1.32) (-.67) (.42) ( -1.64) (1.86) (.53) ( -1.28) (-2.41) (-. 72) (.31) ( 1.08) 

* ** 
+post .057 -.118 .001 -.136 -.011 .085 .0001 .031 -.024 .075 -.015 .008 .023 -.004 

198 (.63) ( -. 76) (.17) ( 1.82) (-1.32) (.60) (.00) (2.47) ( -1.20) (2.17) ( -. 75) (.35) ( 1.19) (-.16) 
* ** ** 

*significant at .I O**significant at. 05** *significant at. 0 I ****significant at . 00 I 
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Adj R2 

F stat 
.010 

( 1.61) 
* 

.031 
(2.04) 

** 
.008 

( 1.04) 

.059 
( 1.91) 

** 
.018 

( 1.27) 



Table 34. Cross-Sectional Analysis by Sign of CAR and Period 
Negative Triggers and Negative Responses 

CARjk =Po+ P1RAWTR/Gj +PzMKTCAPjk + P3LIQjk + P4UNDPRCjk+ PsLIQ*/NFjk +pr,JANjk + P7VCjk + IPxjkNEWSxjk + ejk 
The sample consists of 375 events in which a firm experienced a one day raw return less than -15% and a negative response for the three-day 
window (+I, + 3). For comparison purposes, the overall result is first, then the total for negative responses and next the responses according to the 
period . RA WTRJG is the initial day raw return ; MKTCAP is the natural log of the size of the firm two days prior to the event; LIQ is the ratio of 
shares trades to share outstanding; UNDPRC is the issue day's underpricing; LIQ*fNF is an interaction variable that equals the LIQ figure times I 
if event has an information announcement; JAN is a dummy variable equal to I if event occurs in January; VC is a dummy variable that equals I if 
VC were involved in the I PO ; I:NEWS is a dummy variable that equals I if announcement is information about an acquisition, a joint venture 
agreement, earnings or other financial news, any other press report , product news or multiple announcements. The last column has the adjusted 
R squared and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the White's corrected t statistic and the significance level. 

Re Con Raw Mkt Liq Und Liq* Jan vc Dum Acq Agree Fin Press Prod Mult 
sponse stant Trig Cap Pre lnf lnf 
Overall .076 -.088 -.006 -.287 -.004 .268 -.008 .020 .081 -.019 -.050 -.026 -.028 -.021 

800 ( 1.27) ( -.92) (-1.45) (-2.02) (-.79) (1.74) (-.43) ( 1.92) (2.07) (-. 70) (-3 .20) ( -1.17) ( -1.07) ( -1.06) 
** * * ** *** 

-total -.020 .001 -.007 -.005 -.001 .105 -.004 -.004 -.029 .008 -.016 -.031 .001 
375 (-.33) (.02) (-1.40) (-.03) ( -.29) (519) (-.21) ( -.40) ( -.97) (.44) ( -.62) (-1.22) (.05) 

-quiet .-340 -1.104 .013 -1.143 -.037 1.016 -.077 -.074 
25 (-2.02) (-2.16) (1.48) ( -6. 79) (-1.37) (3.34) (-2.52) (-1.41) 

* ** **** *** ** 
-lock .137 .030 -.020 .286 .007 -.281 -.026 -.0004 -.041 .011 .048 -.019 .035 
174 ( 1.41) (.24) (-2.56) (1.91) ( 1.00) ( -1.69) ( -.86) (-.03) (-.87) (.51) (2.20) (-.55) ( 1.46) 

*** * * ** 
-post -.134 .077 .002 .198 -.009 -.058 .008 .0006 -.005 .026 -.055 -.031 .014 
174 ( -160) (.71) (.31) (1.35) (-1.10) (-.36) (.40) (.03) (-.13) ( 1.02) ( -1.29) ( -.60) (.41) 

*significant at . I 0* *significant at .05 ***significant at. 0 I** **significant at. 00 I 
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Adj R 
F stat 
.010 

( 1.61) 
* 

.002 
(1.06) 

.236 
(2.11) 

* 
.041 

(1.62) 
* 

.0 10 
(1.15) 



Table 35. Newly Public Firms as Acquirers or Target Events per Year 

Events are determined by a search of the indices of the Wall Street Journal and New York Times available in Proquest, using the key word 
"acquire". If less than 50% of the company stock is purchased, the acquisition is labeled a partial acquisition. A similar classification scheme 
is used for the partial target designation . Percents are calculated as the number of events in a given year divided by the total number of events. 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Total 

Events 
Acquisitions 17 25 46 28 51 48 61 63 75 4 418 

Made by 4.1% 6.0% 11.0% 6.7% 12.2% 11.5% 14.6% 15.1% 17.9% 1.0% 100.0% 
Newly Public Firms 

Partial Acquisitions 13 18 16 8 15 13 15 22 17 1 138 
Made by 9.4% 13.0% 11.6% 5.8% 10.9% 9.4% 10.9% 15.9% 12.3% 0.7% 100.0% 

Newly Public Firms 

Newly Public Firms 2 6 3 1 4 4 5 10 6 2 43 
Becoming 4.7% 14.0% 7.0% 2.3% 9.3% 9.3% 11.6% 23.3% 14.0% 4.7% 100.0% 

Partial Targets 

Newly Public Firms 2 4 5 8 13 18 7 11 20 6 94 
Becoming 2.1% 4.3% 5.3% 8.5% 13.8% 19.1% 7.4% 11.7% 21.3% 6.4% 100.0% 

Targets 
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Table 36. Acquisition Motives 

Percents are based on motivation per type of event, either full acquisition or partial acquisition . 
Motivations are determined by two methods. The first examines the full artic le in either the Wall Street 
Journal or the New York Times as given in ProQuest. The second method involves examining the sic code 
descriptions provided by the SDC to determine if economies of scale or scope are involved . If neither, then 
the classification is diversification. 

ECONOMIES 

OF 

SCALE 

ECONOMIES 

OF 

SCOPE 

DIVERSIFICATION 

NOT GIVEN 

TOTALS 

ACQUISTIONS 

223 
53% 

174 
42% 

4 
1% 

17 
4% 

418 

PARTIAL 

ACQUISITIONS 
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86 
62% 

42 
30% 

2 
1% 

8 
6% 

138 

PERCENT 
MOTIVE OF TOTAL 

TOTALS ACTIONS 

309 56% 

216 39% 

6 1% 

25 4% 

556 100% 



SIC 
CODE 

01-09 
10-14 
15-17,24-
25,32 
20 
21 
22-23 
26 
27 
28 
29 
30 
31 
33 
34 
35 
36 
37 
38-39 
40-47 
48 
49 
50-51 
52-59 
60-69 
70-76,81-
86 
78-79 
80 
87 

Total 

Percent 

1992 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
I 

0 
0 

0 

2 

I 
0 

0 

4 

0 
4 

2 
0 

17 

Table 37 . Acquisitions by Year and Industry 

Classification is by two-digit SIC code as provided by the SDC. 
Totals and percentages are by SIC classifications as well as year. 

1993 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
I 

2 
I 

0 

0 

2 

I 
2 
5 

6 
0 

3 

0 
0 

25 

1994 

0 

0 
0 
0 
4 

1 
2 
3 
0 
0 

0 
3 
I 

2 
4 

0 
4 

I 
5 
0 

4 
2 

3 
I 

3 
I 
0 

46 
11.0 

1995 

0 
0 

I 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

2 
0 

2 
0 
2 
0 

6 

2 

5 

4 

I 
0 

28 

1996 

0 

0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 
0 

0 
0 
0 

2 

3 
0 
2 
2 
8 

0 

27 
2 
0 
I 
0 

51 
12.2 

1997 

0 

3 

2 
0 

I 
0 
I 

0 

0 
0 
0 
2 
0 

2 
0 
3 

3 

0 
4 

2 
3 

12 
3 
I 
3 
0 

48 
11.5 

1998 

0 

4 

3 

0 
2 
I 
2 
2 
0 

0 

0 

0 
I 

2 
6 

0 
I 

0 
4 

I 
7 

2 
7 

12 
0 

0 
3 
0 

61 
14.6 

1999 

0 
0 

I 

0 
0 
0 
0 
I 

0 

0 
0 

0 

0 

3 

I 
0 
0 
3 

2 
2 

4 

6 

37 
0 
0 

1 
0 

63 
15.1 

2000 2001 Total Percent 

0 0 0 0.0% 
0 0 6 1.4% 

1 
0 

0 
0 

0 
I 

0 
0 

0 

0 
0 
0 

12 
0 

0 

I 
9 
0 

I 

3 
5 

39 

0 
I 

0 
75 

17.9 

0 9 2.2% 
0 4 1.0% 
0 I 0.2% 
0 8 1.9% 
0 3 0.7% 
0 5 1.2% 
I 8 1.9% 
0 0 0.0% 
0 0 0.0% 
0 0 0.0% 
0 5 1.2% 
0 2 0.5% 
0 12 2.9% 
I 34 8.1% 
0 4 l.O% 

0 9 2.2% 
0 8 1.9% 
1 39 9.3% 
0 5 1.2% 
0 26 6.2% 
0 18 4.3% 
0 30 7.2% 

0 145 34.7% 
0 8 1.9% 
I 16 3.8% 
0 13 3.1% 
0 0 0.0% 
4 418 100.0% 

100.0 
4.1 % 6.0% % 6.7% % % % % % 1.0% % 
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Table 38. Method of Financing 

The method of financing was determined from the original article in the Wall Street Journal or the New York Times or from data provided by the SDC. 
Percentages for each year refer to the percentage ofthe total number of acquisitions financed by that method in that year. 

Method 
of Total 

Payment Financing 
1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 1997 1998 1999 2000 2001 Totals Percent 

CASH 2 10 14 8 9 10 15 5 1 2 76 18% 
12% 40% 30% 29% 18% 21% 25% 8% 1% 50% 

STOCK 8 11 12 10 20 16 18 39 52 1 187 45% 
47% 44% 26% 36% 39% 33% 30% 62% 69% 25% 

COMBINATION 3 3 12 4 14 14 16 8 17 0 91 22% 
18% 12% 26% 14% 27% 29% 26% 13% 23% 0% 

NOT NOTED 4 1 8 6 8 8 12 11 5 1 64 15% 
24% 4% 17% 21% 16% 17% 20% 17% 7% 25% 

ACQUISTION 
TOTALS 17 25 46 28 51 48 61 63 75 4 418 100% 
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Table 39. Organizational Structure of Targets 

The organizational form of the target was determined from the original article in the Wall Street Journal or the New York Times or from data 
provided by the SOC. Percentages refer to the number of targets that are publicly or privately held each year. 

1992 1993 1994 1995 1996 

Targets 8 19 31 20 40 
Privately Held 47% 76% 67% 71% 78% 

Targets 
Publicly Held 3 3 8 4 4 

18% 12% 17% 14% 8% 

Targets 
Not noted 6 3 7 4 7 

35% 12% 15% 14% 14% 

Acquisition 
Totals 17 25 46 28 51 

1997 1998 1999 

29 38 41 
60% 62% 65% 

10 16 14 
21% 26% 22% 

9 7 8 
19% 11% 13% 

48 61 63 
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2000 2001 

50 2 
67% 50% 

21 1 
28% 25% 

4 1 
5% 25% 

75 4 

Target 
Totals 

278 

84 

56 

418 

Percent 
of Total 

66.5% 

20.1% 

13.4% 

100.0% 



Table 40. Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted Average Cumulative Abnormal Returns (ACARs) calculated using 
a CRSP equally weighted index. Day 0 is the day of the an nouncement in either the Wall Street Journal or 
the New York Times. Below the ACARs are the t scores as well as the significance level. The last column 
shows the ratio of positive to negative A CARs with the generalized z scores and significance level. 

Days A CARs Positive: 
Negative 

(0, 0) 0.73% 221:197 
(1.90)** (2.57)** 

(-1,0) 2.17% 248:170 
(3.31)**** (5.22)**** 

(-1,+1) 2.32% 245:173 
(3.56)**** (4.92)**** 

(-2,+1) 2.67% 255:163 
(3.69)**** (5.90)**** 

(-1, +2) 2.28% 237:181 
(3.19)*** (4.14)**** 

(-2, +2) 2.63% 250:168 
(3.32)**** (5.41)**** 

(-3, +3) 2.49% 251:167 
(2.81)*** (5.51)**** 

(-5, +5) 2.57% 245:173 
(2.52)** (4.92)**** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .00/ 
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Table 41. Effect of Financing Method 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to financing method. The method of financing was 
determined from the original article in the Wall Street Journal or the New York Times or from data 
provided by the SDC. Below each category is the number of firms that used that financing method. Panel 
A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal returns. Panel B shows the t 
statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for each pair of financing method 

PANEL A: CARS 
Days Cash Stock Combination Not Given 

(76) (187) (91) (64) 

(-1, 0) 2.67% 1.66% 2.62% 1.97% 
(4.03)**** (1.41) (1.96)* (1.74)* 

(-1, +1) 3.53% 1.64% 2.27% 2.74% 
(4.29)**** (1.38) (1.84)* (2.22)** 

(-2,+1) 3.13% 2.25% 3.01% 2.45% 
(3.70)**** (1.68)* (2.31)** (1.98)* 

(-1, +2) 3.27% 1.54% 2.45% 3.15% 
(3.67)**** (1.11) (2.09)** (2.28)** 

(-2, +2) 2.87% 2.15% 3.19% 2.81% 
(3.13)*** (1.39) (2.57)** (2.12)** 

(-3, +3) 3.13% 1.09% 4.12% 3.48% 
(3.13)*** (0.63) (2.72)*** (2.52)** 

(-5, +5) 4.02% 1.60% 2.95% 2.90% 
(4.02)*** (0.86) (1.38) (1.92)* 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS (t statistics g_iven2 
Days Cash vs. Stock Cash vs. Cash vs. Stock and Stock vs. 

Combination Combination Combination 

(-1, 0) (0.75) (0.03) (0.63) (-0.50) 

(-1, +1) (1.30) (0.85) (1.38) (-0.37) 

(-2,+1) (0.55) (0.08) (0.48) (-0.40) 

(-1, +2) (1.05) (0.56) (1.06) (-0.50) 

(-2, +2) (0.40) (-0.21) (0.26) ( -0.52) 

(-3, +3) (1.021) (-0.54) (0.65) (-1.32) 

(-5, +5) (1.10) (0.44) (1.06) (-0.48) 
*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at .001 
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Table 42. Effect of Target Organizational Form 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to target organizational form. The organizational 
form of the target was determined from the original article in the Wall Street Journal or the New York 
Times or from data provided by the SOC. Below each category is the number of target ftrms with that 
organizational structure. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal 
returns. Panel B shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for public versus 
privately held targets . 

PANELA: CARS 
Days Public Private Not Given 

(81) (282) (52) 
(-1, 0) -4.52% 3.62% 3.94% 

(-2.98)*** (4.90)**** (2.40)** 
(-1, +1) -4.41% 3.80% 4.52% 

(-2.80)*** (5.06)**** (2.86)*** 
(-2,+1) -4.43% 4.30% 4.31% 

(-2.78)*** (5.07)**** (2.43)** 
(-1, +2) -5.00% 4.05% 4.35% 

(-2.96)*** (4.66)**** (2.65)** 
(-2, +2) -5.02% 4.55% 4.14% 

(-2.93)*** (4.71)**** (2.27)** 
(-3, +3) -6.09% 4.70% 4.19% 

(-3.13)*** (4.39)**** (1.821 * 
(-5, +5) -5.25% 4.56% 3.98% 

(-2.21)*** (3.77)**** (1.60) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days (-1, 0) (-1, +1) (-2, +1) (-1, +2) (-2, +2) (-3, 3) (-5, +5) 

Public 
vs. (-5.09) (-5.02) (-4.86) (-4.87) (-4.73) (-4.79) ( -3. 78) 

Private **** **** **** **** **** **** **** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 43. Effect of Financing and Target Organizational Form 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns for Window (-1 , 0) 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the combination of financing method and target 
organizationa l form for the window (- I , 0). Below each category is the number of target firms purchased 
with the given financing method. Panel A g ives the t stati stics as we ll as the signi ficance leve l for the 
abnormal returns . Panel 8 shows the t stati stic fo r testing the di ffe rence between the CARs for the various 
comb inations of fi nanc ing and target organi zational fo rm. 

PANELA: CARS 
Public Private Not Given Total 

Cash 1.76% 3.11% 2.48% 2.67% 
(1.19) (3.57)* *** (1.63) (4.03)**** 

18 45 12 76 
Stock -6.94% 5.01% 4.95% 1.66% 

(-3.33)*** (3.76)** ** (0.83) (1.41) 
53 122 11 187 

Combination 1.31% 2.18% 6.76% 2.62% 
(0.40) (1.44) (1.49) (1.96)* 

7 73 10 91 
Not Given -12.92% 2.66% 2.79% 1.97% 

(-1.91) (2.00)* (1.52) (1.74)* 
3 42 19 64 

Total -4.52% 3.62% 3.94% 
(-2.98)*** (4.90)**** (2.36)** 

81 282 52 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days PRIVATE PRIVATE PUBLIC PUBLIC CASH STOCK STOCK& 

Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Public Public COMB 
Stock Stock and Stock Stock and vs. vs. Public vs. 

Combination Combination Private Private Private 

( -1, 0) (-1.20) (-0.63) (3.40) (3.21) (-0.81) (-4.89) (-4.71) 
**** *** **** ** ** 

*significant at .1 0** significant at. 05 ***significant at . 0 I ****significant at . 00 I 
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Table 44. Effect of Financing and Target Organizational Form 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns for Window (-1, +1) 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the combination of financing method and target 
organizational form for the window ( -1 , + I) . Below each category is the number of target firms purchased 
with the given financing method. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the 
abnormal returns. Panel B shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for the various 
combinations of financing and target organizational form . 

PANEL A: CARS 
Public Private Not Given Total 

Cash 2.22% 4.13% 3.50% 3.53% 
(1.07) (4.01)**** (2.04)* (4.29)**** 

18 45 12 76 
Stock -6.53% 4.84% 5.01% 1.64% 

(-3.04)*** (3.51)**** (0.88) (1.38) 
53 122 11 187 

Combination -0.68% 1.97% 6.68% 2.27% 
(-0.24) (1.30) (1.75) (1.84)* 

7 73 10 91 
Not Given -15.49% 3.60% 3.73% 2.74% 

(-2.54) (2.48)** (1.94)* (2.22)** 
3 42 19 64 

Total -4.41% 3.80% 4.52% 
(-2.80)*** (5.06)**** (2.86)*** 

81 282 52 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days PRIVATE PRIVATE PUBLIC PUBLIC CASH STOCK STOCK 

Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Public vs. Public &COMB 
Stock Stock and Stock Stock and Private vs. Public vs. 

Combination Combination Private Private 

(-1, +1) ( -0.42) (0.25) (2.93) (2.85) (-0.92) (-4.50) (-4.53) 
*** *** **** **** 

*significant at .10** significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 45. Effect of Financing and Target Organizational Form 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns for Window (-2, +2) 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the combination of financing method and target 
organizational form for the window (-2, +2) . Below each category is the number of target firms purchased 
with the given financing method. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the 
abnormal returns . Panel 8 shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for the various 
combinations of financing and target organizational form . 

PANEL A: CARS 
Public Private Not Given Total 

Cash 0.95% 3.51% 3.87% 2.87% 
(0.48) (2.89)*** (1.92)* (3.13)*** 

18 45 12 76 
Stock -7.51% 6.10% 4.97% 2.15% 

(-3.14)*** (3.15) (0.75) (1.39) 
53 122 11 187 

Combination 2.03% 3.07% 5.15% 3.19% 
(0.63) (2.15)** (1.29) (2.57)** 

7 73 10 91 
Not Given -13.17% 3.73% 3.30% 2.81% 

( -3.40) (2.39)** (1.38) (2.12)*** 
3 42 19 64 

Total -5.02% 4.55% 4.14% 
(-2.93)*** (4.71)**** (2.27)** 

81 282 52 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days PRIVATE PRIVATE PUBLIC PUBLIC CASH STOCK STOCK 

Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Public vs. Public &COMB 
Stock Stock and Stock Stock and Private vs. Public vs. 

Combination Combination Private Private 

(-2, +2) ( -1.13) (-0.81) (2. 72) (2.49) (-1.12) (-4.08) (-4.24) 
*** ** **** **** 

*significant at . 10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at .001 
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Table 46. Effect of Previous Acquisitions and Joint Ventures 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the number of previous acquisitions or joint 
ventures. Prior acquisitions and joint ventures were determined from a combination of articles in the Wall 
Street Journal or the New York Times and from data provided by the SOC. Below each category is the 
number of frrms that made that number of acquisitions or joint ventures. Panel A gives the t statistics as 
well as the significance level for the abnormal returns . Panel B shows the t statistic for testing the 
difference between the CARs for each combination of acquisitions and joint ventures. 

PANEL A: CARS 
Days No Prior One or One or Two or No Prior One or 

Acq Less Prior More More JVs More 
(227) Acq Prior Acq Prior Acq (308) Prior 

(306) (191) (112) JVs 
(110) 

(-1, 0) 2.44% 2.93% 1.69% -0.18% 2.32% 1.46% 
(2.76)*** (3.87)**** (1.86)* (-0.16) (3.39)**** (1.00) 

(-1,+1) 2.87% 3.14% 1.59% -0.03% 2.49% 1.73% 
(3.13)*** (4.00)**** (1.80)* (-0.03) (3.571 **** (1.18) 

(-2,+1) 3.52% 3.61% 1.51% -0.17% 2.73% 2.23% 
(3.43)**** (4.16)**** (1.59) (-0.16) (3.56)**** (1.39) 

(-1, +2) 2.82% 3.08% 1.68% 0.16% 2.34% 2.18% 
(2.71)*** (3.47)**** (1.71)* (0.14) (3.09)*** (1.25) 

(-2, +2) 3.47% 3.56% 1.59% 0.01% 2.59% 2.68% 
(3.02)*** (3.66)**** (1.52) (0.01) (3.13)*** (1.42) 

(-3, +3) 3.74% 3.68% 1.00% -0.77% 2.46% 2.56% 
(2.91)*** (3.35)**** (0.84) (-0.57) (2.59)*** (1.24) 

(-5, +5) 4.52% 3.96% 0.17% -1.36% 2.92% 1.45% 
(3.20)*** (3.24)**** (0.12) (-0.83) (2.72)*** (0.61) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days ( -1' 0) (-1, +1) (-2,+1) (-1,+2) (-2, +2) (-3, 3) (-5, +5) 

No Acq vs. (0.59) (0.99) ( 1.45) (0. 79) (1.21) (1.55) (2.17)** 
1 or more 

One or less 
Acq vs. (2.18)** (2.42)** (2.69)*** (2.02)** (2.23)** (2.56)** (2.60)** 

2 or more 
No JV vs. (0.54) (0.47) (0.28) (0.09) (0.05) (0.04) (0.57) 
1 or more 
*significant at. 10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .O f ****significant at .001 
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Table 47. Effect of Acquisition Motives 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the acquisition motive . Motivations are 
determined by two methods. The first examines the full article in either the Wall Street Journal or the New 
York Times as given in ProQuest. The second method involves examining the sic code descriptions 
provided by the SOC to determine if economies of scale or scope are involved. lf neither, then the 
classification is diversification. Below each category is the number of acquisitions with that motive. 
Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal returns . Panel B shows the t 

statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for the pairs of motives. 

PANEL A: CARS 
Days · Economies of Scale Economies of Scope Diversification 

224 174 4 
(-1, 0) 2.27% 1.69% 0.16% 

(3.13)*** (1.44) (0.08) 
(-1, +1) 2.70% 1.59% -0.78% 

(3.71)**** (1.33) ( -1.17) 
(-2, +1) 2.99% 1.83% 0.65% 

(3.75)**** (1.39) (1.29) 
(-1, +2) 2.47% 2.00% -0.11% 

(3.24)**** (1.43) (-1.01) 
(-2, +2) 2.77% 2.24% 0.31% 

(3.29)**** (1.48) (0.14) 
(-3, +3) 2.81% 1.76% -1.65% 

(2.92)*** (1.04) (-0. 75) 
(-5, +5) 2.31% 2.27% 1.24% 

(1.96)** (1.24) (0.30) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days (-1, 0) (-1,+1) (-2, +1) (-1, +2) (-2, +2) (-3, 3) (-5, +5) 

Econ of Scale 
vs. (0.42) (0.79) (0.76) (0.30) (0.31) (0.54) (0.02) 

Econ of Scope 
Econ of Scale 

vs. (0.39) (3.52)* (0.39) (2.66)** (0.39) (0.62) (0.12) 
Diversification ** 
Econ of Scope 

vs. (0.20) (1. 73)* (0.14) (0.34) (0.19) (0.31) (0.09) 
Diversification 
*significant at . 10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .O f ****significant at .001 
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Table 48. Effects of Technology Industry 
and Timing of Announcement 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for two distinct groups. In Panel A, the CARs for firms in 
the technology industries are compared with the CARs for firms in non-technology industries. In Panel 8 , 
the CARs for acquisition announcements made prior to the lockup expiration are compared with the CARs 
for announcements made after the lockup expiration. Below each category is the number of acquisitions 
with that characteristic. Panel C shows the the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for 
each of the pairs 

PANEL A: Tech vs. Non-Tech PANEL B: Pre vs. Post Lockup_ 
Days Tech Non-Tech Days Pre-

Industry Industry Lockup 
(187) (231) Expiration 

(1922 
(-1, 0) 1.84% 2.31% (-1, 0) 1.73% 

(1.51) (3.93)**** (1.68)* 
(-1, +1) 1.61% 2.84% (-1, +1) 1.85% 

(1.32) (4.56)**** (1.75)* 
(-2, +1) 1.99% 3.09% (-2,+1) 1.32% 

(1.49) (4.53)**** (1.14) 
(-1, +2) 1.58% 2.88% (-1, +2) 1.75% 

(1.12) (4.48)**** (1.38) 
(-2, +2) 1.96% 3.13% (-2, +2) 1.22% 

(1.28) (4.51)**** (0.90) 
(-3, +3) 1.71% 3.12% (-3,+3) 1.48% 

(1.00) (3.80)**** (0.99) 
(-5, +5) 1.63% 3.26% (-5, +5) 1.58% 

(0.85) (3.45)**** (0.99) 

PANEL C: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days (-1, 0) {-1, +1) (-2, +1) (-1, +2) {-2, +2) 

Tech vs. (0.35) (-0.91) (-0.74) (-0.84) (-0.70) 
Non-Tech 

Pre-Lock 
vs. Post

Lock 
( -0.53) ( -0.62) ( -.1.65)* ( -0.68) ( -1.60) 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .Of ****significant at .001 
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(-3, 3) 
( -0. 75) 

(-1.03) 

Post-
Lockup 

Expiration 
{226) 

2.41% 
(3.08)*** 

2.66% 
(3.43)**** 

3.69% 
(4.30)**** 

2.77% 
(3.49)**** 

3.80% 
(4.26)**** 

3.35% 
(3.23)**** 

3.34% 
(2.62)*** 

(-5, +5) 
(0.76) 

(-0.87) 



Table 49. Effects of Venture Capitalists 
and Top Tier Underwriters 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for two distinct groups. In Panel A, the CARs for firms that 
had venture capital backing for their !PO are compared with the CARs for firms that did not have venture 
capital backing. In Panel B, the CARs for firms that had top tier underwriters for their !PO are compared 
with the CARs for firms that had lower tiered underwriters. Below each category is the number of events 
with that characteristic. Panel C shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for each 
ofthe pairs 

PANEL A: VC vs. Non- VC PANEL B: To[!_ Tier vs. Non-To[!_ Tier 
Days vc Non-VC Days Top Tier Non-Top Tier 

(1932 (2252 (1752 (243) 

(-1, 0) 1.27% 2.80% (-1, 0) 1.25% 2.71% 
(1.14) (4.13)**** (1.19) (3.46)**** 

(-1, +1) 1.11% 3.30% (-1, +1) 0.86% 3.32% 
(0.98) (4.78)**** (0.83) (4.12)**** 

(-2,+1) 1.85% 3.24% (-2, +1) 1.01% 3.74% 
(1.47) (4.36)**** (0.86) (4.36)**** 

(-1, +2) 0.76% 3.62% (-1, +2) 0.72% 3.44% 
(0.59) (4.85)**** (0.63) (3.72)**** 

(-2, +2) 1.51% 3.56% (-2, +2) 0.87% 3.87% 
(1.05) (4.53)**** (0.68) (3.95)**** 

(-3, +3) 0.85% 3.90% (-3, +3) 0.59% 3.86% 
(0.53) (4.35)**** (0.41) (3.43)**** 

(-5, +5) 0.40% 4.36% (-5, +5) 1.96% 2.94% 
{.22) {4.28)**** {1.15} {2.42)** 

PANEL C: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Da~s (-1, 0) (-1, +1) {-2,+1) (-1, +2) (-2, +2) ( -3, 3) {-5, +5) 
VCs 
vs. (-1.16) (-1.65) ( -0.95) (-1.91) (-1.26) (-1.66) (-1.90) 

No VCs * * * ** 

Top Tier 
vs. (-1.11) (-1.89) (-1.87) (-1.85) (-1.86) ( -1.80) (-0.47) 

Non-Top * * * * * Tier 

*significant at .I 0 **significant at. 05 ***significant at. 01 ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 50. Characteristics of Venture Capital Backed Firms 
vs. Non-Venture Capital Backed Firms 

This table shows various characteristics and the averages or percentages of these characteristics for both 
venture capital backed firms and non-venture capital backed firms . Also given is the t statistic for the test 
difference between the means 

VC Backed Non-VC Difference between 
Firms Backed Firms the means 

Initial Proceeds 71.714 155.964 (-2.56)** 
(in millions) 

Market Cap 2043.4 1100.7 (2.40)** 
(in millions) 

Deal size/Mkt cap .277 .563 (-3.06)*** 

Runup Percent 187% 50% (7.01)**** 

Price/Book -15.12 6.93 (-0.54) 

Number of prior 1.09 1.84 (-2.44)** 
acquisitions 

Prior Joint Ventures 39% 15% (5.83)**** 

Tech Firm 67% 25% (9.48)**** 

Cash Financing 11% 24% (-3.37)**** 

Stock Financing 59% 32% (5.65)**** 

Target Privately Held 75% 61% (3.13)*** 

Target Public Firm 19% 20% (-0.35) 

Stock and Private 42% 18% (5.50)**** 

Motive: Economies of 49% 57% (-1.66)* 
Scale 

Motive: Economies of 50% 35% (3.15)*** 
Scope 

Motive: Diversification 0 1.8% (-1.87)* 

Acquisition before 44% 48% (-0.91) 
Lockup expiration 

Percent Insider 43.03% 42.33% (0.33) 
Ownership after IPO 

Top Tier Underwriter 47% 37% (2.03)** 

Underwriter and IB not 15% 9% (1.92)* 
the same 
*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .O J ****significant at .001 
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Table 51. Characteristics of Firms with Top Tier Underwriters 
vs. Firms with Lower Tier Underwriters 

This table shows various characteristics and the averages or percentages of these characteristics for both 
firms that had top tier underwriters at the time of their IPO as well as those firms that had lower tiered 
underwriters. Also given is the t statistic for the test difference between the means 

Characteristics Firms with Top Firms with Difference 
Tier Non-Top Tier between the 

Underwriters Underwriters means 

Initial Proceeds 188.413 65.681 (3.73)**** 
(in millions) 

Market Cap 3050.47 446.72 (6.86)**** 
(in millions) 

Deal size/Mkt cap .271 .540 (-2.85)*** 

Runup Percent 175% 68% (5.27)**** 

Price/Book 26.58 -28.93 (1.37) 

Number of prior 1.57 1.44 (0.42) 
acquisitions 

Prior Joint Ventures 34% 21% (2.94)*** 

Tech Firm 58% 35% (4.85)**** 

Cash Financing 16% 20% (-0.98) 

Stock Financing 50% 41% (1.74)* 

Target Privately Held 63% 70% (-1.50) 

Target Public Firm 25% 15% (2.54)** 

Stock and Private 30% 28% (0.42) 

Motive: Economies of Scale 50% 56% (-1.35) 

Motive: Economies of Scope 48% 37% (2.15)*** 

Motive: Diversification 0 1.7% (-1.71)* 

Acquisition before Lockup 46% 46% (0.12) 
expiration 

Percent Insider Ownership 44.61% 41.61% (1.35) 
after IPO 

Underwriter and IB 15% 10% (1.70)* 
not the same 

Ventured Capital Backed 52% 42% (2.03)** 
*significant at. 10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at .00/ 
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Table 52. Characteristics of Firms with Both Top Tier Underwriters 
and Venture Capital Backing 

This table shows various characteristics and the averages or percentages of these characteristics for ftrms 
that had both top tier underwriters and venture capital backing compared to firms that had only one. Also 
given is the t statistic for the test difference between the means 

Top Tier and VC but not Top Tier 
VC Backed Top Tier But not VC 

(9Q {102} (84} 
Initial Proceeds 79.00 65.21 306.94 
(in millions) (1.138) (-3.08)*** 
Market Cap 3692.67 588.07 2362.41 
(in millions) (5.198)**** (1.50) 
Deal size/Mkt cap .182 .37 .39 

(-2.385)** (-3.50) 
Runup Percent 295% 91% 46% 

(5.376)**** (6.44)**** 
Price/Book 45.69 -73.147 4.84 

(1.444) (3.81)**** 
Number of prior acquisitions .97 1.20 2.23 

(-.832) (-2.14)** 
Prior Joint Ventures 46% 33% 20% 

(1.826)* (3.75)**** 
Tech Firm 84% 53% 31% 

(4.758)**** (8.28)**** 
Cash Financing 8% 15% 25% 

(-1.532) (-3.19)*** 
Stock Financing 68% 51% 30% 

(2.444)** (5.46)**** 
Target Privately Held 75% 75% 51% 

(-.122) (3.31)*** 
Target Public Firm 23% 15% 27% 

(1.491) (-0.65) 
Stock and Private 48% 36% 11% 

(1.701)* (5.90)**** 
Motive: Econ of Scale 43% 55% 57% 

(-1.674)* (-1.90)* 
Motive: Econ of Scope 57% 43% 38% 

(1.952)* (2.55)** 
Motive: Diversification 0 0 0 
Acquisition before Lockup expiration 43% 44% 50% 

(-.175) (-0.94) 
Percent Insider Own after IPO 45.85% 40.54% 42.02% 

(1.939)* (1.01) 
Underwriter and IB not the same 19.78% 11.76% 10.71% 

p.536) {1.66}* 
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Table 53. Cross Sectional Analysis for Window (-1, 0) 

CARj =Po+ P1RELSIZ£j + P20WNPC0 + P3 VCj +P4LOCKj +p;VC*LOCK + B6TOPTI£Rj + P1ADVISUWRj+ Pa PREACQj 
+ P~REJJ) + PJOMKTCAPj + P11PIB + P12RUNPC0 + P13jCASH + P14 PUBL/Cj+ PJj STK*PRIJ) + B16TECHj +P17 MOTIV£j + ej 

The sample consists of 418 acquisition announcements. The CARs are for the two day window (-I , 0). The first equation includes all the independent variables, 
the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has all the significant variables . The last column has the adjusted R2

, 

and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio of the size ofthe acquisition to the size of the acquiring firm, 
OWNPCT is the percentage of the acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital , LOCK is a 
dummy variable that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before 
lockup expiration, TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals 
I if two or more previous acquisitions, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log ofthe market capitalization ofthe firm, P/B is the ratio 
of the price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, CASH is a 
dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm, STK*PRIV equals I if both stock financing and a privately held 
target, TECH = I if acquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies of scale. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock vc• Top Advls Pre Pre Mkt P/B Run Cash Pub- Stk* Tech Mot- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Uwr Acq JV Cap Pet lie Priv ive (Fstat) 

.213 -.041 -.000 -.037 -.027 -.010 .006 .050 -.057 .003 -.027 -.000 .0 16 .018 -.063 .022 -.002 .007 .143 
(3.42) (-2.53) (-.30) (-1.32) (-.91) (-.27) (.28) (2.1 I) (-2.55) (.14) (-2.68) (-.31) (3.14) (.72) (-2.36) (.89) (-.07) (.34) (3.22) 

226 **** •• .. .. . .. . .. •• . ... 
2 .125 -.030 .037 -.032 -.0 14 .011 -.080 .098 

(4.57) (-2.31) (2.07) (-2.28) (-2.93) (3.08) (-5.01) (8.49) 
415 **** .. •• .. . .. • • . ... 

3 .159 -.020 -.000 -.032 .045 -.047 -.018 .012 -.088 .136 
278 (3.60) (-1.92) (-.04) (-1.89) (2.23) (-2.61) (-2.42) (259) (4.29) (6.43) 

**** . • •• ... .. • •• **** **** 
*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 54. Cross Sectional Analysis for Window (-1, 1) 

CARj =Po+ PJRELSIZEj + P;OWNPC1j + pycj +P4LOCKj +PYC*LOCK + B6TOPTIERj + P7ADVISUWRj+PsPREACQj 
+ P9PREJ~ + P10MKTCAPj + PuPIB + P12RUNPC1j + P13CASHj + P14 PUBL/Cj+ P15 STK*PRI~ + B16TECHj +P17MOTIVEj + ej 

The sample consists of 418 acquisition announcements. The CARs are for the two day window (-I , + I) . The first equation includes all the independent 

variables, the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has all the significant variables . The last column has the adjusted 
R2

, and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio ofthe size of the acquisition to the size of the acquiring firm, 
OWNPCT is the percentage of the acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital , LOCK is a 
dummy variable that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before 
lockup expiration, TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals 
I iftwo or more previous acquisitions, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market capitalization ofthe firm, P/B is the ratio 
of the price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, CASH is a 
dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I iftarget is a public firm , STK*PRJV equals I if both stock financing and a privately held 
target, TECH = I if acquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies of scale. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock vc• Top Advls Pre Pre Mkt P/8 Run Cas h Pub- Stk* Tech Mot- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Uw r Acq JV Ca p Pet lie Priv ive (Fstat) 

.176 -.020 .0001 -.017 -.015 -.033 -.008 .058 -.060 .009 -.025 .000 .013 .036 -.073 .024 -.006 .007 .128 
(2.67) ( -1.17) (.15) (-.57) ( -.49) ( -.82) ( -.35) (2.35) (-2.55) (.43) (-2.32) (-.04) (2.40) ( 1.35) (-2.60) (.95) (-.22) (.35) (2.95) 

226 *** ** ** ** ** *** **** 
2 .137 -.032 .043 -.031 -.015 .008 -.082 .099 

(4.90) (-2.42) (2.37) ( -2.27) ( -3.06) (2.13) (-5.12) (8.60) 
415 **** ** ** ** *** ** **** **** 

3 .173 -.014 -.000 -.029 .052 -.045 -.020 .008 -.094 .128 
278 (3.79) ( -1.32) (-.08) (-1.64) (2.49) (-2.41) (-2.59) (1.87) (4.43) (6.08) 

**** ** ** *** * **** **** 
*significant at .10 **significant a/ .05 ***significant at.01 ****significant at .001 
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Table 55. Cross Sectional Analysis for Window (-2, +2) 

CA Rj =Po+ p,RELSIZEj + P20WNPC~ + P3 VCj +P4LOCKj +PsVC*LOCK + B6TOPTI£Rj + p 7ADVISUWRj+P8 PREACQj 
+ P~REJr) + P10MKTCAPj + P11PIB + P12RUNPC~ + P13CASHj + P14 PUBLICj+ P15 STK*PR/r) + B 16TECHj +P17 MOTIV£j + E:j 

The sample consists of 418 acquisition announcements. The CARs are for the two day window (-2, +2). The first equation includ~s all the independent 
variables, the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has all the significant variables. The last column has the adjusted 
R2

, and the F statistic . Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio of the size of the acquisition to the size ofthe acquiring firm , 
OWNPCT is the percentage of the acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals 1 if venture capital, LOCK is a 
dummy variable that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before 
lockup expiration, TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals 
I iftwo or more previous acquisitions, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log ofthe market capitalization ofthe firm , P/B is the ratio 
of the price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, CASH is a 
dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm , STK*PRJV equals I if both stock financing and a privately held 
target, TECH = I if acquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies of scale. 

EQ Con Rei Own VC Lock vc• Top Advls Pre Pre Mkt P/B Run Cash Pub- Stk* Tech !\lot- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier llwr Aeq JV Cap Pet lie Priv ive (Fstat) 

226 .207 -.037 .0001 -.030 -.020 -.057 -.025 .058 -.057 .030 -.022 -.000 .013 .013 -.071 .028 -.023 -.016 .113 
(2.57) (-1.80) (.IS) (-.82) (-.51) (-1.14) (-.88) ( 1.89) ( -1.97) (1.11) ( -1.69) (-.47) (2.00) (.41) ( -2.07) (.90) (-.75) ( -.66) (2.70) 

** * * ** * ** ** **** 
2 .159 -.033 .042 -.035 -.018 .011 -.092 .083 

(4.64) (-2.06) (1.88) ( -2.06) (-3.02) (2.50) (-4.62) (7.29) 
415 **** ** * ** *** ** **** **** 
3 .199 -.027 -.000 -.040 .060 -.041 -.022 .010 -.100 .108 

277 (3.55) (-2.03) ( -.21) ( -1.89) (2.36) (-1.79) ( -2.36) ( 1.81) (-3.87) (5.20) 
**** ** * ** * ** * **** **** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 56. Cross Sectional Analysis for Window (-5, +5) 

CARj =Po+ P1RELSIZ£j + P20WNPC0 + P3 VCj +P4LOCKj +P5VC*LOCK + B6TOPTI£Rj + p 7ADVISUWRj+ PsPREACQj 
+ P9PREJ~ + P10MKTCAPj + PuPIB + P12RUNPC0 + P13CASHj + P14 PUBL/Cj+ PI5 STK*PRJ~ + B16TECHj +P17MOT/V£j + ej 

The sample consists of 418 acquisition announcements. The CARs are for the two day window ( -5, +5). The first equation includes all the independent 

variables, the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has all the significant variables. The last column has the adjusted 
R2

, and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio ofthe size of the acquisition to the size of the acquiring firm , 
OWNPCT is the percentage ofthe acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital , LOCK is a 
dummy variable that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before 
lockup expiration, TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals 
I if two or more previous acquisitions, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market capitalization of the firm , P/B is the ratio 
ofthe price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, CASH is a 
dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash , PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm , STK*PRlV equals I if both stock financing and a privately held 
target, TECH = I if acquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies of scale . 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock vc• Top Advls Pre Pre 1\·lkt P/B Run Cash Pub- Stk* Tech 1\lot- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Uwr Acq JV Cap Pet lie Priv ive (Fstat) 

.239 -.036 -.000 -.045 -.024 -.043 .007 .091 -.091 .-014 -.028 .000 .017 .051 -.074 .059 -.025 -.021 .087 
(2.30) (-1.34) ( -.06) ( -.96) ( -.48) ( -.67) (.19) (2.29) ( -2.44) (-.40) ( -1.69) ( 1.00) (1.93) (1.20) (-1.67) ( 1.45) ( -.62) (-.66) (2.27) 

226 ** ** ** * * * *** 
2 .179 -.060 .066 -.055 -.020 .014 -.096 .074 

(4.07) ( -2.90) (2.34) (-2.49) ( -2 .55) (2.35) (-3. 79) (6.51) 
416 **** *** ** ** ** ** **** **** 

3 .214 -.029 .000 -.059 .074 -.075 -.023 .012 -.111 .097 
278 (2.98) (-1.70) (.04) (-2.15) (2.25) ( -2.57) (-1.94) ( 1.69) (-3.32) (4.73) 

*** * ** * ** * * **** **** 
*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .OOJ 
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Table 57. Cross Sectional Analysis to Show the Effect of the Stock Price Run up 
on Type of Financing for Window ( -1, 0) 

CARj =Po+ p1RELSIZEj + P20WNPC~ + p3vcj + p4MKTCAPj + P5RUNPC~ + p6 PUBLICj + ej 

The purpose ofthe analysis is to determine if the positive coefficient for stock price runup is due solely to effects of stock financing. Accordingly, three 
equations are run: one with the total sample, one with only cash financing, and one with only stock financing. The last column has the adjusted R2

, and the F 
statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio ofthe size of the acquisition to the size ofthe acquiring firm , OWNPCT is the 
percentage ofthe acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital, ADVISUWR equals I if 
the investment banker is the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals I if two or more previous acquisitions, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market 
capitalization of the firm, P/B is the ratio of the price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two 
days before the announcement,, and PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Adv Is Pre Mkt Run Pub- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Uwr Acq Cap Pet lie (Fstat) 

Total .159 -.020 -.000 -.032 .045 -.047 .-018 .012 -.088 .136 
278 (3.60) (-1.92) (-.04) (-1.89) (2.23) (-2.61) (-2.42) (2.59) (-4.29) (6.43) 

**** * * ** *** ** *** **** **** 
cash only .130 -.012 .000 -.040 -.004 -.029 -.017 .036 .006 .104 

54 (2.67) (- 1. 72) (.22) (-2.23) (-.13) (-IA9) (-2.08) (1.92) (.30) (1.78) 
*** • ** •• 

Stock .194 -.032 -.000 -.031 .064 -.033 -.021 .013 -.113 .148 
only (2.43) (-1.66) (-.40) (-1.01) (2.21) (-1.09) (-1.64) (1.69) (-3.57) (4.06) 
141 ** * .. • **** **** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .O f ****significant at .001 
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Table 58. Raw Returns of Both Acquirers and Matching Firms 
for Months 1 through 18 

This table provides the mean buy and hold raw returns for the acqui ri ng fi rms as well as the matching firms 
for six, nine, twe lve, fifteen and eighteen months. Firms were matched wi th other newly public firms in 
which the acquisition date occurred during the ir firs t publ ic year . The matching firms are in the same two 
digit SIC code and are the closest in proceeds to the acquiring firm . If fi rms d id not last for at least twe lve 
months they were d iscarded from the sample in the case of the acqu irers or the next closest match in size 
was chosen for the matches. When firms ceased to have CRSP returns after the ftrst year, their buy and 
hold returns were no longer included. In addition to the raw return , the rat io of pos itive to negative returns 
are g iven for both the acquiring firms and their matches with the generalized z score showing significance. 

Month Acquirer Acquirer Matches Matches 
Mean Raw Positive: Mean Raw Positive: 

Return Negative Return Negative 

0 6.69% 174:123**** 1.16% 130:155 

+1 1.33% 141:158 3.69% 144:150 

+2 1.50% 150:148 -0.06% 134:162 

+3 1.01% 155:147* 1.93% 148:154 

+4 -3.76% 121:176* -1.79% 137:161 

+5 -1.02% 129:168 -2.20% 124:176 

+6 -2.57% 132:171 -1.09% 137:163 

+7 -0.21% 141:161 -0.30% 130:164 

+8 -1.83% 133:168 -2.72% 124:175 

+9 -2.2% 136:159 -1.56% 128:170 

+10 -0.21% 137:161 0.70% 149:145 

+11 -1.78% 131:168 -2.41% 131:164 

+12 -2.32% 145:158 -0.72% 132:168 

+13 -0.95% 129:167 0.07% 140:156 

+14 -0.20% 130:156 2.31% 135:156 

+15 0.54% 146:139 1.76% 134:157 

+16 -3.46% 111:173** -1.78% 120:169 

+17 1.01% 136:142 0.06% 122:160 

+18 -1.40% 127:136 -0.36% 125:153 
*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .00 1 
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Table 59. Buy and Hold Raw Returns of Both 
Acquirers and Matching Firms 

for 6 Months through 18 Months 

This table provides the mean buy and hold raw returns for the acquiring firms as well as the matching firms 
for six, nine, twelve, fifteen and eighteen months. Firms were matched with other newly public firms in 
which the acquisition date occurred during their first public year. The matching firms are in the same two 
digit SIC code and are the closest in proceeds to the acquiring ftrm . [f firms did not last for at least twelve 
months they were discarded from the sample in the case of the acquirers or the next closest match in size 
was chosen for the matches . When firms ceased to have CRSP returns after the first year, their buy and 
hold returns were no longer included. Panel A gives the buy and hold raw returns, the ratio of positive to 
negative returns for both the acquiring firms and their matches and the generalized z score showing 
significance. Panel 8 gives the mean BHARs where: Mean BHARS; = [:E(AcqRawj - MatchRawj)] In 
for j =I .. . n for period i 

PANEL A: BUYANDHOLDRAW RETURNS 
Month Acquirers' Acquirers' Matches' Matches' 

Raw Mean Positive: Raw Mean Positive: 
Compound Negative Compound Negative 

Returns Returns 
(+1, +6) -4.74% 135:170 -1.06% 129:176 

(-0.35) (-0.96) 
(+1,+9) -6.37% 115:190 -3.12% 118:187 

(-2.65) (-2.23) 
*** 

(+1, +12) -6.08% 105:200 -9.03% 107:198 
(-3.80) ( -3.49) 
**** **** 

(+1, +15) -1.47% 110:195 -6.97% 106:199 
(-3.22) (-3.61) 

*** **** 
(+1, +18 -4.51% 98:207 -12.01% 102:203 

(-4.60) (-4.07) 
**** **** 

PANEL B: BUY AND HOLD ABNORMAL RETURNS 
Months Mean BHARs t statistic 
(+1, +6) -3.68% (-0.86) 
(+1, +9) -3.26% (-0.54) 

(+1, +12) 2.95% (0.49) 
(+1, +15) 5.85% (0.76) 
(+1, +18) 6.98% (0.75) 

*significant at . I 0 **significant at. 05 ***significant at. 0 I ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 60. Effect of Financing Method 
on Buy and Hold Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the mean BHARs according to financing method. The method of financing was 
determined from the original article in the Wall Street Journal or the New York Times or from data 
provided by the SDC. Below each category is the number of firms that used that financing method. Panel 
A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal returns . Panel B shows the t 
statistic for testing the difference between the mean BHARs for each pair of financing . 

PANEL A: BHARS 
Months Cash Stock Combination Not Given 

55 140 67 43 
(+1, +6) 2.37% -11.96% -3.43% 15.17% 

(0.34) (-1.64) (-0.38) (1.67) 
(+1,+9) 10.06% -16.37% 1.30% 15.33% 

(1.06) (-1.44) (0.13) (1.73)* 
(+1, +12) 12.09% -4.32% 5.36% 11.16% 

(1.32) ( -0.43) (0.37) (1.19) 
(+1, +15) 15.61% -0.15% -.0005% 22.04% 

(1.50) (-0.011 (-0.00) (1.67) 
(+1,+18) 10.51% 9.13% -12.85% 27.82% 

(0.88) (0.52) (-0.66) (1.84)* 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Months Cash vs. Stock Cash vs. Cash vs. Stock and Stock vs. 

Combination Combination Combination 
(+1, +6) (1.15) (0.49) (0.99) (-0.70) 
(+1,+9) (1.38) (0.63) (1.23) (-0.99) 
(+1, 12) (0.96) (0.39) (0.80) (-0.55) 

(+1, +15) (0.73) (0.75) (0.75) (-0.00) 
{+1, 18} {0.05} {1.02} {0.35} {0.78) 

*significant at .1 0 **significant at. 05 ***significant at. 0 I ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 61. Effect of Target Organizational Form 
on Buy and Hold Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the mean BHARs according to target organizational form. The organizational form of 
the target was determined from the original article in the Wall Street Journal or the New York Times or 
from data provided by the SDC. Below each category is the number of target firms with that organizational 
structure. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal returns. Panel 8 
shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the mean BHARs for each pair of financing. 

PANEL A: BHARS 
Months Public Private Not Given 

(60) (204) (41) 
(+1, +6) -11.87% -4.27% 11.26% 

(-1.21) (-0.80) (1.10) 
(+1, +9) -17.68% -5.01% 26.58% 

(-1.23) (-0.67) (1.96)* 
(+1,12) -.87% -.39% 25.16% 

(-0.08) (-0.05) (1.30) 
(+1, +15) 2.82% 4.93% 14.36% 

(0.16) (0.56) (0.55) 
(+1, 18) -2.13% 11.43% -2.05% 

(-0.12) (0.98) (-0.078) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Months (+1, +6) (+1, +9) (+1,+12) (+1 +15) (+1 +18) 

Public (-0.68) (-0.80) (-0.03) (-0.11) (-0.56) 
vs. 

Private 
*significant at . 10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at .001 
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Table 62. Effect of Financing and Target Organizational Form 
on Buy and Hold Abnormal Returns 

for Window (+1, +12) 

This table presents the mean BHARs according to the combination of financing method and target 
organizational form for the window ( + l, + 12). Below each category is the number of target firms 
purchased with the given financing method. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level 
for the abnormal returns . Panel 8 shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the BHARs for the 
various combinations of financing and target organizational form . 

PANELA: BHARS 

Public Private Not Given Total 

Cash -4.02% 16.82% 10.75% 12.09% 
(-0.32) (1.63) (0.36) (1.32) 

9 34 12 55 
Stock -7.83% -0.92% -28.47% -4.32% 

(-0.61) ( -0.07) (-1.50) (-0.43) 
41 92 7 140 

Combination 47.94% -15.58% 71.59% 5.36% 
(0.96) (-1.26) (1.24) (0.37) 

7 49 11 67 
Not Given -10.16% 6.76% 28.58% 11.16% 

(-1.02) (0.66) (1.17) (1.19) 
3 29 11 43 

Total -.87% -.39% 25.16% 
(-0.08) (-0.05) (1.30) 

60 204 41 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days PRIVATE PRIVATE PUBLIC PUBLIC CASH STOCK STOCK 

Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Public Public &COMB 
Stock Stock and Stock Stock and vs. vs. Public vs. 

Combination Combination Private Private Private 

(+1, +12) (0.73) (0.290) {0.14) {-0.14) {-0.99) (-0.30) (0.33) 
*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .O J ****significant at .001 
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Table 63. Effect of Financing and Target Organizational Form 
on Buy and Hold Abnormal Returns 

for Window (+1, +18) 

This table presents the mean BHARs according to the combination of financing method and target 
organizational form for the window (+I, + 18). Below each category is the number of target firms 
purchased with the given financing method. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level 
for the abnormal returns. Panel B shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the BHARs for the 
various combinations of financing and target organizational form . 

PANELA: BHARS 

Public Private Not Given Total 

Cash -24.85% 18.13% 12.51% 10.51% 
(-0.61) (1.55) (0.37) (0.88) 

8 34 12 55 
Stock -9.62% 23.86% -67.27% 9.13% 

(-0.48) (0.98) (-1.18) (0.52) 
32 77 7 116 

Combination 59.00% -28.57% 2.87% -12.85% 
(0.76) (-2.00)* (0.03) (-0.66) 

7 42 10 59 
Not Given -8.50% 32.08% 21.22% 27.82% 

(1.90)* (0.60) (1.84)* 
1 24 10 35 

Total -2.13% 11.43% -2.05% 
(-0.12) (0.98) (-0.08) 

48 177 39 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days PRIVATE PRIVATE PUBLIC PUBLIC CASH STOCK STOCK 

Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Public Public & 
Stock Stock and Stock Stock and vs. vs. COMB 

Combination Combination Private Private Public 
vs. 

Private 

(+1, 18) (-0.21) (-0.39) (-0.34) (-0.54) ( -1.39) (-0.84) (-0.08) 

*stgnificant at .I 0 **stgnificant at . 05 ***stgnificant at. 0 I ****stgnificant at . 00 I 
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Table 64. Effects of Venture Capitalists, Investment 
Bankers and Top Tier Underwriters on Buy and Hold Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the mean BHARs for three distinct groups. In Panel A, the BHARs for firms that had 
venture capital backing for their !PO are compared with the BHARs for firms that did not have venture 
capital backing. In Panel B, the BHARs for firms that had top tier underwriters for their !PO are 
compared with the BHARs for firm s that had lower tiered underwriters. In Panel C, the BHARs for firms 
in which the investment banker was the same firm as the underwriter are compared to those firms that had 
different investment bankers from the original underwriter. Below each category is the number of events 
with that characteristic. Panel D shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the BHARs for each 
of the pairs 

PA NEL A: VC vs. Non- VC PA NEL B: Top Tier vs. Non- Top PANEL C: Underwriter= lnv Banker 

Months vc Non-VC Months Top Tier Non-Top Months Undwrter Undwrter 
18 Tier 18 =18 i l8 

155 150 126 179 56 34 
(+I, +6) -4.87% -2.44% (+I, +6) -5.77% -2.20% (+I, +6) -9.56% 6.13% 

(-0.72) (-0.46) (-0.68) (-.527) ( -1.08) (0.65) 
**** 

(+I, +9) -6.12% -0.30% (+I, +9) -5.31% -1.81% (+I, +9) -10.76% 9.74% 
(-0.63) (-0.04) (-0.46) (-.287) ( -1.00) (0.77) 

(+I, 12) -3.72% 9.84% (+1, 12) 4.17% 2.09% (+1, 12) -11.87% 18.50% 
( -0.39) ( 1.38) (0.39) (.302) (-1.15) (1.35) 

(+1,+15) 5.08% 6.62% (+I, +IS) 10.83% 2.51% (+I, + IS) -9.22% 23.80% 
(0.43) (0.67) (0.79) (.276) (-0.55) ( 1.26) 

(+I, 18) 12.76% 1.19% (+1, 18) 20.87% -2.05% (+1, 18) -10.57% 11.90% 
(0.87) (0.10) (1.21) (-.193) (-0.59) (0.55) 

**** 

PANEL D: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 

Months (+I, +6) (+I, +9) (+1,+12) (+I +IS) (+I +18) 

VCs 
vs. (-0.28) (-0.48) (-1.13) ( -0.1 0) (0.62) 

No VCs 

Top Tier 
IBs vs. (-0.38) ( -0.29) (0.17) (0.53) ( 1.20) 
Non-top 
Tier IBs 

Uwrtr=IB 
vs. (-1.16) (-1.21) (-1. 79) ( -1.28) (-0. 78) 

Uwrtrf:IB * 

*significant at . 10 **significant at.05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at.OO! 
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Table 65. Effect of Acquisition Motives 
on Buy and Hold Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the mean BHARs according to the acquisition motive. Motivations are determined by 
two methods. The first examines the full article in either the Wall Street Journal or the New York Times as 
given in ProQuest. The second method involves examining the sic code descriptions provided by the SDC 
to determine if economies of scale or scope are involved. If neither, then the classification is 
diversification. Below each category is the number of acquisitions with that motive . Panel A gives the t 
statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal returns. Panel B shows the t statistic for testing 
the difference between the mean BHARs for pairs of motives. 

PANELA: BHARS 
Months Economies of Scale Economies of Scope Diversification 

159 132 2 
(+1, +6) 4.33% -14.09% -26.95% 

(0.82) (-1.92)* (-1.52) 
(+1,+9) 10.22% -22.10% -24.00% 

(1.56) (-1.96)* (-0.83) 
(+1, 12) 15.50% -15.34% -18.67% 

(2.23)** (-1.51) (-0.88) 
(+1, +15) 17.52% -8.96% -11.38% 

(1.67)* (-0.81) (-0.55) 
(+1,18) 17.61% -4.63% -13.08% 

(1.40) (-0.33) (-1.24) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 

Months (+1, +6) (+1,+9) (+1,+12) (+1 +15) (+1, +18) 
Econ of Scale 

vs. (2.08) (2.58) (2.58) (1.73) (1.18) 
Econ of Scope ** *** ** * 
Econ of Scale 

vs. (0.66) (0.58) (0.55) (0.32) (0.29) 
Diversification 
Econ of Scope 

vs. (0.22) (0.02) (0.04) (0.03) (0.08) 
Diversification 
*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at .001 
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Table 66. Effect of Previous Acquisitions and J oint Ventures 
on Buy and Hold Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the mean BHA Rs according to the number of previous acquisitions or joint ventures. 
Prior acquisitions and joint ventures were determ ined from a combination of articles in the Wall Street 
Journal or the New York Times and fro m data provided by the SOC. Be low each category is the number of 
firms that made that number of acquis itions or joint ventures. Pane l A gives the t statistics as we ll as the 
significance leve l for the abno rmal returns. Panel B shows the t statistic for testing the difference between 
the mean BHARs for each combination of acquisitions and joint ventures . 

PANELA: BHARS 

Months (+1, +6) (+1,+9) (+1, +12) (+1 , +15) (+1, +18) 

One or less -3.01% -1.73% 4.14% 6.75% 8.47% 
prior acq 250 (-0.62) (-0.25) (0.59) (0.75) (0.76) 

Two or more -6.69% -10.19% -2.46% 1.62% -0.10% 
prior acq 55 (-0.79) (-1.00) (-0.26) (0.14) (-0.01) 

One or less -4.59% -5.17% -1.81% 2.46% 6.00% 
after acq 196 (-0.81) ( -0.60) ( -0.22) (0.24) (0.39) 

Two or more -2.23% 0.23% 11.81% 12.10% 10.53% 
after acq 108 ( -0.35) (0.03) (1.42) (1.05) (0.86) 

No JV before -3.80% -7.40% 0.55% -0.23% 1.89% 
220 (-0.72) ( -0.98) (0.08) (-0.03) (0.23) 

One or more -3.36% 7.47% 9.17% 22.65% 21.65% 
JV before 85 (-0.47) (0.78) (0.85) (1.20) (0.78) 

No JV after -9.99% -9.53% -1.78% -2.05% -2.89% 
181 (-1. 77)* (-1.17) (-0.23) (0.23) (-0.32) 

One or more 5.55% 5.91% 9.85% 17.77% 21.92% 
JV after 124 (0.85) (0.66) (1.02) (1.29) (1.15) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 

Months (+1, +6) (+1, +9) (+1,+12) (+1 +15) (+1, +18) 

Acq Before (0.33) (0.54) (0.42) (0.25) (-0.35) 
1 or less vs. 2 or more 

Acq After ( -0.26) (-0.42) ( -1.09) (-0.60) ( -0.28) 
1 or less vs.2 or more 

JV Before (0.05) (1.10) (-0.65) (-1.11) (-0.69) 
None vs 1 or more 

JV After ( -1. 79) (-1.25) (-0.95) (-1.26) (-1.18) 
None vs. 1 or more * 

*significant at . 10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 *** *significant at .001 
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Table 67. Cross Sectional Analysis for Window(+ 1, + 12) 

CARj =Po+ PIRELSIZEj + P20WNPC'0 + pJvcj +P4LOCKj +PYC*LOCK + B6TOPTIERj + p 7A DVISUWRj+P8 PREACQj 
+ P9PREJ~ + PJOMKTCAPj + P11 PIB + PI 2RUNPC0 + P13CASHj + P/4 PUBL/Cj+ Pis STK*PRI~ + BI6TECHj +PI6MOTIV£j 
+Pis POSTACQj+pi9POSTJ~ + ej 

The sample consists of 305 acquisitions with BHARs for the twelve month window. The first equation includes all the independent variables, 

the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has the greatest adjusted R2 value. The last column has the adjusted R2
, 

and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio of the size of the acquisition to the size of the acquiring firm, 
OWNPCT is the percentage ofthe acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital, LOCK is a 
dummy variable that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before 
lockup expiration, TOPTlER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is not the same as the underwriter, PREACQ 
equals I if two or more prior acquisition announcements, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market capitalization of the 
firm, P/B is the ratio of the price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the 
announcement, CASH is a dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I iftarget is a public firm, STK*PRIV equals I if both stock 
financing and a privately held target, TECH = I if acquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals 1 if economies scale, POST ACQ equals 1 if two or 
more subsequent acquisition announcements, and POST JV is a dummy variable that equals I if any strategic alliances are announced after the current acquisition 
announcement. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock vc• Top Adv Pre Pre Mkt P/B Run Cash Pub Stk* Tech Mot- Post Post AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Is not Acq JV Cap Pet -lie Priv ive Acq JV (Fstat) 

Uw r 
.173 .021 -.001 -.005 .317 -.272 .372 .289 -.002 .152 -.135 .001 -.0 12 .092 -.029 .195 .040 .321 .O.t2 .231 .001 
(.33) (.16) (-.24) (-.02) (1.19) (-.82) (1.96) (1.24) (-.01) (.82) (-1.62) (.68) (-.28) (.40) (-.13) (.92) (.18) (1.93) (.I-t) (1.2-t) (1.01) 

171 • • 
2 .316 .178 .167 -.Ill .000 .253 .156 .156 .022 

(1.14) (1.25) (.88) (-2.11) (.01) (2 .07) (1.22) (1.22) (1.95) 
302 •• .. . 

3 .317 .177 -.099 .265 .231 .023 
(1.26) (1.25) (-2.23) (2.20) ( 1.78) (2.81) 

302 .. •• • ** 

*significant at. 10 **significant at. 05 ***significant at. 01 ****significant at. 001 
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Table 68. Cross Sectional Analysis for Window(+ 1, + 18) 

CARj=Po + P1RELSIZ£j + P10WNPC'0 + p3 VCj +P4LOCKj +PYC*LOCK + B6TOPTI£Rj + p 7A DVISUWRj+PsPREACQj 
+ P~REJ~ + P10MKTCAPj + PuPIB + PnRUNPC0 + P13CASHj + P/4 PUBL/Cj+ P/5 STK*PRI~ + B16TECHj +P16MOTIV£j 
+P18 POSTACQj+P19POSTJ~ + t:j 

The sample consists of264 acquisitions with BHARs for the eighteen month window. The first equation includes all the independent variables, the second 

equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has the greatest adjusted R2 value. The last column has the adjusted R 2, and the F 
statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio ofthe size ofthe acquisition to the size of the acquiring firm, OWNPCT is the 
percentage of the acquiring firm ' s stock that insiders own after the offering, YC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital, LOCK is a dummy variable 
that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before lockup expiration, 
TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is not the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals I if two or 
more prior acquisition announcements, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market capitalization of the firm, P/B is the ratio 
of the price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, CASH is a 
dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm, STK *PRIV equals I if both stock financing and a privately held 
target, TECH = I ifacquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies scale, POSTACQ equals I iftwo or more subsequent acquisition 
announcements, and POSTJV is a dummy variable that equals I if any strategic alliances are announced after the current acquisition announcement. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock VC* Top Adv Pre Pre Mkt P!B Run Cash Pub-lic Stk* Tech Mot- Post Post 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Is not Acq JV Cap Pet Priv ive Acq JV 

Uw r 
I .106 .124 -.0002 .097 .486 -.028 .737 .046 .171 .443 -.237 .001 .-.091 .435 -.091 .430 .318 -301 -.104 .365 

143 (.II) (.51) (-.02) (.21) (1.00) (-.05) (2.08) (.10) (.37) (1.23) (-1.47) (.45) (-.96) (1.06) (-.21) (1.09) (.75) (.97) (-.31) (.99) 
** 

2 .308 .392 .029 -.Ill -.o.n .227 .095 .401 
(.71) (1.73) (.09) (-1.31) (-.77) (1.18) (.47) (1.92) 

261 * * 
3 .457 .412 -.141 .252 .376 

(1.17) (1.85) (-2.00) (1.33) (1.83) 
261 * ** * 

*significant at./0 **significant at .05 ***significant at.O J ****significant at .001 
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AdjR2 
(Fstat) 

.009 
( 1.068 

.009 
(1.33) 

.018 
(2.16) 



Table 69. Cross Sectional Analysis for Window (+ 1, +6) 

CARj =Po+ P1RELSIZEj + P20WNPC1j + pycj +P4LOCKj +PYC*LOCK + B6TOPTIERj + P7ADVISUWRj+ Ps PREACQj 
+ p~REJ~ + PJOMKTCAPj + P11PIB + P12RUNPC1j + P13CASHj + P 14 PUBL/Cj+ P15 STK*PR/~ + B 16 TECHj +P16 MOTIVEj 
+P1s POSTACQj+p1~0STJ~ + ej 

The sample consists of264 acquisitions with BHARs for the eighteen month window. The first equation includes all the independent variables, the second 

equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has the greatest adjusted R2 value. The last column has the adjusted R2
, and the F statistic. 

Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio of the size of the acquisition to the size ofthe acquiring firm , OWNPCT is the percentage 
of the acquiring firm ' s stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital, LOCK is a dummy variable that equals 
I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before lockup expiration, TOPTIER 
equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is not the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals I if two or more prior 
acquisition announcements, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market capitalization ofthe firm, P/B is the ratio ofthe 
price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, CASH is a 
dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm, STK*PRIV equals I if both stock financing and a privately held 
target, TECH = I ifacquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies scale, POSTACQ equals I if two or more subsequent acquisition 
announcments, and POSTJV is a dummy variable that equals I if any strategic alliances are announced after the current acquisition announcement 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock vc• Top Adv Pre Pre 1\lkt P/B Run Cash Pub- Stk* Tech 1\lot- Post Post AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Is not Acq JV Cap Pet lie Priv ive Acq JV (Fstat) 

Uwr 
.061 .046 .000 .21-t .159 -.182 .226 .189 .076 -.018 -.103 .000 -.000 .053 -.012 .144 -.027 .179 -.060 .186 -.013 
(.17) (.51) (.13) (1.26) (.88) (-.81) (1.76) (1.20) (A7) (-.1-t) (-1.82) (.22) (-.01) (.3-t) (-.08) (.32) (-.18) (1.59) (-.50) ( 1.47) (.88) 

171 * • 
2 .257 .078 .126 -.093 .005 .171 .038 .26-t .032 

(1.30) (.77) (.93) (-2A8) (.19) (1.96) (A2) (2.82) (2A1) 
302 .. • ... 

3 . 247 .080 -.086 .173 .263 .038 
302 (1.38) (.80) (-2.74) (2.01) (2.85) (3.96) 

••• ** ... *** 
*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at.OOI 
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Table 70. Cross Sectional Analysis Analyzing 
When Acquirers or Matching Firms Become Targets 

CARj =flo+ f1 1RELS/ZEj + f120WNPC1j + f13 VCj +f14LOCKj +fl;VC*LOCK + B6TOPT/ERj + fl lA DV/SUWRj+flsPREACQj 
+ f19PREJ~ + f1 10MKTCAPj + f1 11PIB + f1 12RUNPC1j + f1 13CASHj + /1 14 PUBL/Cj+ /1 15 STK*PR/~ + B16TECHj +f116 MOT/VEj 
+{118 POSTACQj+f11~0STJ~ + fJ2oACQTARj +f121MATCHTARj + E:j 

The sample consists of264 acquisitions with BHARs for the twelve month window. The first equation includes all the independent variables, the second 

equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has the greatest adjusted R2 value. The last column has the adjusted R2
, and the F statistic. 

Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSlZE is the ratio ofthe size of the acquisition to the size of the acquiring firm , OWNPCT is the percentage 
of the acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital , LOCK is a dummy variable that equals 
I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before lockup expiration, TOPTIER 
equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVlSUWR equals I if the investment banker is not the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals I if two or more prior 
acquisition announcements, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market capitalization of the firm, P/8 is the ratio of the 
price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, CASH is a 
dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm, STK*PRJV equals I if both stock financing and a privately held 
target, TECH = I ifacquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies of scope, POSTACQ equals I iftwo or more subsequent acquisition 
announcements, and POSTJV is a dummy variable that equals I if any strategic alliances are announced after the current acquisition announcement, ACQTAR 
equals I ifacquirer becomes a target, and MATCHTAR equals! ifmatching firm becomes a target. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock VC* Top Adv Pre Pre Mkt p Run Ca Pub- Stk* Te !\lot- Post Post Acq !\latch AdjR2 
II Size Pet Lock Tier Is Aeq JV Cap I Pet sh lie Priv eh ive Aeq JV Tar Tar (Fstat) 

not B 
Uwr 

(1,6) .398 .078 -.083 -.17-t .260 .082 -.70-t .035 
(2.34) (.78) (-2.60) (-1.97) (2.79) (.25) (-.95) (2.8-t) 

302 ** *** ** *** ** 
(1, 12) .539 .174 -.092 -.319 .223 .257 .162 .026 

(2.27) (1.23) (-2.05) (-2.57) ( 1.70) (.83) (.34) (2.34) 
302 ** ** ** * ** 

(1, 18) .625 .395 -.132 -.221 .365 -.158 .726 .021 
(1.6-t) (1.75) (-1.87) (-1.13) (1.75) (-.46) (1.67) (1.92) 

261 * * * * 

*significant at . I 0 **significant at .05 ***significant at .0 I ****significant at .00 I 
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Table 71. Partial Acquisitions 
Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted Average Cumulative Abnormal Returns (ACARs) calculated using 
a CRSP equally weighted index . Partial acquisitions include either toeholds with less than 50 percent of 
the stock being purchased or the purchase of either a subsidiary or specific assets . Day 0 is the day of the 
announcement in either the Wall Street Journal or the New York Times. Below the ACARs are the t scores 
as well as the significance level. The last column shows the ratio of positive to negative A CARs with the 
generalized z scores and significance level. 

Days Mean Positive: 
Abnormal Negative 

Return 
{0, 0) 1.47% 85:53 

(2.63)*** (4.15)**** 
(-1, 0) 3.00% 86:52 

(4.16)**** (4.32)**** 
(-1, +1) 2.89% 87:51 

(3.56)**** (4.49)**** 
(-2,+1) 3.53% 91:47 

(4.02)**** (5.18)**** 
(-1, +2) 3.03% 81:57 

(3.01)*** (3.46)**** 
(-2, +2) 3.66% 82:56 

(3.46)**** (3.64)**** 
(-3, +3) 3.30% 79:59 

(2.75)*** (3.12)*** 
(-5, +5) 3.60% 83:55 

(2.77)*** (3.81)**** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 72. Partial Acquisitions 
Effect of Financing Method 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to financing method. The method of financing was 
determined from the original article in the Wall Street Journal or the New York Times or from data 
provided by the SDC. Below each category is the number of firms that used that financing method. Panel 
A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal returns. Panel B shows the t 
statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for each pair of financing method 

PANEL A: CARS 
Days Cash Stock Combination Not Given 

(66) (19) (14) (39) 
(-1, 0) 2.65% 2.072 8.62% 2.01% 

(3.33)**** (0.89) (2.08)* (1.93)* 
(-1, +1) 2.58% -0.45% 10.79% 2.21% 

(3.03)*** (-0.17) (2.60)** (1.69)* 
(-2,+1) 3.55% 0.66% 9.91% 2.60% 

(3.48)**** (0.22)* (2.20)** (2.02)** 
(-1, +2) 2.90% -0.87% 10.28% 2.53% 

(2.77)*** (-0.24) (1.83)* (1.77)* 
(-2, +2) 3.87% 0.24% 9.40% 2.92% 

(3.41)**** (0.06) (1.61) (2.13)** 
(-3, +3) 3.50% 0.94% 8.94% 2.09% 

(3.11)*** (0.19) (1.26) (1.38) 
(-5, +5) 4.21% 4.86% 6.16% 1.02% 

(3.25)*** (0.85) (0.94) (0.56) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days Cash vs. Stock Cash vs. Cash vs. Stock and Stock vs. 

Combination Combination Combination 

(-1, 0) (0.24) (-1.42) (-0.92) (-1.38) 
(-1,+1) (1.06) (-1.94)* (-0.65) (-2.36)** 
(-2, +1) (0.89) (-1.38) (-0.36) (-1.76)* 
(-1, +2) (0.98) (-1.30) (-0.28) (-1.73)* 
(-2, +2) (0.85) (-0.93) (-0.07) (-1.32) 
(-3, +3) (0.50) ( -0. 76) (-0.19) (-0.95) 
{-5, +5} {-0.11} {-0.29} {-0.27) { -0.15} 

*significant at . I 0 **significant at . 05 ***significant at . 0 I ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 73. Partial Acquisitions 
Effect of Target Organizational Form 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to target organizational form. The organizational 
form of the target was determined from the original article in the Wall Street Journal or the New York 
Times or from data provided by the SOC. Below each category is the number of target firms with that 
organizational structure. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal 
returns. Panel B shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for public versus 
privately held targets . 

PANELA: CARS 
Days Public Private Not Given 

(78) (36) (24) 
(-1, 0) 3.33% 1.37% 4.35% 

(3.02)*** (1.50) (2.85)*** 
(-1, +1) 3.25% 1.54% 3.73% 

(2.64)** (1.49) (2.02)* 
(-2,+1) 3.97% 2.63% 3.43% 

(2.95)*** (2.12)** (1.97)* 
(-1, +2) 3.45% 1.92% 3.30% 

(2.26)** (1.36)**** (1.55) 
(-2, +2) 4.17% 3.01% 3.00% 

(2.59)** (1.86)* (1.50) 
(-3, +3) 5.01% 1.27% 0.80% 

(2.73)*** (0.74) (0.35) 
(-5, +5) 5.21% 1.28% 1.82% 

(2.85)*** (0.56) (0.64) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days (-1, 0) (-1, +1) (-2, +1) (-1, +2) (-2, +2) (-3, 3) (-5, +5) 

Public 
vs. (1.37) (1.07) (0.62) (0.73) (0.44) (1.49) (1.26) 

Private 

*significant at. 10 **significant at. 05 ***significant at. 0 I ****significant at . 00 I 
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Table 74. Partial Acquisitions 
Effect of Financing and Target Organizational Form 
on Cumulative Abnormal Returns for Window (-1, 0) 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the combination of financing method and target 
organizationa l form for the window (-I ,0). Below each category is the num ber of target firms purchased 
with the given financing method. Panel A gives the t statistics as we ll as the significance level for the 
abnormal returns. Panel B shows the t stati stic for testing the difference between the CARs for the various 
combinations of financing and target organizati onal form . 

PANELA: CARS 

Public Private Not Given Total 

Cash 2.87% 2.37% 2.57% 2.65% 
(2.07)** (2.87)* ** (1.30) (3.33)**** 

33 23 10 66 
Stock 0.88% 0.21% 13.89% 2.07% 

(0.27) (0.08) (2.67) (0.89) 
12 5 2 19 

Combination 12.51% -1.65% 0.62% 8.62% 
(2.50)** (-0.22) (2.08)* 

10 3 1 14 
Not Given 1.29% -2.81% 4.57% 2.01% 

(1.11) (-0.10) (1.88)* (1.93)* 
23 5 11 39 

Total 3.33% 1.37% 4.35% 
(3.02)*** (1.50) (2.85)*** 

78 36 24 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days PRIVATE PRIVATE PUBLIC PUBLIC CASH STOCK STOCK& 

Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Public Public COMB 
Stock Stock and Stock Stock and vs. vs. Public vs. 

Combination Combination Private Private Private 

(-1, 0) (1.03) (0.95) (0.67) (-0.98) (0.28) (-0.17) ( -1.23) 

*significant at .1 0 **significant at . 05 ***significant at. 01 ****significant at . 001 
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Table 75. Partial Acquisitions 
Effect of Financing and Target Organizational Form 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns for Window (-1, +1) 

This table presents the market adj usted CARs according to the combination of financing method and target 
organizational form for the window ( -1, +I) . Below each category is the number of target firms purchased 
with the given financing method. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the 
abnormal returns. Panel 8 shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for the various 
combinations of financing and target organizational form. 

PANELA: CARS 

Public Private Not Given Total 

Cash 1.65% 3.11% 4.41% 2.58% 
(1.30) (2.75)** (1.61) (3.03)*** 

33 23 10 66 
Stock -1.94% -0.80% 9.36% -.45% 

(-0.50) (-0.67) (0.75) (-0.17) 
12 5 2 19 

Combination 15.75% -2.61% 1.39% 10.79% 
(3.30)*** ( -0.43) (2.60)** 

10 3 1 14 
Not Given 2.83% -0.85% 2.30% 2.21% 

(1.72)* ( -0.22) (0.85) (1.69)* 
23 5 11 39 

Total 3.25% 1.54% 3.73% 
(2.64)** (1.49) (2.02)* 

78 36 24 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days PRIVATE PRIVATE PUBLIC PUBLIC CASH STOCK STOCK& 

Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Public Public COMB 
Stock Stock and Stock Stock and vs. vs. Public vs. 

Combination Combination Private Private Private 

(-1, +1) (1.55) (2.00)* (1.15) (-1.19) (0.81) (0.28) (-1.84)* 

*significant at. 10 **significant at. 05 ***significant at. 01 ****significant at. 001 
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Table 76. Partial Acquisitions 
Effect of Financing and Target Organizational Form 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns for Window (-2, +2) 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the combination of financing method and target 
organizational form for the window (-2, +2). Below each category is the number of target firms purchased 
with the given financing method. Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the 
abnormal returns . Panel 8 shows the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for the various 
combinations of financing and target organizational form. 

PANEL A: CARS 

Public Private Not Given Total 

Cash 2.69% 4.57% 6.15% 3.87% 
(1.74)* (2.53)** (1.66) (1.19) 

33 23 10 66 
Stock -1.35% 0.66% 8.76% .24% 

(-0.22) (0.13) (1.84) (0.06) 
12 5 2 19 

Combination 17.09% -8.25% -14.53% 9.40% 
(2.63)** (-1.07) (1.61) 

10 3 1 14 
Not Given 3.55% 4.96% 0.68% 2.92% 

(1.80)* (1.19) (0.37) (2.13)** 
23 5 11 39 

Total 4.17% 3.01% 3.00% 
(2.59)** (1.86)* (1.50) 

78 36 24 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days PRIVATE PRIVATE PUBLIC PUBLIC CASH STOCK STOCK& 

Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Cash vs. Public Public COMB 
Stock Stock and Stock Stock and vs. vs. Public vs. 

Combination Combination Private Private Private 

(-2, +2) (0.88) (1.85)* (0.90) (-0.85) (-0.79) (0.19) (-1.15) 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .Of ****significant at .00 / 
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Table 77. Partial Acquisitions 
Effects of Venture Capitalists and Top Tier Underwriters 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for two distinct groups. In Panel A, the CARs for firms that 
had venture capital backing for their IPO are compared with the CARs for firms that did not have venture 
capital backing. In Panel 8, the CARs for firms that had top tier underwriters for their IPO are compared 
with the CARs for firms that had lower tiered underwriters . Below each category is the number of events 
with that characteristic. Panel C shows the the t statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for 
each of the pairs 

PANEL A: VC vs. Non- VC PANELB: Tof!.. Tier vs. Non-Tof!.. Tier 
Days vc Non-VC Days TopTier IB Non-top 

(53) (85) (67) Tier IB 
(71) 

(-1, 0) 2.21% 3.49 (-1, 0) 2.10% 3.84% 
(1.59) (4.40)**** (2.25)** (3.54)**** 

(-1, +1) 2.40% 3.20% (-1, +1) 2.31% 3.44% 
(1.46) (3.82)**** (2.16)** (2.83)*** 

(-2,+1) 3.72% 3.41% (-2, +1) 3.37% 3.68% 
(2.11)** (3.71)**** (2.63)** (3.03)*** 

(-1, +2) 1.93% 3.71% (-1, +2) 2.61% 3.42% 
(0.93) (3.73)**** (2.14)** (2.15)** 

(-2, +2) 3.25% 3.92% (-2, +2) 3.67% 3.65% 
(1.48) (3.75)**** (2.57)** (2.34)** 

(-3, +3) 2.94% 3.90% (-3, +3) 3.61% 3.01% 
(1.14) (3.53)*** (2.16)** (1.74)* 

(-5, +5) 3.07% 3.92% (-5, +5) 4.92% 2.34% 
(1.13) (3.11)*** (2.65)*** (1.30) 

PANEL C: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Da~s {-1, 0} {-1, +1} {-2, +1} {-1, +2} {-2, +2} {-3, 3} {-5, +5} 
VCs 
vs. ( -0.87) (-0.43) (0.15) (-0.77) (-0.28) (-0.21) ( -0.29) 

Non-VCs 

Top Tier vs. 
Non-top (-1.21) (-0.70) (-0.18) (0-.40) (-0.01) (-0.25) (-1.00) 

Tier 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 78. Partial Acquisitions Effects of Timing 
of Announcement, Industry, and Toehold vs. 

Asset Acquisition on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs for three distinct groups. In Panel A, the CARs for 
acquisition announcements made prior to the lockup expiration are compared with the CARs for 
announcements made after the lockup expiration. In Panel B, the CARs for firms in the technology 
industries are compared with the CARs for firms in non-technology industries. In Panel C, the CARs for 
toehold acquisitions are compared with the CARs for asset acquisitions. Below each category is the 
number of acquisitions with that characteristic. Panel D shows the t statist ic for testing the difference 
between the CARs for each of the pairs 

PANEL A: Pre-Lock vs. Post-Lock PANEL B: Tech vs. Non-Tech PANEL C: ToeHold vs.Asset 
Days Pre-Lockup Post-Lockup Days Tech Non-Tech Days Toe Asset 

Expiration Expiration Industry Industry Hold Acq 
(59) (79) (40) (98) (7) (131) 

(-1. 0) 3.58% 2.56% (-I, 0) 2.43% 3.23% (-1, 0) 3.71% 2.96% 
(2.99)*** (2.88)*** (1.40) (4.41)**** ( 1.41) (3.96)**** 

(-1, + I) 2.96% 2.84% (-1, + I) 2.62% 3.00% (-1,+1) 2.34% 2.92% 
(2.45)** (2.58)** (1.24) (3.94)**** (0.76) (3.47)**** 

(-2, + I) 3.01 % 3.91% (-2, + I) 3.44% 3.56% (-2, + I) 1.49% 3.64% 
(2.34)** (3.26)*** ( 1.51) (4.33)**** (0.47) (3.99)**** 

(-1. +2) 3.94% 2.34% (-1, +2) 1.58% 3.61% (-I, +2) 0.57% 3.16% 
(2.76)*** ( 1.67)* (0.65) (3.59)**** (0.14) (3.04)*** 

(-2, +2) 3.99% 3.42% (-2. +2) 2.41% 4.18% (-2, +2) -0.27% 3.87% 
(2.73)*** (2.28)** (0.90) (4.1 0)**** (-0.07) (3.55)**** 

(-3, +3) 2.89% 3.61 % (-3, +3) 3.07% 3.40% (-3,+3) 4.14% 3.26% 
(1.74)* (2.12)** (0.95) (3.14)*** (0.69) (2.65)*** 

(-5. +5) 4.72% 2.76% (-5, +S) 4.26% 3.33% (-5, +S) 1.63% 3.65% 
(2.34)** (1.63) (1.20) (2.95)*** (0.40) (2.75)*** 

PANEL D: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 

Dal':s {-1, 0~ {-1, +I~ {-2, +I~ {-1, +2~ {-2,+2~ { -3, 3~ {-5, +5~ 
Pre-Lock 

vs. Post-Lock (0.70) (0.07) (-051) (0.78) (0.27) (-0.30) (0.75) 
Tech vs. (-0.43) (-0.17) (-0.05) (-0.77) (-0.62) (-0.10) (0.25) 

Non-Tech 
ToeHold vs (0.23) (-0.16) (-0.53) (-0.56) (-0.86) (0.16) (-0.171) 

Asset 
*significant at . 10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significant at .001 
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Table 79. Partial Acquisitions 
Effect of Previous Acquisitions and Joint Ventures 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the number of previous acquisitions or joint 
ventures. Prior acquisitions and joint ventures were determined from a combination of articles in the Wall 
Street Journal or the New York Times and from data provided by the SOC. Below each category is the 
number of firms that made that number of acquisitions or joint ventures. Panel A gives the t statistics as 
well as the significance level for the abnormal returns. Panel B shows the t statistic for testing the 
difference between the CARs for each combination of acquisitions and joint ventures. 

PANEL A: CARS 
Days No Prior One or Less One or Two or No Prior One or 

Acq Prior Acq More Prior More JVs More Prior 
(68) (103) Acq Prior Acq (308) JVs 

(70) (35) (33) 

( -1' 0) 2.55% 3.02% 3.43% 2.91% 3.18% 2.43% 
(3.11)*** (3.72)**** (2.91)*** (1.88)* (4.38)**** ( 1.24) 

(-1, +1) 2.79% 3.22% 2.98% 1.92% 2.95% 2.70% 
(3.13)*** (3.90)**** (2.21)** (0.92) (3.63)**** (1.22) 

(-2, +1) 3.42% 3.97% 3.64% 2.23% 3.59% 3.33% 
(3.50) (4.49) (2.50) (0.97) (4.33) (1.29) 
**** **** ** **** 

(-1,+2) 2.60% 3.574% 3.44% 1.42% 3.25% 2.30% 
(2.31)** (3.38)**** (2.07)** (0.57) (3.47)*** (0.77) 

(-2, +2) 3.22% 4.32% 4.10% 1.739 3.90% 2.92% 
(32.74) (3.91) (2.34) (0.67) ( 4.15) (0.89) 

*** **** * **** 
(-3,+3) 2.23% 3.66% 4.34% 2.23% 2.85% 4.73% 

(1.64) (2.89)*** (2.21)** (0.76) (2.67)*** (1.27) 
(-5, +5) 3.73% 4.66% 3.46% 4.33% 3.42% 4.16% 

(2.29)** (3.30)**** (1.72)* (0.15) (2.59)** (1.20) 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Da~s (-1, 0) (-1, +1) (-2, +1) (-1, +2) (-2, +2) ( -3, 3) (-5, +5) 

NoAcq 
vs. 1 or (-0.61) (-0.12) ( -0.12) ( -0.42) ( -0.42) (-0.88) (0.11) 
more 

One or 
less Acq (0.06) (0.70) (0.86) (0.93) (1.06) (0.52) (1.43) 

vs. 
2 or more 
No JV vs. 

(0.36) (0.10) (0.10) (0.31) (0.28) (-0.48) (-0.25) 
1 or more 
*significant at. 10 **significant at. 05 ***significant at .0 I ****significant at. 00 I 
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Table 80. Partial Acquisitions 
Effect of Acquisition Motives 

on Cumulative Abnormal Returns 

This table presents the market adjusted CARs according to the acquisition motive. Motivations are 
determined by two methods . The first examines the full article in either the Wall Street Journal or the New 
York Times as given in ProQuest. The second method involves examining the sic code descriptions 
provided by the SDC to determine if economies of scale or scope are involved. If neither, then the 
classification is diversification. Below each category is the number of acquisitions with that motive . 
Panel A gives the t statistics as well as the significance level for the abnormal returns. Panel B shows the t 

statistic for testing the difference between the CARs for the pairs of motives. 

PANELA: CARS 
Days Economies of Scale Economies of Scope Diversification 

86 43 2 
(-1, 0) 3.39% 2.44% -.14% 

(3.81)*** (1. 70) (-0.05) 
(-1,+1) 3.05% 2.80% -1.56% 

(3.17)*** (1.60) (-0.68) 
(-2, +1) 3.87% 2.75% -1.81% 

(3.67)**** (1.50) (-0.72) 
(-1, +2) 3.50% 2.48% -3.38% 

(2.92)*** (1.18) (-0.84) 
(-2, +2) 4.32% 2.44% -3.63 

(3.36)**** (1.14) ( -0.85) 
(-3, +3) 3.68% 2.35% -6.09% 

(2.66)*** (0.90) (-4.26) 
(-5, +5) 3.98% 2.33% -9.59% 

(2.56)** (0.24) (-373.38)*** 

PANEL B: DIFFERENCE BETWEEN THE MEANS TESTS 
Days {-1, 0~ {-1, +1~ {-2,+1~ {-1, +2~ {-2, +2~ {-3, 3~ {-5, +5~ 

Econ of Scale 
vs. (0.59) (0.14) (0.57) (0.45) (0.80) (0.49) (0.57) 

Econ of Scope 
Econ of Scale 

vs. (.060) (0.73) (0.82) (0.87) (0.94) (1.07) (1.32) 
Diversification 
Econ of Scope 

vs. (0.38) (0.53) (0.53) (0.59) (0.60) (0.39) (0.97) 
Diversification 
*significant at .I 0 **significant at . 05 ***significant at .0 I ****significant at . 00 I 
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Table 81. Partial Acquisitions 
Cross Sectional Analysis for Window (-1, 0) 

CARj =Po+ p,RELSIZEj + P20WNPC0 + pycj +P4LOCKj +PYC*LOCK + B6TOPTIERj + P7ADVISUWRj+ Ps PREACQj 
+ P9PREJJ) + PufriKTCAPj + P11PIB + P12RUNPC0 + p,CASHj + P14 PUBL/Cj+ P15 STK*PRIJ) + B,6TECHj +P17 MOTIVEj 
+p,8TOEHOLDj + ej 

The sample consists of 138 partial acquisition announcements. The CARs are for the two day window (-I, 0). The first equation includes all the independent 

variables, the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has the greatest adjusted R2 value. The last column has the adjusted 
R2

, and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio of the size of the acquisition to the size of the acquiring firm , 
OWNPCT is the percentage of the acquiring firm 's stock that insiders own after the offering, YC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital , LOCK is a 
dummy variable that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before 
lockup expiration, TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is not the same as the underwriter, PREACQ 
equals I iftwo or more previous acquisitions, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market capitalization of the firm, P/B is 
the ratio of the price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, 
CASH is a dummy variable that equa ls I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm , STK *PRIV equals I if both stock financing and a 
privately held target, TECH = I ifacquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals 1 if economies of scale, and TOEHOLD equals 1 if acquisition is 
purchase of less than 50 percent of target 's stock. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock vc• Top Adv Pre Pre Mkt P/ B Run CASH Pub- Stk* Tech Mot- Toe- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Is not Acq JV Cap Pet lie Priv ive hold (Fstat) 

Uwr 
I .014 .064 .002 .018 .062 -.104 -.061 -.090 -.017 -.012 -.0005 .001 .016 -.035 .026 .013 -.071 .039 -.011 .246 

64 (.18) (1.96) (.89) (.54) (1.59) (-1.96) (-2 .29) (-2.15) (-.61) (-.41) (-.03) (.75) ( 1.66) (-1.25) (.85) (.18) (-2.29) (1.37) (-.17) (2 .16) 
•• . . 

2 . 091 -.039 -.016 -.066 -.011 .023 .-006 .025 -.021 -.022 .008 .142 
(2.90) (-2.00) (-1.05) (-2.08) (-2.11) (4.74) (-.41) (1.62) (-.56) (-1.27) (.54) (3 .26) 

136 ... •• •• .. . ... • ••• 
3 . 100 -.046 -.068 -.015 .023 .023 -.020 .156 

136 (3.69) (-2.45) (-2.19) (-3.09) (4.84) (1.61) (-1.18) (6.04) 
**** •• •• ... **** **** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 82. Partial Acquisitions 
Cross Sectional Analysis for Window ( -1, + 1) 

CARj =Po+ P1RELSIZEj + P10WNPC0 + P3 VCj +P4LOCKj +PsVC*LOCK + B6TOPTIERj + P7A DVISUWRj+ Ps PREACQj 
+ P9PREJ~ + P10MKTCAPj + PnPIB + P11RUNPC0 + P13CASHj + P14 PUBL/Cj+ P1s STK*PRI~ + B16TECHj +p17 MOTIVEj 
+P1sTOEHOLDj + cj 

The sample consists of 138 partial acquisition announcements. The CA Rs are for the two day window (-I, + I) . The first equation includes all the independent 
variables, the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has the greatest adjusted R2 value. The last column has the adjusted 
R2

, and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio of the size of the acquisition to the size of the acquiring firm , 
OWNPCT is the percentage of the acquiring firm 's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals 1 if venture capital , LOCK is a 
dummy variable that equals 1 if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before 
lockup expiration, TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVISUWR equals I if the investment banker is not the same as the underwriter, PREACQ 
equals I if two or more previous acquisitions, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log of the market capitalization of the firm, P/B is 
the ratio of the price to book value of the firm , RVNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, 
CASH is a dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I iftarget is a public firm, STK*PRlV equals I ifboth stock financing and a 
privately held target, TECH = I if acquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies of sca le, and TOEHOLD equals I if acquisition is 
purchase of less than 50 percent of target's stock. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock VC* Top Adv Pre Pre i\lkt P/B Run Cash Pub- Stk* Tech Mot- Toe- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Is not Acq JV Cap Pet lie Priv ive hold (Fstat) 

Uwr 
I .014 .057 .001 .033 .028 -.075 -.053 -.105 -.032 -.027 .005 .001 .009 -.053 .023 -.016 -.065 .020 -.032 -.015 

64 (.15) (1.37) (.98) (.77) (.58) (-1.11) (-1.56) (-1.97) (-.92) (-.75) (.28) (.54) (.72) (-1.46) (.60) (-.17) (-1.69) (.54) (-.38) (.948) 
* 

2 .100 -.037 -.005 -.072 -.013 .020 .-005 .022 -.027 -.011 .001 .059 
(2.70) (-1.61) (-.30) (-1.93) (-2.09) (3.40) (-.27) (1.23) (-.60) (-.55) (.06) (1.85) 

136 *** • •• **** 
3 .100 -.041 -.076 -.014 .019 .023 .090 

136 (3.15) (-1.86) (-2.09) (-2.63) (3.52) (1.42) (3.68) 
••• . .. • •• **** ... 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 83. Partial Acquisitions 
Cross Sectional Analysis for Window (-5, +5) 

CARj =Po+ p1RELSIZEj + PzOWNPC0 + P1VCj +P4LOC~ +PsVC*LOCK + B6TOPTIERj + P7A DVISUWRj+ PaPREACQj 
+ P~REJJ) + PwMKTCAPj + PuPIB + P11RUNPC0 + P13CASHj + P14 PUBLICj+ P15 STK*PRHj + B 16 TECHj +P17 MOTIVEj 
+P18TOEHOLDj + ej 

The sample consists of 138 partial acquisition announcements. The CARs are for the two day window (-1, 0). The first equation includes all the independent 
variables, the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has the greatest adjusted R2 value. The last column has the adjusted 
R2

, and the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio of the size of the acquisition to the size ofthe acquiring firm, 
OWNPCT is the percentage ofthe acquiring firm's stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital , LOCK is a 
dummy variable that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, YC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before 
lockup expiration, TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADVJSUWR equals I if the investment banker is not the same as the underwriter, PREACQ 
equals I if two or more previous acquisitions, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log ofthe market capitalization of the firm, P/B is 
the ratio ofthe price to book value of the firm, RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, 
CASH is a dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm, STK*PRJV equals I if both stock financing and a 
privately held target, TECH = I if acquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies of scale, and TOEHOLD equals I if acquisition is 
purchase of Jess than 50 percent of target's stock. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock vc• Top Ad\' Pre Pre Mkt P/B Run Cash Pub- Stk* Tech Mot- Toe- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Is not Acq JV Cap Pet lie Pri\' i\'e hold (Fstal) 

Uwr 
I .030 .095 .001 .023 -.030 -.0-t.t -.010 -.185 -.063 -.038 -.014 -.001 .027 .017 .086 .196 -.0-45 .014 -.073 -.039 

64 (.20) ( 1.52) (1.06) (.35) (-.40) (-.43) (-.19) (-2.29) (-1.20) (-.67) (-.5-t) (-.55) (1.41) (.30) (U.t) (1.42) (-.75) (.26) (-.57) (0.87) 
•• 

2 .107 -.031 .042 -.129 -.027 .035 .038 .073 .10-t -.010 -.0-43 .096 
(1.85) (-.86) (1.48) (-2.21) (-2.71) (3.80) (1.41) (2.59) (1.47) (-.33) (-.16) (2.4-t) 

136 . .. ... **** •• •• 
3 .115 .039 -.121 -.024 .031 .05-t .098 

136 (2.31) (1.42) (-2.09) (-2.52) (3.65) (2.08) (3.96) .. .. **** ** *** 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .OJ ****significant at .001 
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Table 84. Total Acquisitions: Full and Partial 
Cross Sectional Analysis for Window (-1, 0) 

CARj =Po+ /lJRELSIZEj + fJ20WNPC'0 + fl3 VCj +fl4LOCKj +flsVC*LOCK + B6TOPTI£Rj + fl 7A DVISUWRj+fl8 PREACQj 
+ fl 9PREJrj + PuJMKTCAPj + fl 11PIB + fl 12RUNPC0 + fJJJCASHj + /114 PUBL!Cj+ /115 STK*PR!rj + B16TECHj +fl17 MOTIV£j 
+ /1 18 PARTIALj+ ej 

The sample consists of 552 acquisition announcements. The CARs are for the two day window (-I, 0). The first equation includes all the independent variables, 

the second equation has the highest number of observations, and the third equation has the greatest adjusted R2 value. The last column has the adjusted R2
, and 

the F statistic. Below each coefficient is the significance level. RELSIZE is the ratio of the size of the acquisition to the size ofthe acquiring firm, OWNPCT is 
the percentage of the acquiring firm' s stock that insiders own after the offering, VC is a dummy variable that equals I if venture capital , LOCK is a dummy 
variable that equals I if announcement before lockup expiration, VC*LOCK is an interaction variable that equals I if both venture capital and before lockup 
expiration, TOPTIER equals I if underwriter was top tier, ADV!SUWR equals I if the investment banker is not the same as the underwriter, PREACQ equals I 
if two or more previous acquisitions, PREJV equals I if prior joint venture, MKTCAP is the natural log ofthe market capitalization of the firm, P/B is the ratio of 
the price to book value of the firm , RUNPCT is the percentage change from the original offer price to the price two days before the announcement, CASH is a 
dummy variable that equals I if financing is cash, PUBLIC equals I if target is a public firm , STK*PRlV equals I if both stock financing and a privately held 
target, TECH = I ifacquirer is in a technology industry, and MOTIVE equals I if economies of scale, and PARTIAL equals I if a partial acquisition. 

EQ Con Rei Own vc Lock vc• Top Adv Pre Pre Mkt P/B Run Cash Pub- Stk* Tech 1\lot- Par- AdjR2 
# Size Pet Lock Tier Is not Acq JV Cap Pet lie Priv ive rial (Fstat) 

Uwr 
I .163 -.033 .000 -.023 .007 -.051 -.009 -.016 -.049 .002 -.02 1 -.000 .018 .000 -.028 .034 -.008 .009 .044 .llO 

291 (3.12) (-2.25) (.17) (-1.00) (.28) (-1.58) (-.52) (-.70) (-2.66) (.10) (-2.51) (-.73) (3.88) (.01) (-1.33) (1.51) (-.38) (.56) (2.10) (2.99) ... •• **** .. 
2 .110 -.024 -.004 -.014 -.018 -.026 -.013 .013 -.031 .029 -.007 .028 .072 

552 (4.55) (-1.75) (-.28) (-.67) (-1.10) (-2.29) (-3.29) (4.23) (-2.45) (2.18) (-.68) (2.21) (4.89) ... • .. **** **** •• •• .. **** 
3 .105 -.031 -.024 -.013 .013 -.036 .026 .03 1 .074 

552 (4.80) (-2.90) (-2.11) (-3.48) (4.12) (2.86) (1.98) (2.46) (7.31) 
**** ••• •• **** **** ••• •• •• **** 

For Eq I, Motive =l if economies of scale; For Eq 2, Motive =I if economies of scope 

*significant at .10 **significant at .05 ***significant at .01 ****significam at .001 
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